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'lnformation' may seem a mundane word,

bringing to mind rows of numbers, vast data-

bases, the great reams of materialthrown at

us from every direction in the modern world.

But information is the most profound concept

of modern science. The Universe and evefihing
in it can be understood in terms of information.

We are information. Evolution describes the inher-

itance of information with gradual change of its

units, the genes. Every pafticle, when measured,

is represented by a set of data. Does it exist out-

side of 0ur measurement? According to quantum

theory, yes and no, We experience reality-reality
is created-th rough interaction.

Vlatko Vedral takes us from Claude Shannon's

definition of information-devised to improve

the quality of telephone lines-to the growing

recognition of its profound importance, its deep

connection with entropy in thermodynamics,

and its reformulation for the quantum world.

Shannon's unit of information, the 'bit', is defined

in terms of a yes/no choice, But in the quantum

world, 'yes/no' gives way to'both/and':when
'quantum' and 'information' are put together, a

vast range of new understanding emerges; we

find ourselves looking at the information content

of black holes, the potential of teleportation,

how a deterministic universe might emerge from

randomness, and fundamental questions about

reality, We see how modern science shares the

wonder and spiritual quest of sages East and

West, and draws us towards a possible explana-

tion for the Universe; an explanation of exquisite

simplicity, strangeness, and beauty. The Universe,

it would seem, maketh itself,



Vlatko Vedral studied undergraduate

theoretical physics at lmperial College London,

where he also received a PhD for his work on

'Quantum lnformation Theory of Entanglement'.

Since June 2009, Vedral moved to Oxford as

Professor of Ouantum lnformation Science.

Throughout his career he has held a number of

visiti n g professorsh ips at different i nternational

institutions. He has published more than 130

research papers and has written two textbooks.

He has written for popular science journals

and major daily newspapers, as well as doing

extensive radio programmes and television

interviews,
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cate science to a wider audience.

Writing is a very solitary exercise and it has been agreatpleasure
to be able to talk about some aspects of this book to a'live'audience.
Those who attended my various Caf6 Scientifique talks and similar
occasions will recognize some material from my talks in here. I am
a great believer in taking science out of the university confines and

onto the streets. That is where it all started - in the Ancient Greek

agorae of Socrates - and that's where it ultimately belongs. I hope
that the book preserves some traces of this 'streetwise' style of
communicating science.

Luke Rallan's constant help and encouragement as well as reading
and commenting on various drafts and ideas are very gratefully
acknowledged. He provided much of the stimulus at differenr stages

and without his help this project would never have materialized.
I am also grateful to Latha Menon of Oxford University Press and
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have suffered agreatdeal in the past two years. They are everything
I have - the alpha and the omega - and without them, there would be
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Jn autumn 1994, while a final year undergraduate student in
I London, sorting through my reading material for the forthcoming
term, I found three words that would have a profound effect on my
future. These three words got me thinking again about questions

that I have encountered both in life and in physics. At the time
I wasn't exactly sure what they meant, but steadily things started to
make sense.

Every child is at some point exposed to various rules (laws and

principles) that seem to govern the functioning of the universe and
everything in it. Newton's laws in physics, the photosynthesis cycle

in biology, rules ofgrammar in French, the law ofsupplyand demand
in economics, the list just goes on. As a child I remember feeling a

little lost and bewildered by these rules that I was required to learn
verbatim and just attributed their origin to a magician's trick, some-

thing my teacher pulled out of a hat. Further along in life, as our
senses and ourunderstanding of the world around us develops, these
'tricks'don't seem quite so intimidating. we are better able to decon-
struct them and find that many are not so dissimilar after all. Then at

some point, after exploring a sufficient number of these rules across

different disciplines, we are in a position to begin speculating on
their connection and whether there is a little master book of magic
which governs them all. It is this bigger picture that now drives me

and many others. Whatever walk of life you come from, the question
remains the same: is the reality that we see around us just made up
from a seeminglyrandom collection ofunrelated rules and events or
is there a common underlying thread from which these all derive?
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From the dawn of civilization, some of our most inquisitive

minds havebeen pursuing this common thread. Bylinking together

the rubbing of rock on rock or wood on wood we have been able to

create fire. By linking together the falling of an apple to the orbits of
planets, we have been able to fly to the Moon. By linking together

our understanding of molecules with engineering, we have been

able to extend human life by successfully performing the vast array

of bodily repairs. By linking together our understanding of human
nature with communications technology, we have a global market

for products and services regardless of the language we speak. Our
attempts at understanding and linking different aspects of reality

have clearly been Yerybeneficial.

As we continue to further increase our understanding we expect

this progress to continue. There is no doubt that any such future
development will be based on howwell we can interpret new infor-
mation and connect whatwe have learned thus far. Bycontinuing to
create more connections we can develop more all-encompassing

laws which we then in turn use to better understand and affect our
reality. In other words, first we break down or decode what we see

around us, just to then use this information to construct orencode a

better, more well-connected, picture. The big question, of course, is

how much can we connect - is it feasible that there is one ultimate
law, one master magician's trick, that describes the whole Universe?

Within this discourse, surely the most exciting and fundamental

question of all has to be: why is there a reality at all and where does

it come from? In other words, before we can even speak about why
things are connected, we need to ask ourselves why things exist in
the first place. I will argue in this book that the notion of informa-
tion'gives us the answer to both questions. Curiously, this makes

information a far more fundamental quantity in the Universe than
matter or energy, which is no mean feat in itself. If we look at reality
in terms of 'bits of information', it is interesting that both the exist-

ence of reality and its inherent connectivity become completely
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transparent. Irrespective of whether you are a casual reader or a
scientific researcher this has extraordinary implications for each

and every one ofus.
The three words that I read back in autumntgg4,which changed

my perspective so markedly, were 'Information is physical'. The
three words, in this order, stood out as the title of an amazingchapter
in an otherwise obscure book, and over time made me realize that
indeed maybe information is the answer. After having spent the last
ri years convincing myself that it is, I now endeavour to spend the
next 12 chapters convincing you likewise.
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Greation Ex Nihilo:
Something from Nothing

E u.O civilization in the history of humanity has had its myth of
.l-rcreation. Humans have a deeply rooted and seemingly insatiable
desire to understand not onlytheir own origins but also the origins of
other things around them. Most if not all of the myths since the dawn
of man involve some kind of higher or supernatural beings which are

intimatelyrelated to the existence and functioning ofall things in the
Universe. Modern man still holds a multitude ofdifferentviews ofthe
ultimate origin of the Universe, though a couple of the most well
represented religions, Christianity and Islam, maintain that there was

a single creator responsible for all that we see around us.

It is a predominant belief in catholicism, accounting for about
one-sixth of humanity, that the creator achieved full creation of the
universe out of nothing - a belief that goes under the name of crea-

twn exnihilo. (To be fair, not all catholics believe this, but they ought
to if they follow the Pope.) Postulating a supernatural being does not
really help explain reality since then we only displace the question
of the origins of reality to explaining the existence of the supernat-
ural being. To this no religion offers any realanswers.

If you think that scientists might have a vastly more insightful
understanding of the origin of the Universe compared to that of
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major religions, then youd better think again. Admittedly, most

scientists are probably atheists (interestingly, mone than 950,6 in the

United Kingdom) but this does not necessarily mean that they do

nor hold some kind of a belief about what the Creation was like and

where all this stuff around us comes from. The point is that, under

all the postulates and axioms, if you dig far enough, you'llfind that
they are as stumped as anyone else. So,.from the point of view of
explaining why there is a reality and where it ultimately comes from,
being religious or not makes absolutely no difference -we all end up

with the same trickyquestion.

Everytime I readabookon the religious orphilosophical outlook
of the world I cannot help but recognize many ideas in there as

related to some ideas that we have in science. For example, the atti-
tude of 'reductionism'- the fact that we try to reduce everything to a

single simple cause - is common to both a religious and scientific

way of thinking. While methods of investigation can vary, in the

same way that in religion we reduce everything to a common deity,

in science we strive towards a unifying theory of everything. In fact

this inherent desire to reduce the number of unknowns is prevalent

in almost everything we do. Why should this be the case?

Often there are two different reasons given for this natural desire

to simplify. First is that we as humans have a:very limited imagina-

tion and whichever medium we use to understand the world - be it
science, religion, philosophy, or art - we will end up exploiting the

same limited set of ideas available to us. In other words, even as we

begin to describe reality, the ideas that we use are not so different
from one another. As an eminent American psychologist, Abraham
Maslow, points out, when your only tool is a hammer, every problem
looks like a nail. The hammer in our case could be our natural urge

to find simple cause and effect relationships. We humans thrive on

reducing complexity, finding it more beautiful and more believable

to summ aize our whole understanding ultimately in terms of one

principle (whether it is a single god or a single theory of everythirg).
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It is also important to appreciate that our reality, i.e. our view of
the Universe, might be different from the actual Universe itself. We

create our reality through our understanding of the Universe and

our reality is what is possible based on everything we know. If we

heed Maslow's words then we alreadyunderstand that we are invar-
iably limited, and accept that whatever reality we generate may only
ever be an approximation to what the Universe is really like. In this

sense, it is somewhat inevitable that as we build and then look to
explain our reality, the singular thesis is somehow embedded within
this; it is just ayery comfortable notion forus to deal with.

Coupled to this, the second reason is that humans are also social

beings. Artists, scientists, clergy, and the lay public all exchange

ideas with one another, ideas which then feature in each other's work
as we try to better understand our Universe, and generate our picture

of reality. Notions of beauty and truth in one area inevitably affect

ideas in another. With so manycompelling arguments, it is perhaps

no wonder then that we all follow more or less a similar road.

According to the German philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach,'Man

first unconsciously and involuntarily creates God in his own image,

and after this God consciously and voluntarily creates man in his

own image'. If we take God as synonymous to reality, then reality
and Man's perception of it are, in fact, inseparable. Man creates

reality and then uses reality to describe himself. As we strive to
reduce complexity, it is again unsurprising that we try to build our
reality on the simplest possible causes.

A more optimistic view as to why our ideas somehow converge is

that life has evolved in conjunction with the rest of the Universe. We

are an embodiment of the same laws that have shaped the Universe

and our imagination is intimately correlated to it. Consciously or
zubconsciouslywe find that we converge towards these laws.In this
viewthe driver of this convergence, unlike in previous points, is not
any limitation on our part to describe the Universe but rather a

natural attraction towards the laws that bind it. These views may
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seem pretty similar, but the main difference is that the latter is more
optimistic. Rather than us creating our reality and then only being
able to describe the universe through this reality, it essentiallygives
us hope that, as we embody the laws describing the universe we are
already on the nghr track. But will simplicity lie at the end of this
journey?

one of the notions that scientists hold in highest esteem is

occam's razor. william of occam, a fourteenth-century English

logician and Franciscan friar,tells us that assumptions should not be

multiplied without necessity, or in otherwords, the simplest expla-
nation is usually best. while you could argue that simplicity is

entirely subjective, in Chapter ro I will show that there is an objec-
tive view of simplicity that is universal.

Taking occam's logic to the extreme would also mean reducing
all the explanation about everything in the universe to a single all-
encompassing principle. Imagine how easy this would make our
lives; falling in love, the motion of planets, the movements of the
stock market, all being explained through this one principle.

But is this really taking occam to the extreme? why not try to
even get rid of this one principle and deduce everything without any
principles? This surely is simpler still and therefore, in line with
occam's logic, must be a better reflection of reality? Deduction
without any principles is what the famous American physicist

)ohn wheeler called a'lawwithout law'. He reasoned that if we can
explain laws of physics without invoking anya priori laws ofphysics,
then we would be in a good position to explain everything. It is this
viewthat is the common scientific take on'creation out of nothing',
creation exnihilo.

Gottfried wilhelm Leibniz, the famous German mathematician
and philosopherand one of the inventors of the mathematical tech-
nique of calculus, used this logic in his proof of the existence of God.
He found it surprising that something, rather than nothing, exists in
the universe, given that nothing is by far the simpler srate. The only
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reason he could find for something to exist at all is that an

independent being created that something. This for him was enough

evidence to suggest an external influencer - the influencer being

God. So even he, like many others, could find no better answer to the

creationexnihilo question than postulating a supernatural being.

The trickiness of having a law that explains everything without
postulating a law (or some kind ofgeneral principle) in the first place

was nicely addressed by one of Wheeler's students, Oxford physicist

David Deutsch. On this issue Deutsch reasons as follows: 'If there

were no all-explanatory physical principle P approachable by the

methods of science, this would presumably mean that there exist

aspects of the natural world that are fundamentally inaccessible to
science.'In otherwords, ifwe cannot find an overarching principle,
then science cannot explain the Universe and fails in its ultimate
objective. Deutsch reasons that any inability to explain the Universe

through a single principle P would run directly counter to ration-
alis6 and'to ourviewof physics as the universal science, which has

hitherto been the driving force behind progress in the subject and

which we should be extremely reluctant to abandon'.

However, as Deutsch points out, the flip-side of this is also prob-
lematic. If there were such an all-explanatory principle P within
physics, its origin would be forever insoluble, given that no prin-
ciple (or law) can explain its own origin or form. It's like asking an

air-conditioner'why are you an air.-conditioner and not a chair?'.

Ct...ly the answer lies outside of the air-conditione4 because the

air-conditioner itself was just made that way. So, paradoxically, P,

the ultimate principle of physics or the law that explains everything,

iust cannot be. Again its origin must lie outside of physics and hence

Wheeler's seemingly self-contradictory expression'law without law'.

Deutsch's logic shows the fine line we have to walk if we are to try
to explain the whole Universe from one single principle. But what
exactly is it that this principle is trying to explain? Are we talking
about explaining all objects in the Universe, such as chairs and
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air-conditioners; are we trying to explain social interactions such as

falling in love; or are we talking about something more funda-
mental, like the basic building blocks of matter and their interac-
tions? Surelywe need to explain all of this, the origin of all the stuff
in the Universe and howit's tied together.

This book will argue that information (and not matter or energy
or love) is the building block on which everything is constructed.
Information is far more fundamental than matter or energybecause

it can be successfully applied to both macroscopic interactions, such

as economic and social phenomena, and, as I will argue, informa-
tion can also be used to explain the origin and behaviour of micro-
scopic interactions such as energy and matter.

As pointed out by Deutsch and Wheeler, however, whatever
candidate is proposed for the fundamenral building block of the
Universe, it still needs to explain its 'own'ultimate origin too. In
other words, the question of everything from nothing, creotion ex

nihilo,is key. So if, as I claim, information is this common thread, the
question of creation ex nihilo reduces to explaining how some infor-
mation arises out of no information. Not only will I show how this is
possible, I will also argue that information, in contrast to matter and
energy, is the only concept that we currentlyhave that can explain its
own origin.

so does information also help us find the all-explanatory prin-
ciple, P, discussedby Deutsch? I argue in the third part of this book
that when viewing reality in terms of information, this question no
longer even makes any sense. we find that the journey itself, in this
case the method with which useful information arises, becomes

more important than the ultimate destination (the concept of an
explanatory physical law). Indeed we question whether there is any
ultimate destination at all, or whether, as the universe evolves, then
so does ourtarget, firmlyplacing the concept ofan ultimate physical
principle only in our created reality rather than as a necessary

construct for the Universe itself.
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So what is the important question that we must address? If we

agree on information as anatural frameworkwithinwhich to under-

stand our reality, then we should be able to explain all natural
phenomena in terms of it. This is the subject of the core of this book,
Chapters 3-lo.As we go through the chapters, we will see that it is
actually the decrease of information that equates to a better under-

standing of it. Though this might sound odd initially, intuitively we

know this to be true - in that when we understand something better

we find that we can summaizeit within a fewbasic principles. For

example, instead ofhaving roo differentlaws to describethe dynamics

of a tennis ball being thrown into the air, each law applicable under a

different set of conditions, having one law capturing any possible

condition is something that we feel gives us a much better under-

standing. Hence we equate a betterunderstanding of our realitywith
a compression of the amount of information that it contains.

Conversely, whilst we work tirelessly to reduce the amount of
information in our reality, there is a fundamental aqgument that
suggests that the amount of information in the Universe as a whole,
if understood correctly, can only ever increase. This is the subject of
Chapter 5. This implies that as the Universe reveals more and more

to us, our reality of what is and isn't possible consequently grows,

leading to more information that then needs to be compressed. The

analogy that I often like to give is of a donkeywith a carrot hanging

at a fixed distance in front of it. As the donkey moves closer to the

carrot, thinking he's almost made it, the carrot moves in line with
the donkey. The donkey, not realizing that the carrot is attached to it
via a stick, continues to try and try, unaware that he is ultimately
doomed to failure (it is a donkey after all). While he covers a lot of
distance (and gets to know the structure of the carrot intimately),
the donkeyultimately fails in his primary objective.

In this sense there is a dichotomybetween our desire to compress

information (distil our whole understanding of reality into a few

encompassing principles)and the natural increase ofinformation in

11
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the universe (the total amount we need to understand). This desire

to compress information and the natural increase of information in
the Universe may initially seem like independent processes, but as

we will explore in much more detail later there maybe a connection.
As we compress and find all-encompassing principles describing
our reality, it is.these principles that then indicate how much more
information there is in our universe to find. In the same way that
Feuerbach states that'Man first creates God, and then God creates

Man', we can say that we compress information into laws from
which we construct our rcality,and this reality then tells us how to
further compress information.

While some may disagree, I believe this view of realily being
defined through information compression is closer to the spirit of
science as well as its practice (the so-called scientific method to be
discussed in great detail in chapters ro and rz). It is also doser to the
scientific meaning of information in that information re0pcts the
degree ofuncertainty in our knowledge ofa system, as will be shown
in Chapter 3.

Perhaps the view of the universe that will be promoted here

should more appropriately be called 'annihilation of everything'as
opposed to treation out of nothing', as ultimatelyit is compression
that we argue defines reality. This will be explained in more detail in
Part Three of the book.

Iry pofitts
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lnformation for all Seasons

Jmagine 
that you arrive late at aparty. Everyone is already there,

Isitting at a big round table. The host invites you ro sit down with
the others and yourealize that they are engaged in what appears to
be some kind of a game. The host tells you nothing other than to sit
down and join in. Let's say that you quite like playing poker, and you
get excited at the prospect of participating, but you quickly realize
that this is not poker. Then it dawns on you that you actually have
absolutely no idea what is going on. You turn around to consult the
host, but he seems to have disappeared. you take a deep breath and
keep quiet, not wanting to reveal your ignorance quite so early in the
evening, and you quietly continue to observe.

The first thing you notice is that no one is allowed to utter any
words, so it's not obvious at all whether this is a game. This seems

slightly odd but you think this may be one of the rules of the game
and so you play along. You observe that the players are using a

common deck of cards, resembling Tarot cards, each card with an
elaborate picture on it, such as a warrior killing a lion, or a lady
holding two crossed swords. After a while it becomes clear that
players 6ake turns to reveal a set ofcards, one at a time. As each subse-

quent card is laid down, adjacent to the previous one, the other
players closely observe the card being laid down as well as any body
language of the playerto further substantiate the meaning of the card.
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So it's finally the turn of the player sitting next to you. He puts
down a king standing over a dead lion with his sword raised above

his head; you think to yourself, 'ls this guy talking about a particular
king who killed a lion?','ls he talking about royalty in general?', or
'ls this card a metaphor for some kind of personal triumph?'. As you
develop your thoughts on this, the next card is placed, which is a red
dragon. You think initially that this is some kind of metaphor for
danger, but when you look at both cards together, you reason that
maybe they represent a Welsh king (the red dragon is the national
icon of Wales) orperhaps a powerful person facing danger. The next
three cards shown are: two crossed blades, a river, and finally a

beggar.

By now it's obvious that they are all trying to convey some kind of
message to each other through these cards and their body language.

And it's also clear that you probably cannot work out the meaning
of this game until you have seen a sufficient number of cards. But
you start to ask yourself, what exactly are they trying to convey -
what is the main point of this activity? Are they telling their life
story making up a story for each other's entertainment, or perhaps

is each combination of cards worth a certain number of 'points'? lf it
is a game, how do you win it, and if it's not a game, what is the point
of it?

A story of this type was imagined by a well-known Italian fiction
writer Italo Calvino. The point of his story was that every player is
tryingto tell others about their life, but only using the images on the
cards with a little bit of creative gesticulation and grimacing on the
side.

In his book Calvino used this card game as the main metaphor
for life. The question is why? well, ir is difficult for me to guess what
the writer really wanted to say. writers are artists, and frequently
the point of their work lies precisely in the fact that they are ambig-
uous and that different people will interpret the same work of art
in many different ways. But I am a scientist (as were, incidentally,

15
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Calvino's parents) and Id like to tell you that what Calvino's card

game represents is not all that different from how we generate our
understanding of reality.

Calvino's card game is like our dialogue with Nature, in other
words, the rest of the Universe. Each of the players at the table repre-

sents different aspects of Nature and you are the observer. For

example, one player could be economics, one player could be

physics, one could be biology, and one could be sociology. Each of
the players in turn reveals a little more about their own rules and

behaviour as time goes on. Nature, like the players, is silent but
reveals its intention through events and the surrounding environ-

ment. Unsurprisingly, the language Nature uses to communicate is

'information'. The card game indicates that information comes in
discrete units, one card at a time. We cannot divide this card into
smaller units. The first message of Calvino's metaphor is therefore

that there are basic atoms of information that are universally used.

In science, we call these atoms'bits'orbinarydigits. We will discuss

these'bits'more precisely in Chapter 3.

The second message of Calvino's story is that any sequence of
cards, no matter how transparent its message may seem, has still to
be interpreted by the observer (in this case you and the other
players). The interpretation may, or may not, be true to what the

player intended to convey and may vary widely between different

observers, and furthermore the observer himself may have several

different views of what he has observed. This is synonymous with
the inherent uncertainty we find when we observe Nature and two
people may have radically different interpretations.

Interestingly, when it is your turn to play, you become the player

and Nature becomes the observer. As you lay down your cards, this
reflects back on Nature; there is a duality here - you cannot be at the

table without affecting the game. This is the third message of
Calvino's story that in real life you are simultaneously the observer

as well as being the player.
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The fourth message we can draw from calvino is that the same

card can also mean different things based on which other cards it is
drawn with. Regardless of who observes it, each card has its own
inherent degree of uncert ainty,the same red dragon card can mean
danger, fear, or represent the country of Wales, depending on the
other cards in the set. once the whole set of cards is presented, the
meaning of each card within this context becomes clearer. There-
fore relating Calvino's second and fourth points, these cards, as well
as representing bits, depend on who interprets them, as well as the
other cards they are drawn with. In this sense, we cannot look atany
card individually - they must be considered within the contexr of
the sequence of cards they are drawn with. It's no surprise that this
property, in science, goes under the general name of 'contextuality'.

One of the most striking conclusions that follows from this
contextuality is that we can never be sure about our interpretation
of Nature, given that the next bit of information could falsify our
previous viewand completelychange the essence of the message.In
science for example, we could see rooo experimental results
confirming a particular theory, but one subsequent result could
completely falsify it and indicate that we have utterly misunder-
stood the message that Nature is conveying. In Calvino's story, this
similarly means that you cannot be sure of the message until the last

card in placed on the line. The last card may change the whole point
of the story. This is very reminiscent of the Ancient Greek philoso-
pher Socrates'statement that 'no one should be considered happy
until they are dead'. You may be happy for most of your life, but until
yourlast breath you can neverbe sure thatyou have had a happylife.
we will see that the whole edifice of scientific knowledge also rests

on this kind of (somewharbrutal)logic.

Analysing Calvino's game a little more also draws some inter-
esting parallels with our observation of Nature. Like the observer in
the story, we humans also arrived late to the game. Taking the game

as a metaphor for life, if the game has been progressing for ro years,

17
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we only just arrived a couple of minutes ago. Some elements of
Nature, such as physics, have been there since the very beginning.

So, a huge amount of information has already been conveyed that
we haven't yet taken into account as we generate our model of
reality.

Calvino takes the players as granted. The scene is already set but
Calvino does not tell us why the game started and who invited the

players. He leaves this question open, just as it is open in realiry. This
raises the same issue ofwhere the players come from, and reduces to
the challe nge of aeation ex nihilo.

Of course, there is much more to interpreting realitythan can be

portrayed in any story like Calvinot. It does not give us any concrete

details or prescriptions of how exactly we should quantify informa-
tion and apply it to anygiven situation,let alone thewhole universe.
For example, the arrangement of Tarot cards does not lead us to infer
a unique story. How do we decide which story is then more likely
than others? Or should we maybe not choose a single story, but
combine all the stories into some kind of super-story?

Another crucial aspect missing in calvino's story if we use it as

an analogue of how Nature presents us with information, is to do

with the fact that in Calvino's story, once each card is laid, it cannot
be changed. Each card has a definite state (its picture) and, whilst
this state maybe interpreted differently, it cannot change once it has

been laid down. For example, a card showing a red dragon cannot
'magically'change to another card as soon as the next card is drawn,

or as soon as it has been observed by someone. As counterintuitive
as it may sound, the omission of this interaction between cards, and

also between the cards and the players, will be seen to be crucial as

we discuss ourbest physical description of reality, quantum theory,

in Part Two of the book.

The reader probably comes to this book with a vague idea ofwhat
information is. In everyday parlance information is frequently
synonymous with knowledge. We believe we know something when
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we can talk about it at sufficient length and breadth withour being
contradicted by any of our listeners. However, although this is the
common meaning of the word'knowledgeable', it is not what a scien-

tist would consider to be knowledge. To a scientist, any knowledge
always refers to the knowledge of the future. Hence historians are

not scientists - historians make predictions about the past - but
science is all about predictions concerning the future. Neils Bohr,

one of the grandfathers of quanrum theory jokingly said on this issue

that'lt is difficult making predictions, especiallyabour the future'.
Guessing what will happen, means that there is always some risk

involved. When we are trying to predict the future, we invariably
need to make some leaps of imagination, eitherbecause the future is

intrinsically uncertain or because we do not have enough informa-
tion about it. This uncertainty was already explored by calvino, in
that we cannot be sure of the message until the last card is placed on
the table. The last card may change the whole point of the srory.

unlike in calvino's story, in which there is a finite set ofcards, Nature
seemingly lays down cards indefinitely. unfortunately this means

that we have to guess the message that Nature is trying to convey as

more and more cards become apparent. As a result, we may be

proven wrong by a later card, but this is;ust a necessary risk inherent
in how science works.

Typically, a physicist, when studying an atom say, calculates its
properties using pen and paper, or more often these days with the
aid of a computer. Then, he goes into the laboratory and makes

measurements (these days it is typical for those who calculate and
those who measure to be different people, but this need not be so).

Finally, thephysicist compares measurements with his theory, and if
the two coincide to sufficient accuracy he is satisfied that his under-
standing of the phenomenon is good. If the experiment contradicts
the theory- and he is certain that there are no crucial experimental
errors involved - then the theory, i.e. our interpretation of the
message Nature is trying to convey, must be changed.
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This is the basis of the scientific method that has helped us under-
stand various aspects of Nature within a short span of 4oo years.

It is also this same method that can probably be considered one of
the defining features of modern civilization.

Whilst we have thus far been driven by the question of why there

is information in the universe and how it is communicated to us by
Nature, our ultimate intention is to show how information describes

the reality that we observe. We will do rhis by following Roger

Bacon's dictum of 'analysis and synthesis' and first analyse each of
the pillars of reality individually before we synthesize this into an

overall unified picture.

Each of the pillars of our reality (players in Calvino's srory) will be

analysed in terms of how they embody and convey information.
while I will be presenting a message from each of these pillars in my
own information-centric way, these messages are all well estab-

lished in the scientific community. The reader may not agree with
my ultimate view of encoding reality, but hopefully he or she will
find the discussion of the separate pillars valuable in themselves.

The main pillars that we will discuss are:

r Chapter 4 - Player r: Biology. The first major application of
information was in biology where genetics developed entirely
using the language of information preservation and transmis-
sion. Here information is easiest to understand and has a clear

and well-defined meaning. Biological information is famed for its

endurance, but the underlying principles are in fact universal. We

can use them to offer a new framework for running a successful

business.

r Chapter 5 - Player z: Thermodynamics. Physics and infor-
mation have had a long-standing relationship and I use this to
talk about the infamous second Law of thermodynamics. It states

that the tendency of the universe is to decay into chaos. I explain

how this is to be understood in terms of information and why it
does not contradict the biological preservation of information.
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Here I will also use information to present novel insights into the
topics of global warming, environmentalism, and offer a new
perspective on howto plan your diet.

r Chapter 6 -Player 3: Economics. Having convinced you that
biology and physics are all about information, I now claim that
human behaviourtoo isbased on the same information-theoretic
principles.ln particular, betting on random processes, such as in
a casino or the stock market, is maximized when we follow these

principles. Here we will see how to invest successfullyby using
laws of information.

r Chapter 7 -Player 4: Sociology. More complex social struc-
tures, such as the distribution of cities, the wealth of citizens, and
the social order are also seen through the eyes of an information
theorist. This chapter is the culmination of the first part of the
book, unifying a number of disparate phenomena through one

and the same logic. Here I will discuss how to improve your social
standing and how racial segregation can occur even within the
most ardent group of xenophiles.

r chapter 8 - Player 5: Quantum Physics. In the second part of
the book, I explain that the information in the real world is of a
different kind from what it appears to be at first sight. Though
still quantified in terms of bits, information is actually far more

powerful than what we thought possible. This is because the
world is ultimately quantum mechanical. This chapter explains
the basics of quantum information which has some bizarre and
rather radical features. we will see how to communicate so

securely that even the cIA has no chance of eavesdropping on
our conversations.

r Chapter 9 - Player 6: Computer Science. This new form of
information, based on quantum theory, canbe used to compute
faster than anything we have seen so far with our PCs (which are

in the commonlyaccepted language of classical computers). Here

I explain how hacking into your bank account will only take a
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few seconds with a quantum computer and how biological
systems mayalreadybe capable ofsome simple forms ofquantum
computation.

r Chapter ro - Player 7: Philosophy. If the Universe has

quantum information at its core - which is what I start to argue

here - then we revisit the age-old problem of determinism versus

free will. Can we act out of our own accord, or are all our actions
predetermined? Here I will tryto convince you that randomness

and determinism do not oppose each other. I present an example

of where they work hand in hand to teleport objects across the

Universe.

Of course, some purists mryht argue that there is really only one

player in Nature, and that playeris physics itself. From the cards that
physics reveals, the hands of all the otherplayers follow. However, in
this book I am arguing that it is the cards that are the most funda-
mental part of this game. Hence each ofthe players should be treated
equallyeven though there maybe some repetition in theirmessages,

e.g. some of what economics reveals to us about human nature has

already been captured by biology.

once we conclude our analysis we then begin to synthesize these

messages in Chapters rr and rz. The result of this synthesis will
be a reality, encoded through bits of information. Here we will view
the Universe as a big quantum computer, running the biggest

possible computer game to generate our reality. The programmers

are the players in Calvino's card game and their software summa-

rizes everything they've learnt from playing the game. Using the

same logic, we can calculate the amount of information that can be

stored inside any object, even the human brain.
PartThree ofthebookwill also argue rhat information is the only

appropriate entity on which to base the ultimate theory of every-
thing. Not only does information present a framework in which
gravity can be seen as a mere consequence of quantum theory (inte-

grating quantum theory and gravity is the greatest challenge of
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modern physics), but it suggests how information can give rise to
the 'law without law' and thereby cut the Gordian knot of creation ex

nihilo.

Some aspects presented in the final chapters will be speculative

or still under discussion in the scientific community, and I will warn
the reader when this is the case. However, whilst some of these

aspects may turn out to be wrong, I hope that the reader will enjoy

the intellectual journey. On this let me finish by quoting the famous

eleventh-century Persian poet and astronomer, Omar Khayyam:

Those who conquered all science and letters,
And shone as beacons among their betters,
Did not find the thread of this Tangled Heap,
Only told a story, then they fellasleep.

Key points

Calvino's card game forms an effective metaphor for th eway
that we observe and understand reality.

Information is the language Nature uses to convey its
messages and this information comes in discrete units. We

use these units to construct our reality.

The main players in Calvino's card game represent different
aspects of Nature. I have chosen these players to be biology,

thermodynamics, economics, sociolo gy, quantum physics,

computer science and philosophy.

Key messages from each of these players will be analysed in
an information-centric manner in the chapters to come.
Synthesis of the key messages from each playerwill result in
our view of how reality is generated or encoded.
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Back to Basics: Bits and Pieces

Th. concept of information is so ubiquitous nowadays that it is
I simply unavoidable. It has revolutionized the way we perceive

the world, and for someone not to know that we live in the informa-
tion age would make you wonder where they've been for the last 3o

years. In this information age we are no longergrappling with steam

engines or locomotives; we are now grappling with understanding
and improving our information processing abilities - to develop

faster computers, more efficient ways to communicate across ever

vaster distances, more balanced financial markets, and more effi-
cient societies. A common misconception is that the information
age is just technological. Well let me tell you once and for all that it is

not! The information age at its heart is about affecting and better

understanding just about any process Nature throws at us: physical,

biological, sociological, whatever you name it - nothing escapes.

Even though many would accept that we live in the age of infor-
mation, surprisingly the concept of information itself is still often

not well understood. In order to see why this is so, it's perhaps

worth reflecting a little on the age that preceded it, the industrial
age. Central concepts within the industrial age, which can be said to
have begun in the early eighteenth century in the north of England,

were work and heat. People have, to date, found these concepts and

their applicability much more intuitive and easier to grasp than the
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equivalent role information plays in the information age. In the
industrial age, the useful application of work and heat was largely
evident through the resulting machinery, the type of engineering,
buildings, ships, trains, etc. It was easy to point your finger and say
'look, this is a sign of the industrial age'.

In Leeds, for example, as I used to take my usual walk down
Foundry Street in the area called Holbeck, traces of the industrial
revolution were still quite evident. )ohn Marshall's Temple Mills
and Matthew Murray's Round Foundry are particularly striking
examples; grand imposing buildings demanding respecr and appre-
ciation for the hundreds of people who worked in squalid condi-
tions and around the clock to ensure that the country remained
well fed, clothed, or transported. Murray is a typical example of an
eighteenth-century entrepreneurial industrialist, making his
fortune in Leeds by producing locomotives, steam engines, textile
machines, and several other machines that all did workbyexploiting
heat energy.

The process of using energy in the form of heat to produce as

much useful work as possible is very simple and intuitive. Feeding

hot coal into an engine which then produces steam (heat) to drive
the wheels of a train (work) is a proqess that seems quite easy to grasp
from beginning to end. But why can't we say something similar
about the information age? To me the concept ofinformation is more
widely applicable and even easier to understand than work or heat,

so why does it still cause confusion? The answer is that I don't know,
but, trust me, bythe end of this book, if I have done myjob properly,
you will find it as easy to identify the role of information in its
many guises as Murray found work or heat. As an added bonus, you
will find information far more fundamental and widely applicable.

so what do we actually mean when we talk about information?
while information is not a difficult concept to understand, it can
sometimes lead to confusion given the number of contexts that the
word is used in. To make matters worse there is simply not enough
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accessible material on information around. There has recently been

aflurry of books, but many of these are overly technical and do not

cater for the non-scientific reader. Being involved with several

'science-communication' initiatives, when asked for accessible

introductions to information, much to my frustration my recom-

mendations have been somewhat limited. Fortunately, after 15 years

of trying to explain information to myself (and unwittingly to most

people I meet) I thought, what better way to burn some calories and

midnight oil than to rise to the challenge?

There are two main reasons why the concept of information has

not been made more accessible. One is simply the fact that there are

many ways in which we could define it. For example, do we define

information as a quantitywhich we can use to do something useful

or could we still call it information even if it wasn't of any use to us?

Is information objective or is it subjective? For example, would the

same message or piece of news carry the same information for two
different people? Is information inherently human or can animals

also process information? Going even beyond this, is it a good thing
to have a lot of information and to be able to process it quickly or can

too much information drown you? These questions all add some

colour and vigour to the challenge of achieving an agreed and

acceptable defi nition of information.

The second trouble with information is that, once defined in a
rigorous manner, it is measured in away that is not easy to convey

without mathematics. You may be very surprised to hear that even

scientists balk at the thought of yet another equation. As a result,

experts and non-experts alike have so far been avoiding popular-
izing this concept in a detailed and precise way. Even Stephen

Hawking, when writing his bestselling A Brief History of Time, was

famously advised by his editor that every equation he used would
halve the number of copies sold.

In spite of all these challenges, there is an accepted and clear defi-

nition of information which is also objective, consistent, and widely
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applicable.By stripping away all irrelevant details we can distil the
essence of what information means within a couple of pages.

unsurprisingly, we find the basis of our modern concept of infor-
mation in Ancient Greece. The Ancient Greeks laid the groundwork
for its definition when they suggested that the information content
of an event somehow depends only on how probable this event
really is. Philosophers like Aristotle reasoned that the more surprised
we are by an event the more information the event carries. By this
logic, having a clear sunny autumn day in England would be a very
surprising event, whilst exp erienc ing dr izzle random ly throughout
this period would not shock anyone. This is because it is very likely,
rhat is, the probabilityis high, that itwill rain in England at anygiven
instant of time. From this we can conclude that less likelyevents, the
ones for which the probability of happening is very small, are those
that surprise us more and therefore are the ones that carry more
information.

Following this logic, we conclude that information has to be
inversely proportional to probability, i.e. events with smaller prob-
ability carry more information. In this way, information is reduced
to only probabilities and in turn probabilities can be given objective
meaning independent of human interpretation or anything else
(meaning that whilst you may nor like the facr that it rains a lot in
England, there is simplynorhingyou can do to change its probability
ofoccurrence).

There is one more important property of information and
together with objectivity it leads to the modern measure of infor-
mation. Suppose that we are looking at the information in two
subsequent but independent events. For example, there is a certain
probability that I will go out tonight, say 7o%o, and also there is
a certain probability, say 6o%o, that I will receive a call on my
mobile (this can happen independently of whether I am in or out of
my house). so, what is the probability that I will go out and rcceive a

call while I am out? Since both events have to happen for this to
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materialize, the overall chance of this happening is the product of
the two probabilities. This comes out to 4z% (7o divided by roo'
multiplie dby'6o divided by roo').

How about the amount of information in these two independent

events? If you are already surprised a little by an event and then

another event occurs independently, your total surprise will increase,

depending only on the probability of the new event. So the total
information in two events should be the sum of the two individual
amounts of information, given that they are independent events.

Therefore, the formula for information must be a function such that

the information of the product of two probabilities is the sum of the

information contained in the individual events. Are you still with
me? You'll get it, I promise. Amazingly.no.rgh it can be shown that
there is only one such function that does this job and this function is

the logarithm (log for short).

Logarithms were invented by the Scottish mathematician )ohn
Napier and have been extremely useful in simplifying long multi-
plications. The famous French eighteenth-century mathematician,

Pierre Simon de Laplace, said about them '...by shortening the

labours, tthey] doubled the life of the astronomer.' In those days

astronomers needed to calculate trajectories of planets and other
objects by hand, and this often resulted in whole reams of paper full
of calculations. Of course, multiplication is much easier now since

we all use calculators and computers, which paradoxically makes

logarithms appear outdared and intimidating.
So in summary the modern definition of information is exactly

this: the information content of an event is proportional to the log

of its inverse probability of occurrence:

I = los!.6p'

This definition is very powerful because we only need the presence

of two conditions to be able to talk about information. One is the
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existence of events (something needs to be happening), and two is
being able to calculate the probabilities of evenrs happening. This is

ayery minimal requirement which can be recognized in just about

anything that we see around us. In biology, for example, an event

could be a genetic modification stimulated by the environment. In
economics, on the other hand, an event could be a fall in a share

price. In quantum physics, an event could be the emission of light by
a laser when switched on. No matter what the event is, you can apply
information theoryto it. This is whylwill be able to argue that infor-
mation underlies every process we see in Nature.

Now that we have our definition of information, which let's face

it is not that complicated, we can look at one of the earliest appli-
cations of information to solve real-world problems. The story
starts with an American engineer, Claude Shannon, back in r94os
NewJersey, at the world-renowned Bell Laboratories.

Even before shannon, the Bell Laboratories already had a fear-
some reputation as a centre of excellence. The Bell Labs were a
facility at the height of its powers in the mid-rgoos, which wenr on
to win a phenomenal number of awards (including six Nobel prizes)

for contributions to science and engineering and development of a
wide range of revolutionary technologies (think: radio astronomy,

the transistor, the lasei the UNIX operating system, and the

C programming language).

It is no surprise that a major source of pride for the Bell Labs,

named after the distinguished inventorAlexander Graham Bell, has

always been telephone communications. This is the area shannon

worked in and his role was to investigate how to make communica-
tion more secure. For example, when Alice'phones'Bob', she relies

on people like shannon to make sure no unauthorized person can

intercept orlisten in on herphone-call. At the time this was a hugely
pertinent issue, given that America was entering world war II and

secrecyhad become ofparamount importance. After several months
of research, Shannon managed to come up with conditions which
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guaranteed that any communication can be made completely secure

against unauthorized eavesdropping. (lnterestingly his theory of
cryptography is what forms the foundation of modern information
security - every time you draw money from an ATM, or make a

purchase over the Internet, you have Shannon to thank.)
Through this challenge Shannon became interested in howmuch

people could communicate with one another through a physical

system (e.g.a telephone network) in the first place. Shannon thought
that perhaps rather than sending only one telephone call down a
wire maybe we could send two or three or even maybe more. Of
course this wasn't entirely an academic pursuit. When you work for
one of the world's largest corporations anything that allows you to
squeeze more profit out of your existing infrastructure is ultimately
going to be good for your career. Anyway by analysing this question

in more detail, Shannon came up with the rigorous definition of
information that we discussed earlier (that information is propor-
tional to the log of the probabilityof an evenr).

He summarizedhis findings in a ground-breaking paper in 1948.

This paper gave birth to the field of modern information theory and

changed the telecommunications landscape forever. The theorythat
he developed is eponymously referred to as Shannon's information
theory.

Shannon imagined two users of a communication channel, Alice
and Bob, using a phone line to talk to each other. One thing that
Shannon realized was that, in order to analyse the information
exchanged between Alice and Bob, he had to be as objective as

possible. Shannon didn't care if Alice told Bob'l love you'or'l hate

you',because from his perspective these two messages have exactly

the same length and, ultim ately,will earn Be[ Labs the same amount
of money. Human emotion, as we discussed, is not an objective

property of the message, so Shannon discarded it; neither is the

specific human language, so this went too. Bell Labs should be

making profit no matter whether Alice and Bob are communicating
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in English, Spanish, or Swahili. The amount of information, in other
words, should not depend on the way we choose to express it, but
must have a more fundamental representation. Shannon found that
the fundamental representation he was looking for had alreadybeen

developed a century earlier by an English primary school teacher,

George Boole.

Boole, whilst working on his grand theory of the Laws ofThought,

published in 1854, reduced all human thought to just manipulations
of zeros and ones. Boole's book began as follows: 'The design of
the following treatise is to investigate the fundamental laws of those

operations of the mind by which reasoning is performed; to give

expression to them in the symbolic language ofa Calculus, andupon
this foundation to establish the science of Logic and construct its

method'. He showed that all such algebraic manipulations that you
could want to do can be done just using two numbers, zero and one.

A digit that is either a zero or a one is called a binary digit, or a 'bit'
for short, and Shannon used the concept of bits to develop his infor-
mation theory.

As a side-note, interestingly the lack of zero was one ofthe limita-
tions which prevented the Ancient Greeks from developing a full
information theory; Z€roS just did not exist in Ancient Greece, as it
never occurred to them that'nothing'deserves to be labelledby a

number. Zero was, in fact, invented bythe Indians, sometime before

the birth of Christ, and the Indians communicated this knowledge

to the Persians and Arabs in the middle ages, who in turn passed it
onto the Europeans. The Europeans, armed with the zero, and some

tricks learnt from the Ancient Greeks, now had a more flexible

numbering system than the cumbersome Roman numerals. This

numbering system was paramount to the progress made in science

and mathematics, leading us eventually to the Renaissance, which
in turn takes us to the present day. The story of the number zero is

entirely fascinating within its own right and is really a topic befitting
of an entire book.
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Let us return to Shannon's task of optimizing communication
between Alice and Bob. Armedwith the Boolean universal alphabet,

Alice could encode the message'l love you'into the symbol'r', while
the message 'l hate you'could be encoded into the symbol 'o'. All we

need now is to know the probability with which Alice will send 'o'

and the probability with which she will send 'r'. In other words what
is the probability that she loves Bob, and what is the probability that
she does not?

Let us say that Bob is quite certain, saywith go%oprobability, that

Alice will send him a'o', indicating that she hates him. Imagine now
that he picks up the phone and hears a't'sent to him via the commu-
nication channel. He would be very surprised, given that he ettrib-
uted a low probability to it (only rco/o) and thus this message carries

more information. (Of course Alice and Bob do not actually talk in
zeros and ones. Alice says'I love you'or'l hate you'and it is a device

on either side of the phone line that encodes this information into
bits and then decodes the bits into the original message of either
'l love you'or'I hate you'.)

This framework can easily be extended to incorporate more

complex messages such as'Let us meet in front of Nelson's Column

in Trafalgar Square in London'. This couldbe encoded into a string of
bits, like the following one: oouoolororooo. Naturally we would
like to use as fewzeros and ones as possible permessage as this would
make more efficient use of the phone line (i.e. we could pack and

send more messages down the channel). The general principle that
Shannon deduced is that the less likely messages need to be encoded

into longer strings and more likely messages into shorter strings of
bits. The rationalebehind this is that the messages thatwe communi-
cate very frequently should be short; otherwise we needlessly waste

the phone line capacity. It seems pretty obvious now, doesn't it?

Ifwe considerlanguage as a communicationchannel, this channel

has evolved naturally into a more optimal state. Words we use most,

such as'the', 'of, 'and', 'to', are very short and this is because they have
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a high probability of occurring. words that we are leasr likely ro use,

in contrast, remain very long as they have a low probability of occur-
ring. In this waywe can work out how efficient the English language
is in comparison to German, French, or Swahili by seeing how many
letters it takes to communicate the most commonlyused words and
phrases. Interestingly, George zipf, in 1949, whilst independently
analysing languages, came up with a similar argument and found
that the frequency of anyword is inverselyproportional to its rank in
the frequency table. Thus the most frequent word will occur approx-
imately twice as often as the second most frequent word, which
occurs twice as often as the fourth most frequent word, and so on.

shannon similarly reasoned that the optimal encoding that maxi-
mizes the channel capacity (and the profit for Bell Labs) is to make
the length of the message proportional to the'log of the inverse of
the probability of the event occurring'. so the same information
measure that we argued for turns out to quantify optimal channel
capacity of any communication channel.

There has been a massive amount of work on extending shan-
non's information theory directly or indirectly in a variety of disci-
plines.l jumped on the bandwagon in the late r99os with mydoctoral
thesis, which translated how shannon's information theory could
be applied to quantum mechanics. I showed that the basic teners of
Shannon's information theory survive and have much to tell us

about ourlatest model ofphysics. There is more on this in the second
part of this book.

when I finished my thesis, my friends and colleagues gave me as

a memento a framed picture of Shannon with all their signatures on
the back of it. They knew how much shannon's work had influenced
me and thought that his picture would be an appropriate gift -given
that I had spent more time with him than with any of them. In it,
Shannon looked like a very thoughtful and distinguished scientisr,
doing science to better the world around him and to satisfyhis own
thirst forknowledge.lt was ayery nice thought.



BACK TO BASICS

I want to close this chapter with an amusing story. Shannon did
not call his quantity information; he called it entropy.What we have

so far been introducing as Shannon's information is, in fact, known
as Shannon's entropy in the community of engineers, mathemati-
cians, computer scientists, and physicists.

The word entropyappeared once Shannon had derived his'log of
the inverse probability' formula and he approached fohn von
Neumann, a great contemporary Hungarian-born American math-
ematician, asking for advice on how to name his newly invented

quantity. Von Neumann suggested the word'entropy'to Shannon

and an urban myth is that von Neumann did this to simply give

Shannon an edge in all scientific debates, since no one really knows
what entropy is! Von Neumann is well known for his witty remarks,

which makes the urban myth plausible. However the real reason is

that Shannon's measure already existed in physics under the name

ofentropy. The concept ofentropyin physics hadbeen developedby
the German physicist Rudolf Clausius, some hundred years before

Shannon.

Physical entropyhas at first sight nothing to do with communica-
tions and channel capacity, but it is by no means an accident that the

two have the same form. This will be the key to our discussion of the

Second Law of thermodynamics and will also offer us insights into
economic and social phenomena.

In summary,in order to solve his problem of optimizingchannel
capacity and to derive his information theory, Shannon stood on the

shoulders of many other giants (to borrow Isaac Newton's famous

phrase). The giants include the Ancient Greeks, George Boole, /ohn
Napier, and John von Neumann. There are no true loners in the

world of knowledge - no scientific Clint Eastwoods. But this does

not detract at all from Shannon's monumental achievement.

Shannon demonstrated intellect, awareness, and drive to piece

various ideas together and produce of one the greatest discoveries of
the twentieth century.
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Key points

DECODING REALITY

s The concept of information is fundamental. It can be given an

objective meaning.

Ei In the information age many of our problems are related to
directly optimizing information as opposed to work and

heat.

E The basic unit of information is the bit, a digitwhose value is

either zero or one.

r . Informati,on isameasure of hour surprising something is.

Unlikely,lowprotrabilityevents contain a high degree of
information. Likewise, high probabilky events conrain very

r If two,parti€s urant to cotrmudcate,efficiently then their
messages-to one another shqrld he eircoded according to

' Sharurolr's pr€$sripdon: unlikely rnessages Sould be encoded

urith,rnaE/ Zerystand"ones;,fregtrcnt messages should be

givena shortercode.
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Digital Romance: Life is a
Four-Leffier Word

T ennon and McC artney were 'spot on' with their rendition of
l:the age-old adage that'Life goes on'. As well as being one of the

catchiest tunes from their l968White Album,this is also one of the

simplest and most profound statements known to us. Underneath

its innocuous exterior lies a message that is of fundamental impor-
tance. The fact that there was life on Earth almost since Earth was

formed clearly demonstrates its robustness, and yet this is all the

more impressive given that every day we see how fragile individual
living beings appear to be. So the question that comes up again and

again in scientific circles is'how can something that is so imperfect
survive for so long?'This was one of the great mysteries of biology.

Interestingly it was a mathematician and not a biologist who
made the first major step in answering this question. We met this
mathematician earlier, when he advised Shannon to use the word
'entropy'to define his information function -yes, enter once more,

)ohn von Neumann. Von Neumann showed how something that
\ ras nearperfect could be constructed out of imperfect components.

This seems a little weird, doesn't it? One would intuitively think thar

to construct something perfect, each piece would also necessarily

have to be perfect. This is one of the central problems for living
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systems. But how could a mathematician without any access to
experimental evidence, and to be fair not much knowledge of
biology either, be able to understand life so well? Here is how.

von Neumann actually asked the question: 'How can we make
something of long duration from parts that are very short lived?'
Imagine we want to make sure that we write a message down that
should exist for the next ten millennia, so that all the future genera-
tions can benefit from it. Imagine, for example, that I have discov-
ered the secret to eternal happiness. (l haven't, of course, I am as

clueless as you are, though sometimes I think the answer lies some-
where between a cigar and a single malt whiskey.) And imagine that I
would like my great-great-grear-grandchildren to benefit from my
acquired wisdom. How can I ensure that mymessage lasts for such a
long time, when I dont even know anything about the time to come?

The astute reader may begin to see how this is related to a ques-
tion that shannon addressed in Chapter l, that of communication
between Alice and Bob. Imagine that, instead of Alice, I am now the
encoder of this l'.ery important message and the channel, which was
the telephone wire in the old picture, is now time. Furthermore, the
receiver ofthe message, previously Bob, is now a generation ofpeople
in the distant future to whom we wish to communicate the message.

This just illustrates how widely we can interpret the meaning of the
communication channel and its users. )ust to reinforce the point,
you can also think of me - the writer of this book - as Alice; the book
as the channel (through which I am communicaring my thoughts);
andyoursel(, the reader, as Bob, the receiver of my thoughts.

You may say that the longevity of a message is easy to accom-
plish. Perhaps we can just make a very solid safe, lock the message

inside, and then wait. However your message will only survive for
as long as this solid structure does. Natural and man-made disas-
ters, pandemics, disease, or other factors all have a bearing on how
long our message survives. The Egyptians thought that pyramids
looked pretty solid, but even they have eroded quite a bit over the
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last six millennia and may perish altogether in the next few

millennia. In fact, even our very planet has a chance of being

destroyed in the not-so-distant future from a variety of threats

(-"ybe not all external, as you are no doubt aware). Taking all these

considerations into account, how could I secure my message to my
descendents with a high probability?

This story of transmitting a message through generations is what

von Neumann had in mind when he formulated his question. This

question also presents a beautiful metaphor for life, whose primary
goal is to endure. From the previous discussion it would be quite

short-sighted to use a solid immobile structure to contain the

message. Such a structure is not necessarily resistant to environ-

mental changes.

What we need is something that is able to deal with its environ-

ment and is equipped to respond to whatever is thrown at it. It needs

to be able to adapt, move, avoid obstacles and danger whenever it is

threatened. But it also needs to be able to deal with its own ftailty.
Whatever this information carrier is made o[, it will always have a

finite duration. No battery lasts forever, no heart beats forever.

To illustrate this point, let's consider that conceptually we are

able to build a robot that is capable of surviving forever (infinite

battery life, non-rusting components, etc.) to carry the information.
Furthermore we can assume that this robot could at the same time

deal with its complex environment as well as maintain itself when

damaged. This could do the trick, but the worries are: how likely are

we to make such a device (as we said - no battery lasts forever, no

heart beats forever), and, even if we could make it to the best of our

abilities, surely its luck would run out at some stage. It is near impos-

sible for the robot to account for every possible damage and envi-

ronmental influence.

So why produce one robot, why not produce a hundred or a
thousand?This seems like agood ideaas itwill prolong the message,

but, ultimately,we still only have a fixed number of robots and the
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population can only decrease through time. Sooner or later each

one of our copies will run out of luck.

But here is where your ingenuity really comes in; you think to
yourself:'Why don't I build a robust robot that can also reproduce

itself several times?' It would then give the message to each copy

that it creates of itself and the copies would similarly pass the

message on to their copies, ad infinitum. So with every generation

being capable of carrying the message as well as reproducing itsel(,

we have a fighting chance of preserving the message indefinitely.

And this is in essence what von Neumann explored in his paper

on self-reproducing automata. His main contribution was to show

how reproduction can be accomplished with robots created out of
imperfect parts. This approach was by no means uncontroversial

with the scientific establishment during von Neumann's time.

There were two main objections to self-reproduction. First of all,

and in the words of von Neumann,'If an automaton has the ability
to construct another one, there must be a decrease in complication
as we go from the parent to the construct. That is, if A can produce

B, then A in someway must have contained a complete description
of B. In this sense, it would therefore seem that a certain degener,

ating tendency must be expected, some decrease in complexity as

one automaton makes another automaton.' This is a pretty
damaging objection as it seems to completely contradict everyday

experience. Life appears to be getting more and more complex,

rather than simplifying into less complex organisms.

Note that what von Neumann calls 'complication' of an autom-
aton is closely related to its information content, i.e. the more

complex an automaton, the more bits of information are required to
describe it accurately. As a side-note, many different ways of talking
about biological complexity have indeed been proposed and we will
encounter some of them later in the book.

The second main objection to self-reproduction is related to the

previous one, onlythat now it also seems to contradict logic and not
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just experience. If A has to make another machine B, it then seems

that B needs somehow to be contained within A initially. But

imagine that B wants to then reproduce into C. This means that C

must have been contained in B, but since B is contained in A, C must

also be contained in A. Is your head spinning yet? So, in essence,

what we are trying to say is, if we want to make sure that something

lasts through hundreds of generations, it would appear that we

would have to store all the subsequent copies in the initial copy. If
we generalize this to an infinite number of copies, then there is

clearly a resource impossibility, given that A would then have to

store an infinite amount of information.

This second objection reminds me of the metaphor about a resi-

dent of a lunatic asylum, who sets himself the task of painting a
complete image of the world in all its minute detail. He needs to start

somewhere, so he starts with painting the garden of the lunatic
asylum he is in. After some time, iust as he becomes very pleased

with his depiction of the garden, he realizes that something is

missing in his painting. He himself does not appear in the painting!
While he painted the whole garden in all its minute detail and

complexity, he forgot to include himself-the painter. To correct this

he then includes an image of himself, only to discover that the

painting is still incomplete. He is still outside ofit! He painted himself

in the painting, but he-the actual painterwho painted the painter-
still needs to be incorporated. So he amends this error, and now his

painting contains a painter with a canvas containing the painter
painting the garden. As he thinks about it more and more, and to his

great horror, he realizes that the painting is still incomplete and,

worse still, that he can actually never finish the job (being insane

doesn't exclude being intelligent, as half of my department can

testify to). Unwittingly, the painter has got himself caught up in
what mathematicians call an infinite regression.

Referring back to Chapter 1, we saw that Wheeler and Deutsch

had the same problem when imagining an ultimate law of Nature
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that then paints all the other laws. They wanted to have a law that
was complete and did not require anylaws outside of it to explain it.
Similarly, when we compare to the painter, the paradox is that no
matter how skilfully this law paints reality, it can never produce a
picture that contains everything, because it always fails to take itself
into account.

Nature appears to be facing the same challenge when trying to
solve the problem of re-creating a living being. one living organism
appears to need to store acopy of its successor, who appears to need
to store acopy of its successor, and so on and so forth. How can we
ever jump out of this infinite sequence? Is life as we know itreally a
logical impossibility?

von Neumann was well aware of these objections, which is
preciselywhy he wrote his papea in order to refute them and show
how reproduction is possible both logically and prac tically, and
without reducing the complexity of the newgenerations. Given that
von Neumann didn't have a formal training in biology and was only
using the power of abstract thought, it is sometimes simply mind-
blowing that he achieved rhis landmarkresult.

von Neumann's key idea is based on the fact that there is a clear
separation between different components of the process. If we
imagine a message that contains all the instructions for producing
copies of an object (say, ahouse, car, refrigerator, etc.), then a copier,
which copies the instructions, along with a constructor, which
constructs replicas using the instructions, is essentially all we need
to propagate the object indefinitelythrough time. This is rhe essence
of von Neumann's approach, however for completeness let us spell
out all the components needed for the full self-reproduction (known
in more modern language as self-replication). The reader may find
the next couple of pages quite challenging, but it,s well worth the
effort to familiafizeyourself with details of this landmarkresult.

Let M be a universal constructor machine, in the sense that it can
construct any other object given the appropriate instruction, I. Then
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let X be a specialized copying machine, which can copy the instruc-

tion, I, and insert it into the relevant object M has constructed. For

example, let's say that M is a constructor machine within a factory
that can construct other complex machines. If we feed M with the

instruction to construct a ca\ then it will construct a car.lf we feed

Mwith the instruction to construct a chairitwill construct a chair.lf
we feed M with an instruction to construct itself (i.e. using the

instruction which was originally used to construct it) then it will also

do likewise and we will end up with two identical machines. Good

business you might think. Imagine you need to use this machine in a

different part of the factory. Unless you also provide a copy of the

instructions, to copy a chairltable, etc. or the machine itsel(, it's not

going to be of much use. So you use a Xerox machine to make acopy

of the instructions manual and send it along with the machine.

The process of feeding an instruction,I, and copying the instruc-
tion has to be controlledby amechanism, C. In the factory example

the control mechanism would be an administrator feeding instruc-
tions to the machine and Xeroxing and including the instruction
manual whenever a new copy of the machine is made.

Management will be over the moon, as potentially we can

increase production markedly just by replicating the constructor
across the factory andthen across every factory the company has. If
we have 1000 constructor machines then we can make 1000 chairs

(cars, widgets) at a time and whenever we need to increase produc-

tion further we always have the option of asking the constructor to

make another copy of itself. To operate the new machine we would
require another controller (unless you can convince the previous

controller to run both machines simultaneously).

Wait a minute, though: in order to self-replicate, does the new

controller know how to use the machine and make copies of the

instructions? Probably not, he will have to be trained on both.

Perhaps then, looking at this machine in its most general sense as a

universal constructor, we should also send instructions on how to
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make a controller and on how to make the Xerox machine that will
be used by the controller. If we could do this it would mean that with
sufficient power and materials, this machine would be able to repli_
cate itself indefinitely if required. So let's summ arizehow this indef-
inite construction system would work.

v/hat we have to start with are: (i) the universal constructer, M;
(ii) the Xerox, X; and (iii) the conrroller, C. To make this into a perfect
self-replicating Process we need the full set of instructions not only
on how to construct M, but also to construct the controlle r, c, and,
the Xerox that the controller uses, X. So the combination of M, c, x,
and the instructions on how to construct M, c,and X is then a perfect
self-replicating entity, which we will denote E.

The controller takes the instructions on how to constr uct M, C,
and x, and feeds them into M. M then constructs a replica of itself,
M ', the controlle I c' , andthe Xerox machine, x'. The controller also
makes acopy of the instructions, r', using the Xerox machine X. so
now we have M' , c' , x' and l' andthis set is ready to be sent out as
the fully operational s elf-replicating entity, E, .

Note thatwe have avoided thevicious circlewe presentedbefore-
namely that the first entity needs to contain instructions on every
subsequent entity in order to propagate the message indefinitely.
The decisive step occurs in constructing an entity containing the
universal constructor, the Xerox machine, and the controller, as well
as instructions on making all three. This process is legitimate and
proper according to the rules of (Boolean) logic. And this is all there
is to von Neumann's argument.

Although von Neumann's logic is phrased within the narrow
context of self-replication, it clearly avoids the infinite regression
that we discussed earlier. Can it therefore also be applied to tackle
other similar problems, such as Deutsch and wheelert ,law without
law'? could everything in the universe reallyarise out of nothing in
this same way? wewill enrerrain this possibilityin part Three of the
book.
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In von Neumann's argument, although thereis no logical obstacle

to indefinite self-replication, we still have a big practical challenge,

namely that we assumed that every part of this process is perfect.

However what if there are errors at any stage? What happens if the

process of self-replication somehow becomes compromised (for

example, the controller forgets to photocopy apage of instructions,
the photocopier runs out of toner, or the machine simply breaks

down)? The next question therefore is what will happen to subse-

quent replicas of M that are based on these damaged instructions.It
seems like the obvious answer is that the process would have to halt -
it simply cannot continue. However, here comes von Neumann's

second key insight. He showed that this is not the case and that even

imperfect parts can lead to a sustained process of replication. This is

achieved through the addition of redundancy, where we create a

large number of copies of E. Whilsr some of these replicas may be

sufficiently affected that they do not pass the controller's quality
test, the others will be accepted and will propagate to other parts of
the company.

It is also worth highlighting that in reality it is not always the

controller that does this quality check; this can also be done by
external factors (for example, the environment). We can view prolif-
eration of business franchises in this von Neumann self-replicating

framework. Take Starbucks as an example of a successful franchise.

The first Starbucks was opened in Seattle in the 1970s. It was obvi-
ously sufficientlysuccessful in terms of selling coffee that expansion

was a natural option. The challenge was copying the model that had

worked for the original Starbucks so well. This has been achieved to
an uncanny level of detail and there are now 16,000 near-identical

copies of Starbucks in over 30 countries. When you see a Starbucks

in Beijing orAthens, youVe afairidea that it's going to look and taste

the same as your Starbucks down in the road in NewJersey.

On the other hand, a few Starbucks have closed because they

didn't replicate the instruction set accurately - they produced coffee
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that wasn't faithful to the original brew or the look and feel was nor
sufficiently reminiscent to encourage ,punters, to part with their
money. Many more have closed despite being perfect replicas of the
original. with the lattergroup, the environment mayhave forced its
closure (e.g. local views being'anti-starbucks', local coffee houses
being preferred, or even a general trend locally to shift awayfrom
coffee houses). For example, 600 closed in 2008 due to environ-
mental factors such as the economic slowdown. Even a perfect
replica is not a guarantee of success.

The most successful businesses are those that understand this.
They are able to process information continuously from their envi-
ronment, either through good management or skilful external
consultants. This information feeds back into their own set of
instructions, along with information on their internal capability to
continuously evolve new instruction sets. unlike living systems,
businesses can be geared to modify their instruction sets in very
short spaces of time. The speed at which this happens is known as
agility.In this sense, agilityis the key ro businessiongevity.

Hewlett packard was founded in a garagein palo Alto in 1939 by
two electrical engineers, william Hewlett and David packard. They
initially concentrated on making electronic test equipment, such as
oscilloscopes and thermometers. Later; with the rise of electronics,
they moved into semiconductor devices and carcurators. In the late
1960s, they saw a niche in the market for minicomputers and they
got involved.lrodaytheyare known as one ofthe leaders i, pe.soral
computing, imaging and printing, and enterprise storage and soft_
ware. As the environment changed (market demand, information
age), HP were able to adapttheir instruction set to ride the next wave
of technological innovation.

of course, von Neumann's basic intention was not to explain
businesses and their success, or explain how factories courd be
more productive. He wanted to show that it,s possible to build self_
replicating robots that could be used to colonize and explore life on
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other planets. Little did he know that living organisms had already

figured this out some three billion years before him!
The holygrail of biology in the 1930s andlg4Os was the quest for

the structure within a human cell that carries the replicating infor-
mation so well articulatedby von Neumann. This structure was

thought to be responsible for the colour of our children's hair, their
eyes, their height - it tells us the instruction set of our own operation
and every replica that we will produce. There were many people in
the race to find this structure includingJames Watson, Francis Crick,

Rosalind Franklin, Maurice Wilkins, Erwin Schrodinger, and Linus

Pauling, to name a few. This was an extremely exciting and impor-
tant time; we were on the verge of something great for humanity - a
view into a better understanding of who we are and where we come

from.

Ultimately it was a former ornithology student and an ex-

physicist who won the race. fames Watson and Francis Crick (with
help from some of the other noted names) discovered the main
carrier of this biological instruction set to be a complex acidic mole-
cule called DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). DNA contains the instruc-
tions on how to produce a similar copy to the organism that carries
the DNA, analogous to the instruction set, I, fed to the universal
constructor machine, M. Nature is extremely careful with preserving

this molecule. It is not just that each of us contains one DNA mole-

cule; in fact almost every cell in every living organism contains

DNA. Furthermore each and every DNA molecule is capable enough

on its own to reproduce the whole organism (albeit within the right
environment). This is an instance of the redundancy that von
Neumann discussed. Watson and Crick (and Wilkins) were duly
awarded the Nobel Prize in l962for physiology and medicine.

From von Neumann's universal constructor we saw that we

needed four different components, the universal constructor, M, the

Xerox, X, the controller, C, and the set of instructions, I. Together

they make up the self-replicating entity, E. Comparing this to life, we
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can see the cell itself as the self-replicating entity E. tnside the cell
there are four different components that enable it to do so:

i) the protein synthesizer machine, M,'
ii) the biological nano-engine (akin ro the Xerox copier), X,

iii) enzymes which act as controllers switching the nano-engine on
and off, C, and

iv) the DNA information set,I.

To be fair, although the big picture view is now well accepted, there
are still many details, e.g. how the nano-engine works, which are

still being investigated.

So we see DNA as key to this process, as it contains the blueprint
ofhoweach cell operates and replicates. Based on it, the constructor
machine within our cells synthesizes amino acids, which in turn
make up various proteins and new cells for our bodies. Cell replica-
tion is of course an extremely complex process, however in essence

it boils down to von Neumann's picture. The crucial step when
creating new proteins is how DNA information is faithfully copied
(or'xeroxed') from one cell to another. we are here only looking at

a cell's information carrying capacitybecause this is the most funda-
mental signature of durability of life. So how exactly does this
Xeroxing process work? What if we run out of toner or paper or
make a mistake?

Making a new strand of DNA is like making a new zipperbyusing
the old zipper as a model. A zipper is a little simpler than a strand of
DNAbecause azipper onlyhas one kind of tooth. unlike the zipper,
DNA has four teeth; A, G, C, and T (these letters represent the names

of four different molecules known as bases - adenine, guanine , cyto-
sine, and thymine).

The first thing that the DNA copier does (in most living cells) is to
unwind (unzip)a section of the old strand of DNA.lt then re-creates

a full zip from each of the unwound sections by finding the exact

complement for each tooth in the surrounding pool. The rule is that
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an A tooth can only be matched with a T tooth, and a C tooth can

only be matched to a G tooth (and vice versa) . This means that when-
ever the copier spots an A tooth on the strand of DNA, it immedi-
ately knows that this should be paired with a T tooth.

The fact that C and G fit together, and A and T fit together, is just

like a lock and key mechanism. Some keys are either too big or too
small for some locks, but some keys fit perfectly. Because these four
combine only in specific pairs, once the unzipped strand of DNA is
exposed to the surrounding pool (containing the free teeth) these

free teeth float in and line up in the proper order. For example, a free

A tooth from the surrounding pool will not generally combine with
either C or G. This is the process bywhich copies of the DNA strand

are made.

It is also interesting how Nature uses the idea of redundancy to
increase the chances of producing a faithful copy.A group of three

bases, such as ATC, is each associated with one amino acid. So given

that there are fourbases, A,C,T, and G, we have fourtimes fourtimes
four, namely 64, possible three-baseJong combinations - and hence

the possibility of encoding 64 distinct amino acids. However, rather

surprisingly, there are only 20 amino acids in total (these 20 make up

all living matter, including ourbodies) meaning that, rather surpris-
ingly,there is more than one triplet associated with the same amino
acid. So, for example, in Nature, ATT, ATC, ATG all encode the

amino acid isoleucine, while AGA and AGG both encode arginine.

So what's the point of all this over-encoding? The main advan-

tage is, as before, to help minimize errors when DNA is replicated.

So, if instead of ATT the replication process makes a mistake and

copies this as ATC (so the last letter has been copied wrongly), this
will not even be noticed in the new replica organism since the triplets
ATT and ATC simply encode the same protein isoleucine. Nature is

leaving little to chance, what an ingenious idea!

Redundancy of this kind - several different sequences of bases to
encode one and the same amino acid- is the standard way of error
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correcting. This is certainlytrue for modern computers and commu-
nications, but, amazingly, it is also true in the case of all human
cognition.

As an example, here is an extract from an e-mail that hit myinbox
a couple of years back: Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabrigde

Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are,

the olnyiprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteerbe at the rghit
pclae. The rset can be a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit
porbelm. Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed erveylteter
by istlefl, but the wrod as a wlohe.'This example just goes to show

that there is a great deal of redundancy in the English language as

well, and not just in the genetic code. If it wasn't for that, my students

would never be able to read most of the comments I scribble over

theirwork.
Given that my book, like the genetic code, is intended to convey

some information, you may wonder what its redundancy is. The
answer I calculated, using Shannon's entropy from Chapter L,is7.4.
This means that instead of writing my message in 200 pages, I prob-
ablycould have summarizedeverything I wanted to say in25 pages.

However, I expect the reader would not have thanked me for this (or

maybe theywould?).

You mayrememberthat one ofthe keypoints from Chapter 3 was

the importance of using a universal language of discrete binary
digits. You will notice that Nature here also seems to have come up

with a discrete encoding for information. But instead of using two
bases to encode things, as in the Boolean logic we saw earlier, Nature

uses four discrete bases. so why does Nature bother with four bases

when Shannon showed that two is enough to do everything? This is

one of the key questions in biology and we will offer some fasci-

nating speculations on this topic in Chapter 9.

Another yery important question to address is why did Nature

choose digital rather than any analogue (non-digital) encoding? In
other words, why did Nature choose just four bases rather than an
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infinite continuous set of bases? we don't have a loo% watertight
mathematical proof, but we have aprettygood argument to offer as

to whythe digital encoding is better than any analogue form. There

are two reasons in favour of digital encoding: one is the reduced

energyoverhead to process information, and the otheris the increased

stability of information processing. Let's look at each of these.

First, let's consider the energy expenditure of information
processing. Starting with l0 bits (10 systems with two possible

states, zero and one) imagine that it costs a certain unit amount of
energy to flip one bit. This is the most elementary information
processing we can imagine. Flipping all 10 bits then cosrs 10 times

this unit energy. In order to perform a similar operation in any

analogue environment we would have to invest much more energy.

In an analogue environment we would need lo24 different states

(2 to the power of 10, 210) to represent l0 bits. This is a necessary

characteristic of all analogue systems. As an intuitive insight as to
why this is so, think that between the lowest and highest energy
state of the analogue encoding we have lo24units of energy instead

of the 10 we had in digital encoding. This huge energy overhead is

simply a consequence of the fact that, by definition, the analogue

encoding must be treated as a whole (as opposed to bit-by-bit).
The second advantage to Nature's discretization of information

in DNA is that of stability. In analogue encoding, again by definition,
it is significantly harder to notice errors because analogue encoding
is continuous and different states are therefore much harder to
distinguish than with digital encoding. so even if Nature started

three billion years ago encoding its message as a mix of analogue
and digital encodings, you can seewhytodayit is nowpurelydigital.
The huge energy expense and much larger sensitivity to errors
means that digital encoding was always going to be the narural
choice.

But it is not just Nature which chooses this digital route. All
modern technology is based on digital principles and, as a result, is
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far more resilient to errors. Most of the errors now are due to humans

or the interface between man and machine. What is reliable is the

information processing behind the scenes, deep down inside the

operating units of every microchip. The message of all this is there-

fore pretty clear: when it comes to information processing you

should'be wise and discretize'.

In spite of the care and ingenuityNature has shown in producing
perfect copies of the instruction set I, some errors still get through
uncorrected. These are called mutations. On average the error rate

for DNA replication is around one in a million. This may not seem

very high, but consider this: an error rate of 10 in a million could

potentially mean that your next child is born a chimpanzee. Most

of the mutations tend to be detrimental in that they impair the

survival of the constructed living organism, however some muta-
tions may lead to a new and improved form, better suited to its envi-
ronment. This is the basis of the process of evolution known as

'natural selection'.

Recall that one of the principal objections against any sustained

process of reproduction is that complexity of subsequent copies has

to decrease. We now know that this is simply not true and we know
why. Complexity actually increases on average. The key component
in this increase of complexityis the process ofnatural selection, first

clearly identified by Charles Darwin. Natural selection is the process

bywhich you are correlated to your environment because the traits

that survive are those that are best suited to that environment. For

example, if the whole world is submerged under water, naturally

only those organisms which can breathe under water will survive.

Moreover, whatever happens subsequent to the flooding, the genetic

pool thatwill propagatewillbebuilt from the DNA ofthese surviving
organisms.

Turning this on its head, your DNA can therefore be thought of
as a historical record of the environmental changes that your
ancestors have lived through (Dawkins describes it as the'genetic
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book of the Dead'). Since history is littered with environmental
changes of some degree or another, it is clear that any DNA that
propagates will only ever get more complex (as it contains more
and more information about environmental changes). Note that
without randomness this process would not work, given that it is
random changes in our DNA thar provide the variety on which
natural selection operates, selecting mutations that lead to organ-
isms better suited to their environment. As a general theme, we
will see that meaningful information necessarily emerges only as

an interplay between random events and deterministic selection.
Each on its own is insufficient.

Now that we believe we understand the essence of biological
information in terms of its durability, it would be useful to use

this knowledge to correct genetic errors ourselves. This could
potentially eliminate key terminal disabilities and illnesses and
possibly improve our overall quality of life. This is the hotly
debated and somewhat controversial area of research known as

genetic engineering.

The trouble with altering genes artificially is that there is hardly
ever a'one-to-one'correspondence between genes and the traits of
an individual. There are no genes that just determine the colour of
our eyes. The same set of genes will also determine some of our
other features,like height, posture, etc. so if you want to genetically
modify the colour of your baby's eyes, then by altering the respon-
sible genes it is likely that you will also affect some other features of
your child.

Until we have understood all these genetic inter-relationships it
will be very difficult to utilize genetic engineering consistently for
any positive purposes. It is not clear to what degree we will be able to
understand these inter-relationships to make sure that our changes

are always benign. Many hope that this will be the case one day,

although Nature may not care one iota for our optimism. Personally,

I don't see this as a serious moral dilemma yet, simply because we
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don't have enough information to consistently affect precise genetic

characteristics of humans with a high enough degree of success.

However, genetic engineering polarizes opinion between scientists

and non-scientists (and even between scientists themselves) like no

other issue.

As a postscript to the whole DNA story I would like to say that

Watson and Crick were almost scooped by another Austrian physi-

cist, Erwin Schrcidinger. Schrodinger was one of the pioneers of
quantum mechanics (we will meet him again in Chapter 9) and after

revolutionizing physics, he turned his attention to biology.

Schrcidinger was no slouch here either, almost deducing the exact

mechanism for information reproduction some 10 years before

Watson and Crick. His description of reproduction is correct in all

its details, apartfrom Schrodinger thinking that the encoder in the

replication must be a crystal (since crystals have a stable and peri-

odic structure seemingly ideal for information carrying and

processing). Watson and Crick later proved it not to be a crystal, but

in fact an acid (DNA).

It turns out that this story is not really concluded, as some part of
the encoding process may be done by some crystalJike structure,

which itself carries some extra information. In other words, maybe

information is also carried by something other than just DNA - i.e.

DNA is not the carrier of all thebiological information necessaryto

reproduce life. We know this because the relevant DNA content of
bacteria, frogs, humans, and all living beings is roughly the same.

Roughly (only!) 20,000 genes suffice to make any living being. But

humans are clearly more complex than bacteria, and so it cannot all

be in the DNA. M"yb. Schrodinger could still be partly right, but

there are also many other competing theories as to where this differ-

ence comes from.

On top of this there is the question of where the DNA comes

from. Is there a simpler structure from which it has evolved? Going

back to Schrcidinger's work on the encoding of biological life in
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crystals, crystals are much simpler in structure than DNA and they
grow much more spontaneously in Nature. So maybe, in contest

with a number of other theories, they offer some insight into the

evolution of DNA itself. Granted that crystals can be created and

replicate spontaneously, we still have the question of how the infor-
mation necessaryto reproduce life moved from the crystals to DNA.
This idea is not new. It was proposed by Alexander Graham Cairns-

Smith some 40 years ago and continues to be a hotly debated area of
research in biology.

All these questions are very interesting, but their exact solution is

not important here. What is important, and will surely survive any

future development in biology, is that at the root of life is the notion
of information and the durability of life will depend on how we

account for it.

As we saw in the initial chapter on creotion ex nihilo, the funda-
mental question is why there is any information in the first place.

For the replication of life we saw that we needed four main compo-
nents, the protein synthesizer machine, M, the DNA Xerox copierX,
the enzymes which act as controllers, C, and the DNA information
set, I. It already looks very complex, but how did this complexity
start from nothing?

Can we turn the question of 'biological information from no

information' on its head to perhaps make a bit more sense of it?
There is an anthropic principle in science which answers the ques-

tion of 'Why is the Universe like it is?' with the response that 'lf it
wasn't, then we wouldn't be here to observe it'. But this sounds like
no answer at all. We will be back to wrestle with this issue in the

final chapters.
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r Anyself-replicating entityneeds to have the following
components: a universal'constructing machine, M, a

controller, C, acopier, X, and the set of instructions required

to construct these three,I. With these it is possible to then

create an entity that self-replicates indefinitely.

E A macromolecule responsible for storing the instructions, I,
in living systems is called DNA. DNA has four bases: A, C, T,

and G. When DNA replicates inside ourcells, each base has a

specific pairing partner.

E There is huge redundancy in how bases are combined to form
amino acid chains. This is a form of error correction.

in The digital encoding mechanism of DNA ensures that the

message gets propagatedwith high fidelity.

r Random mutations aidedbynatural selection necessarily

lead to an increase in complexity of life.

r The process of creating biological information from no prior
biological information is another example of the question of
creotionexnihilo.Natural selection does not tell us where

biological information comes from - it just gives us a frame-

work of how it propagates.
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Murphy's Law: I Knew this
Would Happen to Me

T ife now seems so robust that it becomes difficult to imagine how

Lit could ever end. Are we now masters of our own destiny? With
the robustness of biological information, combined with deliberate

genetic engineering, arewe capable of adapting to anyenvironment
Nature throws at us? Aside from some exceptionalforce majeure (in

which case no payout is guaranteed) is there any condition under

which life may end?

One of the most topical and interesting discussions is whether

life could run out of energy to function. But how could life ever run
out of energy;andwhat does this actuallymean? Are we just talking
about the Sun dying or natural resources being depleted? The argu-

mentis that howeverlife evolves in the future, itis difficultto imagine

how it could run without the basic fuel. So if the Sun does die, we

may find ourselves in a bit of pickle. However, in my view this

hypothesis is entirely incorrect. At the end of the day,regardless of
what happens in the Universe, the total energy is always conserved

and it is merely our ability to process this energy that remains in
question. Regardless of the Sun dying or natural resources being

depleted, the same energy still exists within the Universe, and the

challenge would then be to find different ways of harnessing it.
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My argumenr in this chaprer is that life paradoxically ends not
when it underdoses on fuel, but, more fundamentally, when it over-
doses on 'information' (i.e. when it reaches a saturation point and
can no longer process any further information). we have all experi-
enced instances where we feel we cannot absorb any more informa-
tion. The question is: is this fatal?

what would you like the epitaph on your tombstone ro read
when you die? Usually people do not have a strong desire to
inscribe anything grand or meaningful themselves, but their close
ones, the family, friends, and relatives, choose to write something

, down to commemorate their loss. Epitaphs, more frequently than
not, contain a very brief description of the person, when they
lived, and a statement amounting to the fact that that they will be
greatly missed. Cemeteries are ultimately for the living, nor the
dead.

Perhaps you think similarly and you feel that you should lighten
up the mood and atmosphere for the living who come and pay
you a tribute. If they bring flowers to your grave, the least you
could do is surprise them with an original epitaph. you maythere-
fore be tempted to write something witty and funny that would be
entertaining to the crowd gathering around your final resting
place. George Bernard shaw, an English playwright, subscribed to
this view, which is why his epitaph reads: 'l knew this would
happen to me'.

In physics, the certainty with which Shaw knew of his inevitable
death is retold through the Second Law of thermodynamics. Admit-
tedly the second Law is not as funny as Shaw but it does present this
notion in afar more fundamental and widely applicable way.

The second Law of thermodynamics tells us that in physical
terms, a system reaches its death when it reaches its maximum
disorder (i.e. it contains as much information as it can handle). This
is sometimes (cheerfully) referred to as thermal death, which could
really more appropriatelybe called information overload. This srate
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of maximum disorder is when life effectively becomes apart of the

rest of the lifeless Universe. Life no longerhas any capacity to evolve

and remains entirely at the mercy of the environment.

The Second Law of thermodynamics tells us not only that a
system dies when it reaches its maximum disorder, it tells us, star-

tlingly, that arcry physical system must inevitably tend towards its

maximum disorder. But life is just another complex physical system,

so what is the Second Law telling us about life? It is telling us that

even life, one the most robust processes in the Universe, must even-

tually end - that its death is ultimately inevitable!

The question then is how certain are we about the Second Law.

Life is telling us that it can propagate forever, whereas the Second

Law is telling us that every physical system must eventually reach its

thermal death. So who is right, as these two views seem to stand in
direct opposition to each other?

To answer this question it's only right that we now give a little
more colour to the Second Law of thermodynamics, one of the most

fundamental laws in science. Scientists in fact trust the foundations

of the Second Law so much that this is what the great English philos-

opher Bertrand Russell had to say about it:

That Man is the product of causes which had no prevision
of the end theywere achieving; that his origin, his growth,
his hopes and fears, his loves and his beliefs, are but the
outcome of accidental collocations of atoms; that no fire,
no heroism, no intensity of thought and feeling, can
preserve an individual life beyond the grave; that all the
labours of all the ages, all the devotion, all the inspiration,
all the noondaybrightness ofhuman genius, are destined to
extinction in the vast death of the solar system, and that the
whole temple of Man's achievement must inevitably be

buried beneath the debris of a universe in ruins - all these

things, if not quite beyond dispute, are yet so nearly certain,
that no philosophy which rejects them can hope to stand.

Only within the scaffolding of these truths, only on the
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firm foundation of unyielding despair, can the soul's habi-
tation henceforth be safelybuilt.

what Russell is saying (all in one breath - in a paragraph that
contains an eleven-line sentence) is that increase in disorder is so

certain that we had betterget used to it as fast as possible. No serious

philosopher can ignore it. Any belief that we hold, that contradicts
the second Law, does not have much chance of being correct - we
really are only deluding ourselves if we think that we can escape its
firm clutches.

Incidentally, if you think that Russell's statement sounds a bit
depressing, you should read the German philosopher Friedrich
Nietzsche. He, in fact, based the whole of his philosophy on rhe

premise that physics implies that life is ultimatelypointless, as even-

tually it must become extinct. The idea of absolute progress (the idea

of progress to the point of perfection) must therefore ultimately be

an illusion, in direct contrast to the ideas underpinning the evolu-
tion of life. Nietzsche thought that this conclusion is so difficult to
livewith thathe needed to introduce the concept ofa'superhuman'-
an improved version of the human, able to come to terms with the
fact that life cannot achieve absolute progress. Nietzsche, sadly, did
not himself have the key attributes of his superhuman - he spent the
last u years of his life in a lunatic asylum unable to deal with life,

disillusioned and alone. A very depressing end to one of history's
greatest thinkers.

Scientists, however, are pedantic beings. While Russell's and

Nietzsche's arguments hold weight and seem logical from a philo-
sophical perspective, a quantified proof of the second Law is what
scientists require. Only when we are able to quantify something
mathematically can we test it reliably to verify or falsify it.

So how could the Second Law be described mathematically?

Physics presents one mathematical formulation of the Second Law,

based on a quantity known as 'entropy'. This is the quantity von
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Neumann was referring to when he suggested to Shannon for him to

name his information function similarly (Chapter 3). Entropy is a

quantity that measures the disorder of a system and can be applied

to any situation in which there are multiple possibilities. Physics

presents a mathematical formulation of entropy by looking at all the

possible states that the system can occupy. Each one of these states

will occur with a certain probability that can be inferred from

experiments or from some other principles. The logarithm of these

probabilities is then taken and the total entropyof the system isthen

a direct function of this and tells us its degree of disorder:

S=hlogI4r.

Using the concept of entropy physicists recast the Second Law into

the principle that the entropy of a closed system always increases.

This principle is one of the most fundamental laws in science and

has deeply profound and wide-ranging significance for practically

everything in the Universe. In fact, you can even think ofthe Universe

itself as a closed system, in which case the Second Law tells us that

its entropyis always increasing, i.e. that it is always becoming more

and more disordered.

Amazingly, this entropy derived by physicists has the same form

as the information-theoretic entropy derived by Shannon. Shannon

derived his entropy to convey the amount of information that any

communication channel cancarry. So in the same sense, maybe we

can look at the physicists' concept of entropy as quantifying the

information content ofa closed system.The Second Lawthen simply

says that the system evolves to the state of maximal information,

where no new information can be contained. For those of us using

the Internet this will be a.very familiar concept. When we are close

to the bandwidth of our Internet link, our browser slows down,

sometimes dramatically. This reallyis the information overload that

we discussed earlier in this chapter.
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when asked in a survey by a popular science magazin e spiked, for
my opinion on the greatest discovery in physics, I immedi ately
replied that it was Boltzmann's: 's = [ log w,. This formula, from one
of the founders of modern physics, Ludwig Boltzmann, provides the
link between our microscopic and macroscopic understandings of
the world. s is the enrropy ofa system and it signifies how disordered
the system is. This is its macroscopic feature. IV tells us about the
number of its different microscopic states, and k is just a constant
Boltzmann derived associating the two. It is Boltzmann,s formula
that shows us that it is, at least in principle, possible to reduce all our
macroscopic knowledge to some basic microscopic physical laws; an
attitude and philosophy that is frequently labelled as 'reducrionistic,.

clearlyBoltzmann's familythought the same, as this yerysimple
formula for entropy was the epitaph written on his gr.*rroi..
Boltzmann discovered the formula in rg7o, when he was about 3o
years old. He argued that entropy will always grow with time _ until
it reaches its maximum, and this is exactly another way ofstating
the second Law of thermodynamics. At the time this was consid-
ered very controversial and Boltzmann met stiff opposition on this
and on several other ideas from his closest and most respected
colleagues.

Boltzmann,like othergreat thinkers of our time, suffered a more
complicated end than is usual. The pressure of the prevailing scien-
tific establishment clearly was a factor in driving him to suicide.
Interestingly, and possibly not accidentally, Nietzsche and Boltz_
mann are not the only people who suffered a tragic fate after thinking
about the consequences ofthe Second Law. There is also paul Ehren-
fest, who committed suicide, and Robert Mayer, who became insane.
Therefore, a disclaimer is possibly appropriate here: should the
reader wish to continue reading about the Second Law, they do so at
their own risk and I am accepting no liability.

Boltzmann's epitaph is actually not a[ that different to shaw,s.
only, rather than saying 'I knew this would happen to me,,
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Boltzmann's says 'l knew my entropy had to reach its maximum

sooner or later'. (Admittedly physicists are not as witty as play-

wrights, but, on the other hand, they probably have a deeper insight

into the behaviour of the Universe.)

A very important point is that the Second Law of thermody-
namics should not be confused with the energy conservation
principle, which is in fact known as the First Law of thermody-
namics. The First Law says that energy cannot be created out of
nothing. It can only be transformed from one form to another, e.g.

from electrical energy to the picture and sound in your TV. It is the

First Law that is relevant when we discuss various environmental

issues. Our planet has finite stored energy resources, such as coal,

oil, and natural gas, which we use to extract useful work, e.g. making

plastics, driving our cars, or making our food. The popular concern

is that these resources are finite and will eventually be depleted -
perhaps forcing us to move to a newplanetwith fresh resources. But

wait a minute! Why should we be moving if energy is conserved?

Surelyit is just transformed from one form to another, so all we have

to do is transform it back into useful energy, so that the cycle can

continue.

To answer this, the Second Law enters, and the news is not good!

The Second Law tells us that when we convert one form of energy

into another we cannot do this with perfect efficiency (i.e. the

entropy, the degree of disorder in the process, has to increase). For

example, whenever we burn gas to run a car, not all of its energy is

converted neatly into the motion of the car; some is lost to less useful

effects such as heat and noise. Likewise, we can never draw back

together all the energy (the exhaust fumes, motion of car, noise

created, etc.) and turn it back into gas in an efficient manner. Some

energy just simply has to be lost in this conversion process. This is

exactly what the Second Law says: disorder must increase overall

and energy must be randomly dissipated to the environment.

As a consequence, the environment (e.g. our planet) absorbs this
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dissipated energy, which manifests itself as a rise in temperature.
And so whenever any kind of energy is used we have global warming
as a necessary consequence of the Second Law.

In fact, the Second Law is telling us that the only sure-fire way to
prevent global warming is simply never to use any energy. Here I am
not just talking about avoiding luxuries such as driving cars, using
aerosols, or even taking any overseas holidays. Even when you do
something as necessary as eating food, you convert it into work, but
at the same time, according to the Second Law, this is an inefficient
process and you inevitably make things hotter around yourself.
Though don't think you can substitute for your home heating system
by simply eating more. The increase in temperature is tiny, but the
point is that it is still there. one person generates per second as much
heat as atypical light bulb (calculating this is one of my favourite
exam questions in the first year undergraduate physics that I teach);
but when you add up the total contribution from six billion people
things do heat up more substantially. To prevent this there is only
one way - you musr not do anything (though try telling that to your
boss). Quit living and there won't be any global warming - ar least
none as far as man-made causes are involved (now there,s a tall order
for extreme environmentalists).

The concern for life on this planet is therefore not to run out of
energyperse, but rather to run out of ways of processing this energy
as efficiently as possible. It is interesting that though this is still
widelymisunderstood at present, Boltzmann, even in rgg6, was able
to clearly illustrate this point: 'The general struggle for existence of
living beings is therefore not a fight for energy, which is plentiful in
the form of heat, unfortunately untransformably, in every body.
Rather, it is a struggle for entropy that becomes available through
the flow of energy from the hot sun to the cold Earth. To make the
fullest use of this energy, the plants spread out the immeasurable
areas of their leaves and harness the Sun's energy by a process as yet
unexplored, before it sinks down to the temperature level of our
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Earth, to drive chemical syntheses of which one has no inkling as

yet in our laboratories.'

So what do we actually mean when we talk about a higher entropy

environment? Recall that entropy quantifies the randomness of a

system. Any physical system is made up ofatoms, and more random-

ness just means that there is more motion for these atoms and more

positions for them to occupy within the system. This inevitably

induces collisions and a higher temperature within the system.

When you feel hot in the room, this is because you are being hit by

faster moving atoms transferring their energy to you as they hit you.

In a cooler room the converse is true, fewer atoms are moving

around at high speed and there is overall less transfer of energy, so

you feel cooler. In physics this principle is very important when

studying the property of atoms, since it is very hard to see what's

going on at high temperatures because the atoms are moving around

and rapidlybouncing off one another. So we need to cool the system

down in order to slow the atoms and distinguish their behaviour

more easily. Of course when we are talking about cooling a system

for such studies, it's not just cooling by a few degrees; it's basically to

cool it as much as is physicallypossible (currentlyto a fewbillionths
of a degree above absolute zero).

We cannot prevent warming up of the Earth according to physics,

but what we can and should control is our influence on this warming

up process. Our actions will inevitably, though not entirely (contrary

to popular belief), affect the rate at which this temperature increases.

Ideally we must control this rate, so that by the time the tempera-

ture becomes unbearable for us, we have a strategy in place to ensure

our survival. This strategy could take the form of evacuating Earth

andperhaps colonizing some otherpart of the Universe. This inevi-

tability of evacuation is not as implausible as one might think.
Consider that even a five-degree increase in the overall temperature

of the planet would result in a melting of both the polar ice caps, a

subsequent increase in sea level, and a significant decrease in land
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mass not to mention the dramatic changes in weather patterns
accompanying this.

The whole point of environmentalism is to make sure that if
anything kills us - as a species - it is the First Law, not the second
Law (i.e. that we run out of natural resources before we reach a
boiling point). To a physicist, however, the second Law is far more
inevitable and there is no contradiction to it, whereas at least with
the First Law we have a fighting chance of finding ways of using
different forms of energy. The Second Law can really be a very fast
killer (working currently on time-scales of hundreds ofyears), while
with the First Law we could possibly keep going for a little while
longer (millions ofyears). Anyhope of surviving indefinitelyon this
planet is therefore a hope misplaced. we wifl as a species eventually
have to leave; it's purely a case of whether this is sooner or later.

of course, our planet is a hugely complex system and overall the
average temperature has gone both up and down throughout its
history. This is because of various 'local' effects. For example, the
Earth has been unusuallyhot in the last lo,ooo years, which is appar-
ently one of the main reasons why the human species has been able
to develop so effectively, much more than at anyother time.

In fact, it will not come as a big surprise that a more developed
society consumes more energy. If we take GDp (Gross Domestic
Product) per capita as a proxy of how developed a society is, then a
recent study (zoo6) shows a very strong correlation between the
degree of development and society's energy consumption. At the
top of the list we have the USA closely followed bylapan,Australia,
uK, France, Germany, and canada. All these nations arcwayabove
the world average. on the other hand, at the bottom, below the
world average areArgentina,Brazil, china, south Africa, and many
more developing nations. According to the second Law, more
energy consumption typically also implies a greater entropy
increase so therefore this information can be used as a another
(better?) indication of one's relative contribution to global warming
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than just looking at CQ emissions. The shining light in this analysis

was clearly lapan,being nearlytwice as efficient as the US (in terms

of having the same degree of development, but onlyhalf the energy

consumption). So what do we think about a global tax in line with
our energy (or entropy) efficiency? Perhaps we are calling for a

global market in entropy trading? Well, it might sound crazy but
maybe it's not such a bad idea. Anyway you heard it here first
folks!

Genetically speaking, humans have existed with pretty much the

same makeup for the last r5o,ooo years. Using genetic information,

our origins can be traced to somewhere in Africa, but most of the

timebefore the last ro,ooo years, the climatewas veryharsh, temper-

atures much lower, and humans were forced to move around quite a

lotin orderto survive. When you move around in such conditions it
is difficult to communicate within peer groups and establish the

basic tools to propagate knowledge and culture. In such scenarios it
is clear that primitive survival instincts dominate.

In spite of all these fluctuations, according to the Second Law the

overall trend is for the planet to tend towards a point of thermal

death. The thermal death would happen when the Sun cools down

until both the Earth and the other planets all reach the same temper-

ature, though in practice astrophysics tells us that before this

happens, the Sun will first blow up into a red giant and destroy the

other planets. And after this, it is very difficult to imagine how any

kind of life would be possible.

The astute reader may be now reaching a point of profound

confusion. It seems that the tendency of entropy in physics is from
order (low entropy) to chaos (high entropy). In biology, on the other

hand, life generates order and the tendency of living beings is to

become less and less chaotic and more ordered (complex). Aren't

these two tendencies contradicting one another? Is life trying to
violate the Second Law ofthermodynamics? Ever since the discovery

of the Second Law this has been a hot topic of discussion.
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on the other hand, we could argue that the Second Law and life
go hand in hand. we have argued previously that the genetic code

has become more complex with evolution and therefore, according
to shannon, requires more bits of information and so has a higher
entropy. Thus while entropy in physics increases according to the
second Law, atthe same time so does the entropy of the genetic code

according to Shannon. So is this increase in entropy in the genetic
code related to the second Law? Does this in fact mean that, far from
violating it, life is just a simple consequence of the Second Law of
thermodynamics?

schrodinger was the first to argue convincingly that life main-
tains itself on low entropy through increasing the entropy of its
environment. of course, this is not in opposition to the fact that the
genome maybe getting more complex with time. In fact, it may be

that you need a more complex genome in order to better utilize the
environment and bring yourselfto a lower entropystate. Schrridinger
expounded his views on life maintaining itself on low entropy in a
verybeautiful little book entitled whotislrfe? He actually suggested

in the yery same book that in addition ro the energy contenr of food
(for example, the number of calories in a Mars bar) its entropy
content should also be displayed. Imagine buying a Mars bar from
Tesco with a label telling you that eating this bar will contribute five

units of entropy. what does this actually mean? This means that as

far as energy is concerned you can survive on Mars bars for a long
time but practicallyyou are missing crucial information required to
keep your body in a highly ordered (low entropy) stare. It is fair to
say that the less crucial the information contained in the food, the
higher its entropy content.

of course, high-entropy foods can be formulated with other
foods to reduce the overall entropy contribution to your body. This
is, of course, the concept of a balanced diet. Again, it is the second
Law that dominates here in that allowing the body to degenerate

into a hrghly disordered state will make you dysfunctional at best
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and more likely sooner or later will kill you ! Morgan Spurlock would

agree wholeheartedly with this, after a month of consuming just

McDonalds'meals (although, according to the Second Law hewould

have achieved the same effect by eating the same energy equivalent

of cauliflower, which would still lead to a similarly unbalanced

nutritional profile, continuing to increase his entropy.To illustrate

that it's not energy but entropy that matters, maybe my first movie

should b e Sup er- C aulrJlow er Me?) .

All this would lead to the conclusion that the best foods are those

for which a certain energy value gives the lowest entropy increase in

the body. Now I am going to stick my neck out a little and conjec-

ture that the entropy value of a food is correlated to its complete-

ness, not only in terms of the range of nutrients available but also

the bioavailability of the nutrients. So, the Second Law indicates

that the kind of food that minimizes your overall entropy produc-

tion for the same energycost should clearlybe the bestwayforward.

This is another hot and extremely pertinent area of research, and if
I find the exact answer, you can read about it in ProfessorVedral'sDiet

Ranlution.

Interestingly, there is one argument against the Second Law that

survived for over a hundred years, before being recently refuted. The

argument was presented by )ames Clerk Maxwell in 1867. He postu-

lated a hypothetical creature, whom we now call Maxwell's demon,

which purports to be so clever as to violate the Second Law. Maxwell

thought that, while inanimate obiects, such as houses, chairs, and

mountains, must invariably conform to the Second Law and deteri-

orate with time, perhaps intelligence can avoid it altogether. The

demon manages to convert heat into work without any loss of effi-

ciency. This is in direct opposition to the Second Law. This demon

greatly worried scientists at the time, and was threatening to shake

the foundations of physics. On the other hand, this would have been

great news for humanity, as it was suggesting that work could be

extracted from an energy source atzero cost.
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Here is Maxwell's ingenious idea.It is so simple, andyet so funda-
mental, that we will encounter its application in every subsequent

chapter. An example of a non-living physical system that is maxi-
mally disordered is the atoms comprising the air in your living
room. They whi z about,bouncing back and forth between the walls
of your room at the staggering speed of 5oo metres per second. If
your room is five metres long (probably the average size), then every
atom in it goes roo times back and forth between the walls of your
room in only one second. Now this, you must admit, is pretty fast.

Atoms move around in a completely disorganized fashion, some

up and some down, some left and some right, and so on. If you
computed their entropy you would find it to be at its maximum, i.e.

the motion of these atoms, given certain energy, could not possibly
be more disorganized.

what Maxwell imagined is a little creature, of molecular size - so

little that we wouldn't be able to see it with the naked eye. But, unlike
molecules, this creature was able to observe the speeds and direc-
tions of the travelling atoms. Even more than simply observing, it
would use its intelligence in a very capricious way. The demon would
stand in the middle of the room and everytime an atom approached
it, the demonwould actlikeatrafficpoliceman and dothe following;
if the demon, using its speedometer, observed that the atom was

moving quickly then it would direct it to one side of the room.
However, if the atom was moving slowly, it would direct it to the
other side of the room. Any redirection would be done without
affecting the speed of the atoms.

This process would separate slow moving molecules to one side

and fast moving molecules to the other side of the room. In other
words, it would be able to introduce some order into what was
initially a yery disordered system - without costing any energy.
Maxwell showed that all the demon really needs to do is measure
and think, whilst all the demon's other actions could happen without
dissipating any energy.
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Creating order out of disorder is precisely what the Second Law

tells us it isn't possible to do! Disorder simply must always increase

and persist. Foryou, the demon's ordering of the atoms in the room

would effectively manifest itself in the room being of unequal

temperature. The side with slower atoms would be cooler than the

one with faster atoms, and when we have a temperature difference

then we also have a capacity to do work, which effectively implies a

free lunch (energy for no cost).

Maxwell f,ras therefore very worried. While lifeless physical

objects surelyconform to the Second Law, it seemed to him that life,

intelligent life in particular, could easilyviolate it.

The Second Law is only valid for isolated systems, those that do

not interact with other systems. However, no living being is an

island. We exchange energy andmatter with our environment, and

this was precisely where Schrcidinger's point comes in. Living

systems stay alive by sucking out energy and low entropy (informa-

tion) from their environments. So, a living system can and does

reduce its disorder, but this is always at the expense of increasing the

disorder elsewhere in its environment (hence our discussion on

global warming).

Even the Earth itself is not an isolated system - it receives energy

from the Sun in the form of sunlight. Evolution of life may on its

own decrease disorder, but the Earth is getting hotter as a conse-

quence, and the Sun will eventually cool down. Once the Earth and

the Sun reach the same temperature, i.e. thermal death, life will no

longer be possible, even in principle, let alone in practice. And this

now shows us why life needs to be very creative to survive. Only von

Neumann's'robots', that are capable of reproducing, exploiting, and

ultimately fleeing their environments, will endure in this Universe.

Let's come back to Maxwell now. What about his demon - what

do we make of it? Can such a being exist given all the above discus-

sion? Can anything reduce the total entropy? Not just its own

disorder, but the disorder of the total Universe including itself?
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The Hungarian physicist Leo Szilard - one of the people who
helped create the atomic bomb during World War II - realized that
the key insight into why the demon does not violate the Second Law

lies in using the concept of information. What he realized in very
simple terms is that all the demon had to do was to process some
yery simple form of information. Maxwefl's demon can, in other
words, be demoted from a 'supernatural' being to an ordinary
computer. The important point in Szilard's observation is that a

demon could be made into a physical system - there just isn't

anything important about intelligence, and the demon could simply
and blindlybe following a computer program code (note that Szilard

was discussing these concepts 10 years before computers were even

invented). The keyimplication of the demon being a physical sysrem

is that, as a result of the Second Law, it has to heat up for one reason

or another. Heating up is simply a manifestation of its increase in
entropy resulting from the demon gaining the information. Szilard

thought that it was the measuring of atoms'speed that required the

demon to do the work and therefore heat up. And so, concluded

Szilard, the demon cannot exist, even in principle.

Many people have subsequently reached the same conclusion.

The most interesting step was taken in the r96os by an American
physicist, Rolf Landauerof IBM. Following closelyin the footsteps of
Szilard, he concluded that not just demons, but in factany computer
has to heat up as it functions. Like Maxwell's demon, a computer
processes information as it runs and any information processing -
so Landauer argued - must lead to wasting of heat. So the heating of
computers is as certain as the Second Law of thermodynamics.

We already know this directly from experience. If you keep your
PC or laptop on for a long time, you notice that it becomes hotter.

This heating effect is ultimately a necessary consequence of the way
that computers process information. We can even do a small calcu-

lation to estimate how hot things can get when computers calculate.

A computer can perform say a billion calculations in a second.
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Current computers generate of the order of one million basic units

of heat per calculation. Therefore if we assume some reasonable

properties of your room (and multiply this by the product of Boltz-

mann's constant and the temperature), all this amounts to a few

degrees increase of temperature in a day. So computers are very

effective heat radiators (some perhaps more effective at radiating

heat than computing).

But is this temperature increase absolutely necessary inany kind

of information processing? Can we not have smooth, frictionless

information processors thatiust run without dissipation, and in the

most environmentally friendly way? The answer to this question is

Yery interesting.

Ifmemoryis properlyconfigured it can keep trackofall the infor-
mation processing without any increase in heat and disorder.

However, when the memory is full, then in order to continue to

operate - rather than suffering an information overload - it needs to
reset itself or delete some of the information. You may think 'so

what's the problem, just press the delete key', but the fact that we

cannot just press a delete key and forget about the information that

we have just deleted is ultimately what proves that 'information is
indeed physical'.

When we delete'information all we actually do is displace this

unwanted information to the environment, i.e. we create disorder in

the environment. The dumping of this information into the envi-

ronment, by definition, results in an increase in the entropy of the

environment and therefore an increase in its temperature. It is for
this reason that computers are fitted with little fans in order to

remove the heat generated by the components as information is

continually erased.

This logic was used by Charles Bennett, an IBM colleague of Land-

auen to finally exorcise Maxwell's demon. So even if the demon

processes information for measuring speeds, it must have a finite

memory and hence must eventually delete this information to
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continue.lt is this deletion ofinformation from the demon's memory
that increases the information in the environment by at least the

amount of work that has been done by the demon. The demon, even

in a perfect setup, therefore cannot violate the Second Law.

The main message from Landauer and Bennett's work is that
information, rather than being an abstract notion, is entirely a phys-

ical quantity. In this sense it is at least on an equal footing with work
and energy. So now we have brought information up to the impor-
tant level of energy and matter. But, as I promised, I will show that
information is even more fundamental than this. I first caught a

glimpse of this realization whilst I was an undergraduate in London.

The three words 'information is physical' stimulated a new perspec-

tive and would profoundly affect how my own research would
evolve.

Take the human brain as an example of an information processing

device. The information inside our heads and the speed at which it is
processed still exceeds the capacity of any computer (note that this
won't be true in a fewyears time if the current trend continues!). We

have some ten billion neurons in the brain. They are responsible for
moving electrical impulses around our head and our body. When-
ever someone touches you, neurons generate a signal at the point
where the touch happened and this signal then travels along a
network of nerves up to your brain (and sometimes other parts of
your body).

Let us assume that every nerve cell or neuron can hold one bit of
information, namely azero or a one. This bit is encoded as the pres-

ence or absence of an electrical signal in neurons, i.e. when there is

an electrical signal the brain detects a one, and when there is no elec-

trical signal the brain detects azero.This is probably an oversimpli-
fication but let's keep the story simple. So, our brain can hold ten

billion bits of information. Once we have used up all the bits of
memory in our head, in order to be able to record anything further
you would first have to delete some information i.e. you would have
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to forget. This will make your environment hotter, since you have to

dump some memories elsewhere. So it is the forgetting (not the

forgiving) that requires energy.

The reader may be wondering how much order we could create

by using up all the memory our brain allows. The result is very

surprisingi we would generate a million times less order than would

be required to cool down a normal bottle of water by one degree.

This is something your fridge at home could do in a matter of
seconds.

So why does a home PC generate so much heat in the environ-

ment when it onlyhas a fraction ofourbrain's computational power?

This is because our brain is far more efficient as an information
processor and only dumps to the environment when absolutely

needed. While a computer uses one million units of energy per

calculation ourbrain uses onlyone hundred. To be fairto computers

they have only existed as such for the last 6o years, whereas life has

been working at this game forthe last three and a halfbillion years.

In Chapter 4 we argued that at the core of life is the information
processing embedded in DNA replication. The central calculation

that the DNA performs is matching base pairs and each of these

matches costs approxim ately a hundred units of energy. To re-create

a whole new strand of DNA then requires around one billion units

of energy. This information processing increases the temperature of
the environment.

Each ofthese units ofenergywe are talking about directlydepends

on the temperature. What ifinformation processingwere altogether

done at the absolute zero of temperature? (This is approximately

-27 degrees Celsius.)Would computers still heat up? Interestingly,

thermodynamics tells us that, if we could process information at

absolute zero,then therewould actuallybe no heat dissipation during

computation. But, guess what? Physics prohibits any object from

reaching this mystical temperature. This is known as the Third Law

of thermodynamics. So, there is no way to win when one plays with
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Nature - there just isn't any free lunch. Thanks to information,
common sense wisdom has been scientifically vindicated after all:
'no pain, no gain!'

Key points

r Physical entropy, which describes how disordered a sysrem is,

tends to increase with time. This is known as the Second Law

of thermodynamics

r Physical entropy is closety related to Shannon's entropy, and

is in fact an instance of it.

r The increasing complexity ofllfeis driven bythe overall

increase in disorder in the Universe.

r Systems which exploit disorder are called Maxwell's demons.

All living systems are Maxwellis demons, but so are some

nonJiyiog fhings, e.g. computers; Computers perforrn well in
specific calculation taslcs and use energy, in the fu- of
electricity, to do work and produce heat. All demons work

.:this way.

r As a resuk the envirorun€nt which,demens populate

increases in ternBerature. All life and therefore, all cars, and
gornputers contribute to glotal warrning, which is, necessary

according to the Second Law.

,+ Information, far from being an abs,tract €oncept, has beel
shown tohaw avery real physical rqresentalion.
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Place Your Bets: In lt to Win lt

T fntil now we have discussed how life propagates and how life

Lr/ .r.rrtually ends; but I guess what most of us are preoccupied

with is 'what we do in between.'In this chapter, I would like to stay

in-between these two extremes and enjoy the moment. What more

could we ask for? Excitement is what I, for one, would like to have.

Whilst the concept of excitement may be subjective, most would

agree that some modicum of risk comes as a given. It is much harder

to get excited by certainty (let's face it, we all find certainty boring).

Let us instead choose life and discuss the various ways to make it
more exciting.

It's 196z Las Vegas, the city of dreams. Millions are made and lost

everyminute ofevery day.The cityis litteredwith dreams ofrookies

making their way across the Nevada desert with borrowed money

to chance their arm. Perhaps he will come back a millionaire or
perhaps he will come back with his tail between his legs. But this

day is different. Today a new cowboy is in town. He enters one of the

casinos, the music is going, the cameras are on him, and the wine

and the girls are on tap. He looks around, spots the blackjack table

and makes a beeline straight for it. When the sexiest game in town

is poker - why is this guy spending all his time on the blackjack

table? He has a strategy, he thinks, that will beat the dealer. In his

pocket, he has $ro,ooo to play with (in 962 not an insignificant
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amount - worth around a cool quarter of a million dollars today),

so this guy clearly means business.

He starts to play the game like any rookie, placing small bets,

quite innocuous, but as the game wears on, whilst others were

leaving the table, this guy is still going. Slowly but surely his srraregy

seemed to be working. Of course, no casino likes winners, and is
particularly wary of those that go about their business with such

ruthless efficiency in such a cool and methodical manner. while
casino security were keeping a close eye on him, they just couldn't
see where the angle was; why was this guy consistently winning?
Why couldn't he just be like everyone else and lose? So they let him
play for another couple of hours, before they decided that enough
was enough and escorted him out of the building. It's an interesting

fact that any casino can kickyou outiust because you are starting to
win more than their statistical expectation (which is that on the
whole you should be losing!). Over the weekend this guy played
virtuallyeverycasino in Las vegas, andbythe end hadbeen expelled
from them all. In total he walke d away from Vegas with a cool

$zr,ooo in winnings (more than doubling his initial investment).

His namewas EdwardThorp and, as itturn out, hewas aprofessor

of Mathematics at MIT. He later wrote a book on his experiences and

betting strategies , Beat the Dealer,which subsequently became a best

seller, selling o:rer Too,ooo copies. So what was his strategy? (And

by the way, who the hell lends a quarter million dollars to a univer-
sity professor to gamble with anyway?l

Edward Thorp was also excited by taking risks. However he knew
that if he playedin a certain way his risk taking was limited, and that
he would be able to get a good return in the long term. So what
exactly is the right amount of risk taking? This amount, too - believe

it or not - is governed by Shannon's laivs of information, providing
that you're in it to win it.

Edward Thorp was familiar with the research of Shannon and
Robert Kelly, a colleague of Shannon's at Bell Labs. Kelly's paper
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came some ro years after Shannon's and was the first to apply

Shannon's ideas to betting. This was the first piece ofwork extending

Shannon's information theory. It is rather surprising that in ro years

there was no other extension. The reas_on for this was apparently not

that it took a long time to accept Shannon. On the contrary, his

paper was an overnight success. The point was, instead, that Shan-

non's results were so complete and perfectly argued that no-one had

anything to add to it! So, what did Kelly manage to do?

Remember that the information gain is very large when some-

thing unlikely happens and this is what leads to the greatest surprise

and (possibly) excitement. Well, the best way to get excited is to enter

a casino and place a bet on an unlikely thing, like throwing snake

eyes (that is, two dice each coming up with a number one in a single

throw). This has a r in 36 chance of happening (because there are six
numbers on each die and six times six is 36). This evenr is unlikely
and it is precisely because of it that you would be awarded a large

sum of cash if you win. Betting on an even number would not be as

rewarding since you would have a 5ol5o chance. If the casino is fair
(and none of them are, given how Thorp was kicked out of Las

Vegas), then if you put down a dollar on snake eyes and you won,
you should receive $f6 back in return. Quite a nice return, you will
agree!

Of course, you do not have to bet in a casino. You could invest

yourmoneyinto companies. The smaller,less known, and less likely
a company is to succeed (given prevailing market conditions and

business strategy), the more money you will get in return if it does

succeed (for a fixed investment). This'smells'very much like what
we said of information: the smaller the probability of an event, the

larger its information gain and in this case the larger the informa-
tion the larger the payoff should be. Shannon's information princi-
ples are therefore, indeed, also at work in the business world. And
betting on the success of companies is fairer than any casino

(assuming efficient markets of course).
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We all like to win. No one likes to be a loser. So can information

theoryguide us and maximize our chances of success? Astonishing

though it may seem, the answer is a definitive 'yes'. Maximizing
profit in financial speculations is exactlythe same problem as maxi-

mizing the channel capacity for communication. The latter we know
was already solved by Shannon in Chapter t. So this is just a case of
applylng the solution to other problems. The solution was that the

maximum capacityofa channel is achieved ifthe lengths ofmessages

follow the 'log of the inverse probability' rule of Shannon's. If you

now think of the amount of money that you are receiving on

successful investments as the length of your message, than you

obtain something that the (remaining) City of London and Wall

Street traders refer to as 'the log optimal portfolio'.

Here is how this betting with the log optimal portfolio works

in practice. The basic logic is to spread your bets as best as possible,

i.e. don't place all your eggs in the same basket. The reason for this is

that you would like to keep betting (and hopefully winning) for a

long time. If all your bets are in one place, and you lose at the begin-

ning (you might just be very unlucky) then you no longer have any

credit to make the next bet. fust as in communicating, some of the

bets will involve a large sum of money; some, on the other hand, will
need to be yery small. But how exactly should we determine the size

of our investment?

Let's imagine that you like to play it safe and play for a long time -
like a real connoisseur of gambling. Youd like to invest for zo years,

and whilst you are not looking for any huge return per year,you do

want your money to add up nicely in the long term (so that you can

enjoy your older age, as with pension funds). Here is what informa-

tion theory tells us to do (in rea[ityyou will, most likely, get a finan-

cial advisor who will do all the thinking, calculating, and investing

for you, but I would like to show you what kind of calculations they

do. And remember, they also take a percentage - if you do it yourself

you could be better off in the final analysis).
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Let's take the top-ro FTSE (this is the London Financial Times

Stock Exchange) companies at present. They are more likely to
remain in the top-roo for quite some time and not to go under any

tir,ne soon. Say you have a lump sum of $rooo that you would want
to invest across these to companies. You first want to estimate the

probabilities that these companies will make a positive return to
you (i.e. you will win by investing in them). To estimate these prob-
abilities (no one gives them to you) you can look at the past perform-
ance of the companies as well as current market conditions and

strategies. The better your understanding of all the public informa-
tion available about this companythe more accuratelyyou'll be able

to estimate your probabilities and hence hope to derive an optimal
betting strategy. This is the full-time job of City analysts. This is

what they do 8o hours a week, every week (currently it's gone up to

9o hours a week, as a friend of mine reliably tells me). However even

with only the basic level of research and approximate probabilities
you can still make a good return by spreading your investment

according to Shannon.

The share value of a company will sometimes go up and some-

times come down; in other words, there will be some natural fluc-
tuation in the market. Overall, however, if the company is financially
and strategically sound, and top-roo FTSE companies tend to be

more so, then theywill demonstrate an overall upward trend in the

long term.

Using all this publically available information, we can estimate

the probability that a company will make 396 nextyealThis is not as

difficult as it initially looks (if we just wanr rough esrimates). If it has

made more than )o/o every year for the past 50 years and analysts

expect it to make ro% next year then the probability of it makingt%
is fairly high. This way you can estimate the probabilities of certain
returns for CompanyX.

Note that Thorp did not have the problem of estimating probabil-
ities in playing blackjack, as the set of outcomes is well known, and
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by reading the cards he was able to recalculate probabilities. In fact,

this is the exact reason whyThorp chose blackjack over othergames

such as slot machines (with a slot machine there is no prior informa-

tion you could use to predict the next outcome). While playing

blackjack Thorp was able to estimate future probabilities by seeing

what cards had already been presented and adjusting his betting

strategyappropriately. Following the performances of companies is

like following cards.

In the highly unlikely event of the reader not being familiar with
the game of blackjack (in which case I urge you to get out more) I'll
give abrief overview. The basic premise of thegame is thatyou want

to have a hand value that is closer to zr points than that of the dealer

(without going over 2r; if you do, you lose). Each card is worth a

certain number of points and the dealer hands them out upon

request. Other players at the table are of no concern, other than the

fact that you can memorize their cards and adjust your probabilities

appropriately. Your hand is strictly played out against the hand of
the dealer. To determine whether to ask for another card, Thorp was

simply using Shannon's formula into which he inserted the esti-

mated probabilities.

Let's say we are playing against the dealer in a Vegas casino. We

havethree cards infrontofus totaling 15 pointsandthe dealeris asking

us whetherwe want another card. So nowwe are thinking, what are

the chances of the next card being six or less? Intuitively, given that we

have aheady seen four sixes, three fives, three fours, and three twos,

and three aces, we already have more information than somebody

who wasn't paying any attention. Whereas somebody else may take

the risk we know that logically there is a lower chance of seeing a card

that will not take us over zr. So Shannon's formula just formalizes this

and indicates when it is and isn't a good time to take a risk.

Walking into a casino maybe a riskyproposition altogether, espe-

cially if you are borrowing mafia money to gamble. So, let's think of
a more wholesome scenario. After all why worry about casinos
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when gambling is fully legalized in the great global financial market

of ours (l apologise to the reader for the slight cynicism as I sit here in
October zoo8 watching my pension fund taking a hammering).

We can extrapolate Shannon's formula and use it to invest in the

stock market. Let us assume that one company has a jjYo chance of a

3%o return over a yeaL another has a 6o% chance, and so on. How
should we now invest? The best investment intuitively would be to

invest proportionally. Namely you should invest most in the

companythat has highest returning odds,less into the next one, and

so on. If one company has a twice higher chance of yielding the same

positive return on your capital, then you should invest twice as

much into it. And how about the return on your investment - how
much would that be? The expected return would amazingly enough

be exactly equal to Shannon's information formula! How can this be

understood?

I would like to take a concrete example, just to show you how
much you can objectively rcally earn in practice. Suppose that you
are only investing into a top company and that it has a SS% chance of
winning you money in a day. Say, as before, that you have $rooo to
invest. First of all, information theorysays thatyou should not invest

more than z times 55 minus rooo/o (z , SS - roo) ofyour money. This

comes out to roo/o,which is $roo. The reason for this is that you need

a buffer if you lose money -youwould still like to be able to keep

playing. It is only if you keep playing that the loot can add up to a

substantial amount.

You have no\M invested $roo. Shannon's information theory says

that the rate at which your profit will increase is o.5o/o. This means

that you will have gained 5o cents. Next day, lf things have not

changed, you will also get o.5o/o, but now you have started with
$roo and 5o cents -which is more than the first time, being 50 cents

and o.5% of so cents, and so on...At the beginning you will not

notice much change, but the growth is basically exponential (all

exponentials are linear to start with which is why they do not look
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impressive initially). After one year - 36, days - you will end up

doubling your money to $zoo. Next year you would have $4oo,
then eight, and after five years you would have gained 16 times more
than you started with. This rate of increase seems much better than
the rate of inflation which is eating away at your capital if you are

lazywith it and keep it safe in your bank and uninvested.

The earnings in the previous paragraph still may not sound all
that much, but remember that you only invested a $roo in the first
place. What if youd invested $roo,ooo? You would still earn o.5o/o

on top of it, but this would now be $too (per day!). And all this for
doing nothing, Just (in this case yety slightly) risking'the possibility

of losing your money.

Shannon's formula will also tell us that you should not bet on

anything that is completely uncertain (so don'r play the lottery if
you listen to Kelly's advice). If the chances of success are only 5o%o,

then you would be wise to abstain from betting. On average you will
gain nothing and in all probabilityyouwill lose everything.

Now let's link the discussion of financial markets and monetary
speculations to the previous chapter, namely to the concept of
Maxwell's demon. Can we use thermodynamics to describe the

overall behaviour of markets and to deduce some verygeneral trends

in the financial world?

There is an obvious way in which thermodynamics affects

markets. The price of something is clearly driven by the supply and

demand principle and if the resources are scarce, then the price will
be pushed.rp. As we have seen, thermodynamics implies that our
energy resources will be getting depleted as well as causing other
unpleasant effects on our planet as they wind down. This is bound
to have an effect on the economy in general and we, in fact, see this
kind of stuffaround us all the time. The price of petrol is linked to oil
and this in turn depends on the reserves of oil as well as on its
availability. Even the slightest sniff of a conflict in rhe Middle East

pushes up the world petrol prices.
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However, thermodynamics and economics are more closely linked
than this. The behaviour of financial markets itself, in some sense,

quite closely mirrors the behaviour of physical systems in therm ody-
namics. There is a general law in finance that you hear repeated very
frequently: 'that in an efficient market there is no financial gain

without risk'. Anything worth doing must, according to this law, have

a (significant) probability of failure associated with it. If something is

a sure thing, you can bet that the reward is going to be negligible.
This sounds very much like the statement that in order to produce

some useful work, you must be prepared to waste some heat. The

Second Law of thermodynamics tells us that you must increase the

temperature of your environment in order to do work and this is
synonymous with the fact that the house takes more money than is

proportionally fair (i.e. on average it always costs you more to win
than you earn). Let us go back to the simple game of betting in a
casino to illustrate this point further. We would like to argue that
moneywill play the role of energy.

But, wait a minute - you will say, how can that be when money,

unlike energy itselfl, is not quite conserved? Money can be generated

out of nowhere while energy, as we have seen, cannot. If we have

more people in the world, there will be more money around, so

money is obviously not a constant. However, if we assume that we

have a person betting against the casino in a house, then the total
amount of money is fixed. The money could be in a person's pocket

or it could be in the casino's safe, but it has to be somewhere. So, only
under these specific conditions, is money conserved and can be

compared with energy.

Now we can state the rules of betting in the casino in a way that
we recoveranalogues ofthe laws ofthermodynamics. First ofall, the
odds given by the house are such that:

r 'You connot win the gome'. This means that if the probability for
something is one third, your return will at most be three times
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' your investment. So, if you invest $ro you will get at most $3o

back, but with an overwhelming probability- two-thirds (62%l -
you will lose. On average as you continue the game,youwill not

win anything. This is the exact analogue of the First Law of ther-

modynamics -you cannot get something for nothing.

The Second Law of betting is even more depressing, since casinos

are designed in such a way that

z 'You cannot arcnbreak wen'. This means that you will never get the

fair odds, plus in a real casino you will have to pay to enter, you

will have to pay to play, you will - most likely - be buying some

drinks and tipping the casino personnel as you go along. All this

contributes to the fact that while money is overall conserved it
has the tendency to move from your pocket into the casino safe

and not the other way round. This is the analogue of entropy
increase in thermodynamics, where heat always flows from a hot

to a cold body and never the other way round. So, in casino

betting, the player is 'hot', while the casino is 'cool', and this deter-

mines the direction of the flow of money.

Now, thereis also aThird Lawofthermodynamics, which, ofcourse,

also has its analogue in betting. It says that:

7 'Youcannot quitthe game'.

I will leave the reader to interpret the meaning of this statement

themselves. Suffice it to say that gamblers usually gamble till the

bitter end. The laws of betting are just so very similar to the laws of
thermodynamics (the Third Law of thermodynamics being the one

prohibiting us from reaching absolute zero; in gambling terms this

means being cooler than anything else, in particular the casino

itself).

All the discussion so far can simply be summarizedby saying

that Shannon's formula for the maximum channel capacity,
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Boltzmann's formula for physical entropy, and Kelly's formula for
maximizing profit are all one and the same formula.

However, what is really surprising is that betting can be seen as a

very fruitful metaphor for the evolution of life itself. We can think of
random mutations as producing different gambling strategies, each

with a different likelihood of success. This is exactly what a biolo-
gist, Frederic Warburton, analysed in one of his papers.

Warburton views evolution as a game between an individual (the

gambler) and its environment (the house). Profiting in evolutionary
terms means that, regardless ofthe environment,lifewill propagate.

Losing means that life will end. So the game is as follows: the indi-
vidual produces copies of itself, but naturally the copy will be slightly
different due to random mutations. They may arise from the envi-
ronment (due to cosmic rays, say) or some error in transcription.
These mutations lead to a slightlyaltered set ofproperties in the new
individuals, which are then tested by Nature and the environment.
The number of individuals produced depends very much on the

gambling strategy being employed. Any individual produced will
have to be fed and nurtured and, given that resources are finite, we

must choose how many copies to make in line with these restric-
tions. The new individuals then either pass the evolution test and

further multiply (i.e. they generate profit) or they fail and die (i.e. the

investment is lost). In economics, this is known as the principle of
increasing returns. It is now clear that those that survive profit more

and more in the sense that their strategy mirrors the environment
better and better. Thus life increases profitability and evolution
becomes a gambling game.

However, as always there is a snag; the more profitable life
becomes the less profitable its environment (as it increases propor-
tionally in entrop)r). As the environment increases in entropy, this
makes it more and more difficult for life to propagate. In a similar
manner, as you become more profitable in a casino (analogous to
the environment) it in turn necessarily affects your profit in the long
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term through several consequences: it may reduce its payouts,

charge a percentage tax on your winnings, or perhaps pack up alto-
gether. Given that there is even a charge for playing the game in the
first place, we can see how the second principle of betting manifests
itself: namely that you cannot even break even.

we said that we can view life as a Maxwell's demon trying to keep

low entro py lo cally,while increasing the entropy of its environment.
In fact, as we saur, the more we keep the local entropy low the more
we will keep increasing the total entropy of the system. can the total
entropy increase therefore be an indicator of life? Could we scan

other planets for their entropy content to determine whether any
life exists on them?

This is a fascinating question and the answer is that the total
entropy production, while important, is probably not the only rele-
vant factor. out ofall planets and moons in the Solar System, Mercury
has the highest entropy production per unit area, but as far as we
know, it has no life. The answer most likely lies in the fact that Mercury
has no atmosphere and an atmosphere provides a medium for trans-
port of matter that is crucial for living processes to take place.

The Earth and the Moon share the second place for the highest
entropyproduction, which is roughlya quarterthat ofMercury. The
Moon again has virtually no atmosphere (it is gravitationally too
weak to attract atoms to its surface) and this makes it difficult to
have life. The rest of the planets and moons have entropy produc-
tion farlower (Mars is fourth with two-thirds ofthe entropyproduc-
tion of the Earth or Moon).

Therefore, the total entropy production is very relevant for life,
but it seems to be only a part of the story. However, there are other
more dramatic options. It could also be that we have to enlarge our
definition of life, and then we will recognize it in other places. Given,

however, that it is very difficult to specify all the fearures of life (are

viruses living or not?), entropy production seems to be quite a good
single indicator.
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Another important feature oflife is that it becomes more complex.

Let us see if we are able to quantify this trend more precisely, based

on the discussion so far. Let us define complexity as the difference

between a maximally disordered state, i.e. a maximum entropy, and

the actual entropywith respect to the local environment (a thermo-
dynamicist called Peter Landsberg actually proposed rhis defini-
tion). Natural selection favours organisms that minimize entropy

with respect to environment (the best gamblers in the language of
this chapter). Those that don't, die out. Therefore, mutations will
eventuallylead to lowerlocal entropywhich, given thatwe subtract

from the maximal total entropy to get complexity, results in
increased complexity of life. It might be worth noting that it isn't

that all life forms become more complex with time - obviously they

don't and many are highly successful as they are and have been

around for ages (e.g. types of bacteria). But more complex forms
appear over time and it is this increase in some forms we are trying
to explain.

The increase of complexity of life with time is now seen to be a

direct consequence of evolution: random mutations and natural
selection. In fact, the famous Oxford biologist Richard Dawkins has

argued passionatelyin a number of his popularaccounts that evolu-

tion is the only theory we have that can explain all the living
complexity we see around us. Given that we stated that life may

maximize total entropyproduction this mayimplythat it also maxi-
mizes complexity increase. Biological complexity is therefore the

same as the successful gambler's profit and it grows in the same

way.

Through analysis of betting and financial speculation and then

synthesis of its fundamental principles, we can see another example

of how information seems to be the most natural framework within
which to discuss such ideas. We extend this approach again in the

next chapter to discuss the social interactions that define how we

live and the quality of our lives.
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r It is possible to use shannsr's hgic to drive bettirrg strategies

for maximizingprofit.
r If you want to win in a casino, you must invest according to

the probabilities for various gambling outcomes. Low
probability should deserve a correspondingly low investment.

r Gambling on a completely random event is really gambling of
the lowest order, and in the long run you'll never make a
profit (given that halfthe time you win and half the time you
will lose).

r Ifyou follow Shanno. n's logic, your return on an investment
will be according to Shannon's entropy.In finance, this way
of spreading your bets is known as the log optimal portfolio
approach and is widely used, as the basis for investment
decisions.

r tifeis also a form of gambting, where life wins by propa-
- gdtfrgitself. The degree touftich it wins ft*rehted to the
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Social lnformatics: Get Gonnected
or Die Tryin'

p verybody knows a |oe. foe is the kind of guy who was the most
l-rpopular boy in class, head boy at school, the life and soul of the

party,andwheneverhe needs something, it just seems to happen for
him. This is the guywe love ro hate! Why is he getting all the breaks

when we have to work so damn hard? As we continue to grind out
each day atwork, we seefoe is the guywith a big house, fast car, and

the most beautiful women swooning over him. Most men would
give their right arm to have a bit of that magic.

So, how does he do it? Of course, I cannot tell you for sure (if
I could my next book would be a bestselling self-help book), but it
should come as no surprise that people with more friends and

contacts tend to be more successful than people with fewer. Intui-
tively, we know that these people, by virtue of their wide range of
contacts, seem to have more support and opportunity to make the

choices theywant.

Likewise, again it's no surprise that more interconnected socie-

ties tend to be able to cope better with challenging events than
ones where people are segregated or isolated. Initially it seems

unlikelythat this connectedness has anything to do with Shannon's

information theory; after all what does sending a message down a
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telephone line have to do with how societies function or respond
to events?

The first substantial clue that information may play some role in
sociology came in ry7r from the American economist and Nobel
Laureate, Thomas schelling. up until his time sociologywas a highly
qualitative subject (and still predominanrly is); however he showed

how certain social paradigms could be approached in the same

rigorous quantitative manner as other processes where exchange of
information is the key driver.

Schelling is an interesting character. He served with the Marshall
Plan (the plan to help Europe recover after world war II), the white
House, and the Executive Office of the President from 1948 to tgsi,,

as well as holding a string ofpositions at illustrious academic insti-
tutions, including Yale and Harvard. schelling is most famous for
his work on conflicts between nation-states, particularly those
with nuclear weapons. Here the central idea is that of ,pre-

commitment'. one party in a conflict can strengthen its strategic
position by cutting off some of its options to make its threats more
credible. For example, an army that burns its bridges, making
retreat impossible, is a classic military example - here the opposi-
tion now knows you can no longer retreat and therefore its strategy
is more limited. Theyknowyou are fighting until the end-a classic

case of brinkmanship.

But Schelling went further. He realized that studying conflict can

result in an understanding stretching far beyond military conflict.
He applied a similar analysis to individuals'inrernal struggles. The
problem, he suggested, is that pretty much everybody suffers from a
split personality on various issues. For example, one side ofyou may
desperatelywant to lose weight or quit smoking or run two miles a

day or get up eafly to work. On the other hand, the other side may
want an extra dessert or a cigarette, hate exercise, or love sleep. Both
selves are equally valid, and equally rational about pursuing their
desires. But they do not exist at the same time and which side wins
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depends on the strategies that the two personalities use. In schelling's
view, we could improve the chances of one side winning by showing
a huge commitment which the other side would find difficult to
match. So whilst the second side says I want to stay in bed a bit
longer, the first side can retaliate with 'but I am paying $zo a week
for morning personal training sessions'. Gym memberships, not
keeping cigarettes in the house, not having a cff and walking to
work instead, are all examples of what shelling referred to as

'burning your bridges'.

Studying conflict thus turned out to be important not only for
the military, but also for individuals and, as we will see shortly, for
understanding segregation in a society. And underlying it will, of
course, be the concept of information.

The idea of using information theoryin social studies is certainly
not something new and we can trace its roots back way before
Schelling. In fact, it is the use of statistical methods in social sciences

that prompted Boltzmann to apply them within physics in order to
come up with his entropyformula. of course, a direct application of
the statistical methods used in information theory is much more
challenging given the complex nature of any human society (yes,

human society is far more complex than any physical system), but it
has the same underlying premise. when compared to a simplegas of
atoms, which is a typical model in physics, every human being has

added variability in that he or she can formulate an independent
complex strategy in order to satisfy their own ends.

Information itself appears in many different guises in the social
context: connections between individuals, actions, and states of
individuals, capacity of societies to process data, and so on. All of
these types of information play a role in the functioning of a

society.

An important idea that we have alluded to in the previous chap-
ters, but whose more precise introduction we have been delaying, is
that of 'mutual information'. This concept is very important in
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understanding a diverse number of phenomena in Nature and will
be the key when we explain the origin of structure in any society.

Mutual information is the formal word used to describe the situ-
ation when two (or more) events share information about one

another. Having mutual information between events means that
they are no longer independent; one event has something to tell you
about the other. For example, when someone asks if youd like a

drink in a bar, how many times have you replied 'l'll have one if you
have one'? This statement means that you are immediately corre-
lating your actions with the actions of the person offeringyou a
drink. If they have a drink, so will you; if they don'r, neitherwill you.

Yourchoice to drink-or-not-to-drinkis completelytied to theirs and

hence, in information theory parlance, you both have maximum
mutual information.

A little more formally, the whole presence of mutual information
can be phrased as an inference indicator. Two things have mutual
information if by looking at just one of them you can infer some-

thing about one of the properties of the other one. So, in the above

example, if I see that you have a drink in front of you that means

logically that the person offering you adrink also has a glass in front
of them (given that you only drink when the person nexr to you
drinks).

Of course mutual information between events is not always

perfect, it could also be imperfect, in that you 'usually'but not always

will have a drink ifyour friend has a drink. In this case any inference

between the two of you will be weaker.

Whenever we discuss mutual information we are really asking

how much information an object/person/idea has about another

object/person/idea. In the telephone communication example, Alice
and Bob share mutual information. After she has communicated to
Bob, the two now share this same message. When Bob tells you what
the message is, assuming maximum mutual information between
Alice and Bob, you will then know what message Alice sent without
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having to ask Alice. In cases of non-maximal mutual information
(e.g. Bob may have forgotten parts of it) we can only infer the
message with partial success.

when it comes to DNA, its molecules share information about
the protein they encode. Different strands of DNA share informa-
tion about each other as well (we know that A onlybinds to G and C

onlybinds to T). Furthermore the DNA molecules ofdifferent people
also share information about one another (a father and a son, for
example, share half of their DNA genetic material) and the DNA is

itself sharing information with the environment - in that the envi-
ronment determines through natural selection how the DNA
evolves.

In thermodynamics, mutual information is established between
the demon's memory andthe movement of the particles. How much
work the demon can extract is dependent on how much informa-
tion the demon has on the actual speed of the particles.In financial
strategies, the profit derived is inevitably linked to how much infor-
mation you share with the market (random betting aside). If you
want to know how the price of the stock will move, then you need to
have complete information about the market (often virtuallyimpos-
sible given the complexity and volume of information). Given that
everything interacts to some degree with everything else, mutual
information is simply everywhere !

One of the phenomena we will try to understand here, using
mutual information, is what we call 'globalization', or the increasing
interconnectedness of disparate societies. Another social phenom-
enon we will address is the division of every society into different
classes and the related negative effects of segregation.

Before we delve further into social phenomena, I need to explain
an important concept in physics called a phase transition. stated
somewhat loosely, phase transitions occur in a system when the
information shared between the individual constituents become
large (so for a gas in a box, for an iron rod in a magnetic field, and for
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a coPPer wire connected into an electric circuit, all their constitu-
ents share some degree of mutual information).

A high degree of mutual information often leads to a fundamen-
tally different behaviour, although the individual constituents are

still the same. To elaborate this point, the individual constituents are

not affected on an individual basis, but as a group they exhibit
entirely different behaviour. The key is how the individual constitu-
ents relate to one another and create a group dynamic. This is

captured by the phrase 'more is different', by the physicist philip

Anderson, who contributed a great deal to the subject, culminating
in his Nobel Prizein19TT.

A common example of a group dynamic is the effect we observe
when boiling orfreezing water (i.e. conversion of a liquid to agas or
conversion of a liquid to a solid). These extreme and visible changes
of structures and behaviour are known as phase transitions. When
\vater freezes, the phase transition occurs as the water molecules
becomes more tightly correlated and these correlations manifest
themselves in stronger molecularbonds and a more solid structure.

The formation of societies and significant changes in every
society - such as a revolution or a civil war or the attainment of
democracy - can, in fact, be better understood using the language of
phase transitions.

I now present one particular example that will explain phase

transitions in more detail. This example will then act as our model
to explain various social phenomena that we will tackle later in the
chapter. Let us imagine a simple solid, made up of a myriad of atoms
(billions and billions of them). Aroms usually inreracr with each

other, although these interactions hardly ever stretch beyond their
nearest neighbours. So, atoms next to each other will feel each

other's presence only, while the ones that are further apart from
each other will typically never directly exchange any information.

It would nowbe expected that as a result of the 'nearest neighbour'
interaction, only the atoms next to each other share information
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while this is not possible where there is no interaction. Though this
maysound logical, itis in fact entirelyincorrec. Thinkofawhip:you
shake one end and this directly influences the speed and range at

which the other end moves. You are transferring movement using
the interconnectedness of atoms in the whip. Information can be

shared between distant atoms because one atom interacts with its
neighbours, but the neighbours also interact with their neighbours,
and so on. This concept canbe explained more elegantlythrough the
concept of 'six degrees of separation'.

You often see it claimed that each person on this planet is at most
six people away from any other person. This sounds shocking at

first but actually makes complete sense if you look at it in detail.
I am, for example, just three degrees of separation (three people)
away from Bill clinton. How's this? well, I know a gry quite well
who works in the city of London. His boss knows the boss of the
American branch of the bank and the American boss knows Bill
Clinton. so there we go! So ifyou count the number of people sepa-

rating Bill Clinton and me you will see that there are only three.
Though I may be particularly indifferent to the fact that I am sepa-

rated from former President Clinton only by three degrees (he surely
is), it is nevertheless interesting that this is so. It is also interesting
that this is how connections work. It doesn't matter whether you
know a person doing x, all that matters is that you are connected
into society, because, through this, you have access to almost every-
body on the planet (and somebody somewhere should know some-
thing about X).

It is very easy to see why any one person is connected to any other
with at most six degrees of separation. Say that I know roughly roo
people (probably more, but it is said rhar 2oo is the capacity for the
human brain to differentiate and memoize different names and
faces - this is our evolutionary inheritance for the early days of
human evolution, where time was spent in small tribes). Each of the
loo people I know knows roo more people, and so on. After five
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steps this number reaches ten billion (roo times loo times roo times

roo times roo, five times). The number of people in the world is six

billion. So, even five steps of connections and acquaintances are

enough in this model to connect everyone to everyone else on this
planet. But, of course, maybe not everyone knows roo people, and

so on,which leads to perhaps needing sixdegrees to makea network
that covers everyone in the world. Perhaps this is why in sociefy we

gravitate to more connected people, to optimize our interconnect-
edness.

Why is this networking between people important? you might
argue that decisions made bysociety arcto a high degree controlled
by individuals - who ultimately think for themselves. It is clear,

however, that this thinking is based on the common information
shared between individuals. It is this interaction between individ-
uals that is responsible for the different structures within society as

well as society itself.

Societies can, in addition, have a certain numberofotherfeatures,

such as a degree of centralization in their decision making. One

extreme form of centralization is dictatorship, and it is not very
interesting to analyse as individuals haveless ofa role in anydecision

making (by definition). The other extreme is much more interesting,

and this means that there is no centralization and where individuals
line up of their own accord. Here we would like the consensus to

emerge just by individuals interacting with one another - no external

stimulus is allowed. In this case, the information shared between

individuals becomes much more important. So how do all people

agree to make a decision, if they only interact locally, i.e. with ayery
limited number of neighbours?

In order to understand how local correlations can lead to the

establishment of structures within society, let us return to the

example of a solid. Solids are regular arrays of atoms. This time,
however, rather than talking about how water becomes ice, let's

consider how a solid becomes a magnet. Every atom in a solid can be
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thought of as a little magnet on its own. Initially these magnets are

completely independent of one another and there is no common
north/south alignment - meaning that they are all pointing in
random directions. The whole solid - the whole collection of
atoms - would then be a random collection of magnets and would
not be magnetized as a whole (this is known as a paramagneQ. All
the random little atomic magnets would simply cancel each other
out in effect and there would be no net magnetic field.

However, if the atoms interact, then they can affect each other's

state, i.e. they can cause their neighbours to line up with them. Now
through the same principle as six degrees of separation, each atom
affects the other atoms it is connected to, and in turn these affect
their own neighbours, eventually correlating all the atoms in the

solid. If the interaction is stronger than the noise due to the external

temperature, then all magnets will eventually align in the same

direction and the solid as a whole generates a net magnetic field and
hence becomes magnetic! All atoms nourbehave coherentlyin tune,
just like one big magnet. The point at which all atoms 'spontane-

ously'align is known as the point ofphase transition, i.e. the point at

which a solid becomes a magnet.

Can this simple idea be applied to something as complicated as

human society? Initially, this seems like ir may be very difficult. We

would like to think of humans as little magners (let's say that they
can 'politically'point in the left or right direction) and we now inves-

tigate under what circumstances whole societies can swing to the
left or to the right and how this requires very little external influence.

This would be the social analogue of the magnetic phase transition.
You may object that atoms are simple systems compared to

humans. After all humans can think, feel, get angry,while atoms are

not alive and their range of behaviour is far simpler. But this is not
the point! The point is that we are only focusing on one relevant

property of humans (or atoms) here. Atoms are not all that simple

either, but we are choosing to make them so bylooking onlyat their

99
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magnetic properties. Humans are much more complicated still, but
now we only want to know about their political preference, and
these can be quite simple in practice.

Let us discuss this aspect a bit more. Surely there is a crucial differ-
ence between atoms and humans. Namely, humans have free will.
They are autonomous and make their own decisions, create their
own destinies. Atoms are incapable of this. While this discussion of
free will is a very intricate one, and we will debate it later, there is
something that could alreadybe said on it here.

Suppose for that matter that you observe satellite pictures of
people walking up and down a busystreet, such as oxford Street in
London. You will not be able to make out who the individuals are -
that is ifyou use the google.com satellite pictures (I am sure that CIA
or MossAD can easily accomplish a better resolution). people will
appear as dots moving between two straight lines - the edges of the
pavement of oxford Street. There will be some larger dots in the
middle representing the traffic, which we will ignore for the time
being.

You now observe how the dots move. They will broadly move up
and down the street, but there will be a certain movement to the left
and to the right too, as the dots avoid each other. Imagine now that
someone shows you this picture of dots moving in this fashion, but
does not tell you that they represent people. would you be able to
tell, just from the motion of the dots, whether they represent some-
thing living (even intelligent?) from somerhing nonJiving (such as

atoms, or billiard balls hitting each other and bouncing off in
different directions) ?

Most likely you wouldn't be able to tell the difference, as the
motion of people or atoms would be roughly the same (in their own
ways theyboth avoid collisions, eithervia seeing and moving orvia
electrostatic repulsion). Both would be known as a diffusion
process - a general overall flow in one direction (up and down), but
with some random irregularities every once in a while. And this is
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precisely my point, that living and non-living things appear to
behave in a very similar manner.

We now return to the issue of phase transitions and human socie-

ties. Suppose that we have a chain of systems where each system

only interacts with its two neighbours. Such a system was first
considered in physics by Ernesr Ising, who studied it during his PhD

in the r92os. Unfortunately, he was able to prove very conclusively

that there is no phase transition in such a model. So, if you think of
atoms in such a chain as being little magnets, then they can never

ever spontaneously align with each other no matter what happens

outside. This was apparently such a disappointing conclusion to
Ising, who was hoping to explain phase transitions microscopically,

that he quit physics after his PhD!

Too bad for Ising, because some 20 years later Lars Onsager

showed in averybeautiful paperthat if instead ofa chainyou lookat
a two-dimensional array of atoms, then there is a phase transition at

low enough temperatures. And for this, Onsager was awarded a

Nobel Prize for chemistry. The whole area of phase transitions then

started to thrive, resulting in a number of fundamental discoveries

and Nobel Prizes (Anderson's included).

Among one of the most striking results in phase transitions that
I am aware of is a very general 'no-go' theorem. No-go theorems

are broad results that rule out some specific kind of behaviour.

Ising's result is a special kind of no-go theorem that says that there

are no phase transitions in one dimension (chains).lnterestingly, it
can be shown that there are no general phase transitions in two
dimensions (planes) either. The only exceprion to this no-go in the

two-dimensional case is the model that Onsager analysed (so he

was very lucky after all!). The very fact that we see ice turn into
water and water into vapour already implies that the Universe has

to be at least three-dimensional.

Anyway, what has all this to do with human societies? You can

think of atoms in the above systems, not as little magnets, but as
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human beings!Yes, as commented above, we are more complicated
than atoms, but some of our features are very simple. Think of a
human being and his political predispositions. suppose that we have

two choices in a society, to be conservative or to be liberal. These

two states would be the human analogue of a magnet with two
states: pointing to the right, or pointing to the left (I am fully aware
that some cynics might say that 'in power'or'out of power' are more
important directions in politics).

Now, in general, a society will be in a state such that some

members are conservative and some liberal. But suppose that we ask

underwhat conditions would all members become, say, liberal? our
discussion of Ising's result would suggest that if we have a very
simple society where every member discusses politics only with
their two nearest neighbours (and no one else), then there is no way
that we can have a fully liberal society. we can never have a sponta-
neous liberalization and we are always forced to live with some
conservatives!

A one-dimensional society is therefore very easy to describe and
there are no surprising changes here. one such society is the mafia
depicted in the movie Goodfellas(this is indeed far from being liberal).
The main boss of the mafia, the capo di tutti capi, is a guy called
Pauly, who would only communicate his orders to his two closest

men -he would rarelytalk to anyone else. Theywould then in turn
communicate to their closest allies, and so on. This is not only secure

so far as it prevents the FBI from finding the key people in the mafia,
but it also leads to an increased stabilitywithin the mafia itself. It is
therefore very unlikely that the mafia as a whole will suddenly
undergo a phase transition and change its behaviour significantly,
for example, electing a new leader or breaking down due to a few
rogue informants.

Interestingly, if we allow everyone to interact with everyone else,

then even in one dimension phase transitions are possible. Now, the
real world is somewhere between these two extremes. None of us
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really speaks only to our neighbours, and no-one certainly commu-
nicates to everyone in the world. As I said above, our circle of family,
friends, and acquaintances to which we are sufficiently connected

usually extends to roughly 2oo people.

In fact, the number of connections we have with other humans

follows what is known as a power law distribution. The number of
peoplewho knowlots of otherpeople is smallerthan the numberof
people who know few. And the ratio of the two numbers follows a
strict law, similar to the Zipf law of letter frequencies mentioned

earlier in the book. More precisely, there are a million times fewer

people with rooo contacts than with ro contacts. People with lots of
connections are just statistically improbable in the same way that
longerwords are less likelyto be heard in English.

This unevenness in the number of contacts leads to a very impor-
tant model where there is a great deal of interaction with people

close by and then, every once in a while, there is a long-distance
interaction with someone far away. This is cafled a 'small world
network'and is an excellent model for how and why disease propa-
gates rapidly in our world. When we get ill, disease usually spreads

quicklyto ourclosest neighbours. Then it is enough that onlyone of
the neighbours takes a long-distance flight and this can then make

the virus spread in distant places. And this is why we are very

worried about swine flu and all sorts of other potential viruses that
can kill humans.

Let us now consider why some people believe - rightly or
wrongly - that the information revolution has and will transform
our society more than any other revolution in the past - such as the
industrial revolution discussed in earlier chapters. some sociolo-

gists, such as Manuel Castells, believe that the Internet will inflict
much more profound transformations in oursocietythan everprevi-
ously seen in history. His logic is based on the above idea of phase

transitions, though, being a sociologist, he may not be interpreting
them in quite the same \yay as a physicist does mathematically.
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To explain, we can think of early societies as very'local'in nature.
one tribe exists here, anotheroverthere, butwithverylittle commu-
nication between them. Even towards the end of the nineteenth
century, transfer of ideas and communication in general were still
.very slow. so for a long time humans have lived in societies where
communication was very short range. And, in physics, this would
mean that abrupt changes are impossible. Societies have other
complexities, so I would say that 'fundamental change is unlikely'
rather than 'impossible'. very recently, through the increasing avail-
ability of technology we can rravel far and wide, and through the
Internet we can learn from and communicate with virtually anyone
in the world.

Early societies were like the Ising model, while later ones are more
like the small world networks. Increasingly, however, we are
approaching the stage where everyone can and does interact with
everyone else. And this is exactly when phase transitions become
increasingly more likely. Money (and even labour) can travel from
one end of the globe to another in a matter of seconds or even faster.
This, of course, has an effect on all elements of our society.

Analysing social structures in terms of information theory can
frequently reveal very counterintuitive features. This is why it is
important to be familiar with a language of information theory,
because without a formalized framework, some of the most star-
tling and beautiful effects are much harder to understand in terms of
root causes. Take segregation in a modern society, for example.

Modern-day Los Angeles has distinct areas wirh clearly defined
boundaries for white, Hispanic and black Americans. It is clear that
this segregation is not legally imposed from above (each person is
legally free to buy aproperty in any area they wish to) so is the ines-
capable conclusion that they are all abunch ofracists? The surprising
answer, according to Schelling, is no, and that even the most liberal
minded communities could end up transitioning into a segregated

state. segregation in this sense occurs verymuch like the phase tran-
sition we discussed earlier.
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To simulate segregation, Schelling used a -very simple model
analogous to the phase transition model of a magnet described
before. Imagine a two-dimensional grid, on which you can layblack
and white pieces randomly. If we take this as synonymous with
communities, this corresponds to averyliberal and mixed commu-
nity (in the magnet example, this corresponds to a completelydisor-
dered state, where all the little magnets are aligned in all different
directions).

Now we have to study the dynamics and see how segregation

emerges. schelling looked at the following rule: each and everypiece
looks around at its neighbours and if it sees a certain number of
neighbours of different colour, it makes a decision to move some-
where else.It's clearthat an extreme racist attitude is going to lead to
segregation (e.9. if every piece moved just because one of its neigh-
bours were of a different colour). However, and this is the surprise
schelling presented, it appears that even if you take a very liberal
view, and move only when all your neighbours are of a different
colour, this still leads us naturally to a segregated society. What this
means in the Ising model is that even the weakest interaction is

enough to make it undergo a phase transition. In such a model, inter-
actions would force two spins to align themselves in the same way
that in S chelli ng's mo del neighb ours b ecom e r acially homogeneous
(to remind the reader, a city is analogous to a two-dimensional
structure and in two dimensions, unlike in one dimension, the Ising
model exhibits phase transitions).

The most natural way of thinking about this is in terms of mutual
information. In the initial state, which was completely disordered,
there was very little mutual information - because by looking at

one piece, it is difficult to infer the colour of the neighbours (as by
definition, the pieces are laid out in a disordered manner). However
the mutual information is maximal in a maximally segregated society,
as you can look at one piece and you can then infer the colour of
all the pieces surrounding it. As with other phase transitions we
have talked about, here mutual information is also a signature of a
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segregared society (a segregated society would represent an ordered
state of magnets, when they all behave collectively).

If you properly understand Schelling's simple model, then you
will quickly see that this doesn't have to apply to just racial segrega-

tion.It could also apply to any othergrouping in a society. political,

financial, social, intellectual separations can all be studied and
understood using the same logic.

we have been grossly simplifying societies here, but our analysis

certainly contains some elements of truth. To see how much truth,
let us test our predictive power on a very simple question. what is
the distribution of wealth in a typical society? This quesrion
combines the gambling elements we discussed in the previous
chapterwith social elements we are discussing nour.

If the basis of everysocietyis information, as I have been arguing,
does optimizing information tell us about the wealth distribution
within a society? The answer is both yes and no. Let me explain the
no first.

when we optimize the Shannon information we typicallyobtain
a distribution of probabilities that is called Gaussian or bell curve.
This distribution is named after the German mathematician Karl
Friedrich Gauss, who first noticed the ubiquity of Gaussian distribu-
tions in Nature. For example, atoms in a gas distribute their speeds

according to a Gaussian distribution. Most atoms move at some

middle-range speed (say 5oo metres per second). Then equally
smaller numbers move at around 4oo and 6oo meters per second.

The number of atoms that we record as we move away from 5oo
metres per second diminishes very quickly. And this is the main
feature of Gaussians, which have atypicalbell-shaped profile.

The distribution of wealth in most societies is not Gaussian. It is
in fact a power law. This means that the number of very wealthy
individuals is very small, whereas the number of poor is huge. If
wealth followed a Gaussian distribution, then most people would
be somewhere in the middle with small deviations to the richer
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and poorer side of the spectrum. This, alas, is never ever the case in
any society we are aware of (not even in totalitarian communist
regimes of the past such as the Soviet Union).

where does the power law distribution come from? why is the
probability of having one million dollars in yourbank account rooo
times smaller than having $rooo? This is exactly what the power
law says. If there are roo millionaires in a country, then there are
loo,ooo people with only $rooo.

Let us try to see why this is so. The complete answer is not known,
but we can make some guesses (if I knew the answer I would prob-
ably immediately book myself a plane ticket to stockholm to pick up
a Noble Prize in economics). The favoured explanation seems to be
a principle that can be called'the-rich-get-richer'. In simple terms,
wealth doesn't just add towealth, it multiplies. Those that have more
will get proportionally more and so the gap between the haves and
have-nots increases to conform to the power law. Even if everyone
starts equally well off, the small random differences in people's
fortunes (some will win on the random stock market, others will
lose) will sooner or later grow to become large.

Does this mean that information has nothing to do with wealth
distribution? No. People acquire wealth not only by themselves, bur
through a set of networks that they create using all sorts of social
mechanisms. Social interactions are complicated and go on in
parallel in all corners of any given society. The social dynamic is
very intricate and changes on lvery short time-scales.

This means that we expect information not to have the additive
property, namely that the joint information contained in two inde-
pendent events must be equal to the sum of the information content
of each individual event (this was used in Chapter 3 ro derive Shan-
non's entropy). If additivity fails, the correct measure of information
is no longer shannon's. one person who studied these non-additive
measures extensively is a Brazilian physicist, Constantino Tsallis.

why is wealth not additive? As we have seen, having some wealth
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and gaining more does not just result in the sum of the two. wealth
does not just simply add, it super-adds! This is another view of the
principle of increasing returns in economics (which we met in
chapter 6). There is no contradiction here, since wealth is not a
conserved quantity. lt can be created out of nothing (by nothing
I mean 'no initial wealth'; I do not mean without any physical
resources).

If we use a different formula to shannon's, but still an inverse
function of probability, we can explain the power law distribution.
Therefore, even one of the key aspects of social dynamics and
stability- its wealth distribution - is an outcome of simple informa-
tion theory. If not Shannon's in actual form, this surely is shannon
in spirit.

Some sociologists are optimistic that the information age will
lead to a fairer society that will improve everyone's living condi-
tions, aswell as narrowing thegap between the haves and have-nots.
others are rather pessimistic, claiming that the new age will bring
an abrupt end, a kind ofphase transition, to present society (through
all sorts of mechanisms such as increased crime due to the break-
down of families, global terrorism, global warming, and so on).

It is unlikely that information theory will tell us what the future
has in store for us. one thing is for sure, though. with greater inter-
connectedness of the world, we had betterimprove the speed of our
thinking and decision making.ln a more interconnected societywe
are more susceptible to sudden changes. Mutual information simply
increases very rapidly and if we want to make good decisions we
need to ensure that our own information processing keeps pace.

The future, it seems, will not only favour the brave but also the
fastest.

Having seen how information underpins various social, biolog-
ical, and physical phenomena, we are now ready to take the discus-
sion to the next level. we travel back to the questions of where this
information comes from, how much of it there is in the universe
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and what is the fastest that it can be processed. The answers to these
questions underpin all the chapters we have seen so far. In order to
understand the ultimate origins of information we need to take an

exciting voyage of discovery. And this will take us into the realms of
quantum mechanics, the true nature of randomness, whether tele-
portation is possible, and the question of free will and determinism.
It's going to be a rocky boat, so hold on tight!

l(ey points





PART TWO

T JR until now we have been discussing various aspects of
l.-/ reality in terms of information. We have seen how informa-
tion theory provides a powerful description of various different

aspects of reality. In deriving his theory Shannon was just trying
to describe information in terms of a very specific problem, that of
communication between two parties, Alice and Bob. He didn't
care a jot about the applicability of his theorybeyond that problem,

but as it turns out this is exactly where the power of his theory lies.

Did Shannon get lucky or is there something more fundamental
about his approach that makes information theory so widely
applicable?

At its core, information theory asks the most fundamental ques-

tion that can be asked: Is event A different (distinguishable) from
event B? But whyis this so fundamental, youmay ask? Well, think of
it this wayi try to imagine learning or describing anything where

you cannot distinguish between the correct answer and an incor-

rect answer. It cannot be done! You are essentially blind. Without
distinguishabiliqrwe cannot hop. to have anyunderstanding ofour
Universe if everything looks identical. Ifwe consider the first half of
this book we have abeady seen this concept of distinguishability
applied in many different guises. In biology for example, DNA

distinguishes between four bases to replicate itself. In thermody-
namics, Maxwell's Demon needs to distinguish between fast-moving

and slow-moving particles in order to create a temperature differ-

ences between two sides of a container. In a casino, you're betting on

at least two different scenarios and it is your understanding of the
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probabilities that determines your profit. In sociology we were
making a distinction between whether an individual is liberal or
not, which has an impact on how likely it is that you stay in your
neighborhood.

This fundamental concept of distinguishability between two
different states is basicallywhat Shannon referred to as a bit of infor-
mation. A bit is the most fundamental measure of information;
where you have more than two outcomes, you simply use more bits
to distinguish them all.

Ofcourse it makes no sense to talk about the distinguishabilityof
two events if only one of the events ever occurs. Therefore we also
need to know the probability with which each of the evenrs occur.
Because we can distinguish between more than one outcome, time
aftertime,we can thengenerate the probabilities forthese outcomes.
The probability of an event gives us the expectation of an event
occurring, and this is what allows us to quantify how surprised we
are when the event happens. If we are expecting something with
high probability we are not so surprised when it happens (e.g. the
Sun rises) and when it doesn't happen, rr€ are a little more
surprised.

All of this is so natural and basic that even if you sat in your
armchair and thought about it (albeit with a fair modicum of hind-
sight) you find yourself leaning towards a similar framework to that
which Shannon proposed. From this perspective,I thinkyoud agree
that shannon's concept of information seems quite intuitive.

so are we done? Armed with shannon's information theo ry can
we now generalize any problem in terms of information? well, not
quite. while the key to wide applicability of shannon's information
theory is that it has the same logical foundation as our everyday
physical, biological, social, and economical phenomena, it doesn,t
quite capture everything. shannon's information theoryboils down
to events based on Boolean logic, i.e. for an event with several
outcomes, each outcome happens or does not happen - if you roll a
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die you can either get 3 or not (you can't roll a 3 and a 6 at the same

time). Note that though this logical foundation seems an entirely

trivial truism to the reader, we will see that our latest understanding

of the Universe tells us otherwise.

This event-based Boolean logic is also yery characteristic of the

early models of physics. In the same way that Shannon's informa-

tion theory is based on the fundamental idea of a definite outcome

(we only expect to see event A or event B occurring, but never the

two together), our early physical models follow suit. The early

models of physics, usually called classical or sometimes Newtonian

physics, are also responsible for the vast majority of our technolog-

ical progress to date (think electromagnetism, energy manipula-

tion, hydrodynamics, and telecommunications). It is the kind of
physics that we studied at school, where each particle has a well-

defined charge, position, velocity, and mass. Classical physics argues

that ifwe knew these properties for all the particles in the Universe,

we could determine the outcome of any future event, in otherwords
the Universe is fully deterministic. In fact there has been an imagi-

nary creature conceived for this very purpose. Laplace's demon, as

he is affectionately referred to, knows all the properties for each and

every particle in the Universe and as such is able to determine any

event (akin to being able to see into the future). To this demon, the

concept of information is completely redundant, he has no need for
it - as the demon already knows with certainty what will occur.

What a boring Universe this demon lives in. Samuel )ohnson would

agree: 'such is the state of life that none are happy but by the antici-

pation of change'.

Fortunately, though, even if this deterministic Universe is boring

and predictable to Laplace's demon, scientific progress, and physics

in particulat is still full of surprises. Physics is a very dynamic

activity, and as soon as we are set on a model to describe reality,

along comes an experiment that completely challenges our view. In

this way, physics evolves through time, taking into account more
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and more information, new experiments and insights to produce a

better and better description of reality. So the question is, what has

made classical physics 'classical'? I mean whot the new kid on the
block?

our latest understanding is that certain aspects of reality are
more accurately describedby a higher approximation of physics
known as 'quantum theory'. with quantum theory the notion of a
deterministic Universe fails, events always occur with probabilities
regardless of how much information you have. Hence Laplace's

demon cannot even exist in principle,let alone in practice (i.e. there
is no truth in a crystal ball or rhe Greek oracle at Delphi). It is not jusr
physics that is full of surprises, rhe Universe intrinsically is full of
surprises.

So what does ournewunderstanding ofphysics, the introduction
of quantum theory, mean for Shannon's information theory?
Shannon didn'tbuild his information theoryro include the oddityof
quantumness, so if we are rcally to describe the whole universe,
does the fundamentality of Shannon's information theory still hold?
Yes, but with a twist. Distinguishability and probabilities are still
centraleven in quantum theory, howeverthe concept ofdistinguish-
ability needs to be enlarged to account for the bizarreness of
quantum effects. And, when we expand Shannon's information
theory, we find that there are many additional elements of reality
that had been completely hidden from us.

In the second part of this bookwe present and applyan enlarged
information theory quantum information theory, to present a

number of novel features that couldn't be described purely by shan-
non's information theory. Quantum information theory can be
approximated by Shannon's information theory in certain cases,

including the cases covered in the first part ofthe book. In the second
part of the book we no longer have this luxury; a full quantum expo-
sition is necessary. This leads us to some fascinating new features of
information processing, such as the ability to teleport information
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across rrast distances, the ability to compute faster than we ever

thought imaginable, and to communicate so securely that no amount

of eavesdropping or computing power can ever decipher our

communications. However, the real surprise is how our under-

standing of the Universe is dramatically shaken and leads us to find

new insight into its very origin.
Former US Secretary of State, Donald Rumsfeld, unbeknown to

him, paraphrases the transformation from Shannon's to quantum

information theory beautifully when he tells us that some of the

unknown unknowns have now become known unknowns or even

known knowns. This does not exclude the fact that there may be

many more unknown unknowns, i.e. we still don't know what we

don't know. Essentially, there's still much to look forward to!

Fortunately the logic of quantum mechanics is not quite as

confusing as Rumsfeld's speech. In Part Two I show that it is possible

to describe quantum information in a clear and concise manner to

fit our latest description of reality.
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Q Rrins 2ooi,whilst sitting atmy desk in the physics department
t Jat Leeds university, marking yet more exam papers,I was inter-
rupted bya phone call.lnterruptions were not such a surprise at the
time, afew weeks previously I had published an article on quantum
theory in the popular science magazine, New scientist,and had since
been inundated with all sorts of calls from the public. Most callers
were very enthusiastic, clearly demonstrating a healthy appetite for
more information on this fascinating topic, albeit occasionally one
or two either hadn't read the article, or perhaps had read into it a
little too much. comments ranging from'Can quantum mechanics
help prevent my hair loss?'to someone telling me that they had met
their twin brother in a parallel Universe, were par for the course, and
I was getting a couple of such questions each day. Atoxford we used
to have a board for the most creative questions, especially the ones
that clearly demonstrated the person had grasped some of the prin-
ciples very well, but had then taken them to an extreme, and often,
unbeknown to them, hadviolated several otherphysical laws on the
way. such questions served to remind us ofthe responsibilitywe had
in communicating science - to make it clear and approachable but
yet to be pragmatic. As a colleague of mine often said - sometimes
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working with a little physics can be more dangerous than working
with none at all.

'Hello Professor Vedral, my name is fon Spooner, I m a theatre

director and I am putting together aplay on quantum theory', said

the voice as I picked ,rp the phone. 'I am weaving elements of
quantum theory into the play and we want you as a consultant to
verifywhetherwe are interpreting it accurately'. Totally stunned for
at least a good couple of seconds, I asked mysel(,'This guy is doing

what?' Had I misheard? A play on quantum theory? Anyway it
occurred to me that there mght be an appetite for something like

this, given how successful the production of Copenhogen, a playby
Michael Freyn, had been a few years back. Copenhogen was based on

an actual meeting that took place in ry4r between two of the early

fathers of quantum theory, the Danish Niels Bohr and the German

Werner Heisenberg. In Copenhagen (the pla, the efforts to clarify or
communicate the subtleties of quantum theory were notable but
this was not its purpose, so Spooner's playwould provide a new spin

on things. So I thought, why not? After exchanging a few details we

agreed to meet the next morning to discuss it a little more.

One of the attractions of finding out more was that so often
science and the arts are viewed as quite antagonistic to one another
and it was interesting to find out how someone was trying to bridge

that divide. It was also helpful that the building where they were

rehearsing was only zoo yards away from my office (and who says

theoretical physicists aren't practical!).
The following morning I dropped off my bags at the office and

made my way to the theatre to see )on. The theatre was located in
one of the most historic sites on the east side of the university. On

the same site is the Trinity St David's congregational church, built by
G.F. Danby in 1898, which represents one of the rarest and prettiest

examples of gothic architecture in central Leeds. It is a sterling

indictment to the enterprise ofthe university that this church is now
home to an impressive student theatre as well as one of the finest

117
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nightclubs in Leeds (Loiners will know it as Holo)l Some have

commented that this seems to be a part of an ongoing trend, that

actors and clubbers appear to be the main groups interested in
or ganized religion these days.

On my first visit, I was a little nervous, not knowing much about

theatre and what they expected from me. I was thinking that

perhaps I could, in the worst case, just reel off an introductory
lecture on quantum theory and brought along some printed

diagrams just in case. As I entered the main hall I found several

guys huddled in a corner, deep in active discussion. As theylooked
up, they saw me and I waved back. Ah Professor Vedral, come in
and sit down. We have a fewquestions foryou'.lt seemed likelythat
my presence was related to whatever they were discussing, as the

mere sight of me caused a decent amount of stirring and a whole-
hearted diversion of attention. Dispensing with formalities they

got straight down to business and asked me about the plausibility
of a character in the play who was required to be in two places at

the same time. They said that they had heard a little bit about

quantum theory and teleportation and they wanted to know if this

was possible.

While a couple of the crew seemed to have bought into this idea,

several were still sceptical as to whether there was any basis in
quantum theory for such a preposterous notion. However, all were

understandably quite shocked when I revealed that this was part of
my everyday work (though much to their disappointment I had to

clarify that I was not experimenting with humans).

I went on to explain that at the heart of quantum physics is the

concept of indeterminism.lndeterminism is linked to the fact that

an object can indeed be in more than one state at any one time (e.g.

you toss a coin and it can give you both heads and tails at the same

time).ln technical parlance this is known as a quantum superposi-

tion. The main difficulty with understanding and teaching quan-

tum mechanics is exactly this counterintuitive and paradoxical
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nature - people just don't buy it first time around (even Einstein

went to his grave certain that this was wrong).
In physics there is averysimple experiment demonstrating super-

position and this is what I went on to describe to the theatre crew.

Imagine a photon, which is a particle of light, encountering a beam-

splitter. A beam-splitter is just a mirror that has a silver coating on it
and, by varying the amount of silver, we can tune the probability
with which the photon is reflected or transmitted. Let us say that

these probabilities are made equal, so that we have the exact equiva-

lent of a fair coin, i.e. half the time the coin will give heads (H) and

half the time the coin will give tails (T).

]ust as a coin, when tossed, can land heads or tails, so the photon

when it hits a beam-splitter can with equal probability either go

through or be reflected (i.e. reflection or transmission are equally

likely). The experiment contains two sets of beam-splitters, one

afterthe other, where the resultantbeam from the firstbeam-splitter
is recombined in the second beam-splitter. Imagine this experiment
being analogous to tossing a coin twice. In such a case all four
outcomes are equally likely, i.e. we have HH, HT, TH, TT. Interest-

ingly, with the photon we only ever see one result, the other results

never occur. So how does this trick work?

Imagine that the photon definitely passes through the first beam-

splitter, it then enters the second beam-splitter via aspecific path. If
it does not pass through the beam-splitter, and is instead reflected,

then it enters the second beam-splittervia a different path. On top of
this, we don't know which of these scenarios happened, but we

know one of them must be true. At the second beam-splitter, which-
ever path it enters from, the photon similarly passes through the

beam-splitter or is reflected. Therefore after the two beam-splitters

our photon has four possible scenarios: RR (reflected, reflected), PR

(passes through, reflected), RP, or PP. As you can see, this is equiva-

lent to the coin tossing scenarios where after two tosses we have

similar results. You know the results of the coin toss are definitely
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one of the four options, but until you lookyou just don't knowwhich
one. Amazingly though, this is not what is observed when we use a

real photon rather than a coin. The real photon always comes out

the same way from the second beam-splitter. But surely this is
impossible?

If the photon either definitely passed through or was reflected

after the first beam-splitter, then we should expect the same after
the second, i.e. so/so reflection or passing through. Given that this
never happens means that we need to re-evaluate what happened at

the first beam-splitter. Strangely the only conclusion that we can

reach is that it must actually be reflected and pass through at the

same time. So what I am reallysaying is that the photon can actually
exist in two spatial locations at the same time. This is the only way

two beam-splitters can be combined to give the same outcome, time
and time again.

The theatre crew,like the founders of quantum mechanics, were

completely baffled by this. But, the fact that a quantum object exists

in many different locations at the same time is experimentally

beyond any doubt. Since the birth of quantum mechanics there have

been numerous different ways of confirming this. I went on to
explain further evidence showing how a photon can exist in two
different locations at the same time.

Suppose that after the first beam-splitter we slow down the

photon if it is reflected, but don't do anything if it passes through.

This slowing down can be done by inserting a standard piece of
optical equipment called a half-wave plate (itself just a piece of
crystal with certain desired properties) in between the first and

second beam-splitters. Interestingly, just by slowing down the

reflected component after the first beam-splittet we can alter what
happens at the second beam-splitter! If previously, without the half-
wave plate, the photon regularly used to come out of the second

beam-splitter always reflected, then now, with the half-wave plate

inserted, we can make it always pass through. This is the crux of the
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difference between a quantum object, such as a photon, and some-

thing classical, such as a coin. If the photon was random in the same

way as a coin, this would be impossible. There is nothing we could

do after the first coin toss to make the second coin toss absolutely

certain. Coin tosses are completelyindependent, theyhappen defin-

itively and in order, and nothing that we do once the first coin toss

has happened can possibly change its result. However, with the

photon, the first action is indefinite and hence both outcomes are

still possible and equally real.

Ultimately this experiment can only be explained if we consider

that the photon does not fully reflect or pass through, but actually

does both at the same time. This is simply the only explanation that

allows for the result that we observe. But what exactly is the mecha-

nism that exploits this indeterminism at the first beam-splitter to
givea definitive outcome afterthe secondbeam-splitter? This mech-

anism is known as interference,where one outcome is amplified and

the others are cancelled.

'But water waves can also interfere. Is this quantum interference

too?'one ofthetheatre crewexclaimed. The answeris no. With clas-

sical waves, such as water waves, it is always one wave interfering
with another, altogether different, wave; in the photon example,

however, it is a single photon interfering with itself. This is an alto-

gether different proposition and has no analogue in classical

physics.

Note again that we are not describing just one freak experiment
with photons: there have been thousands of other experiments

confirming this and with different kinds of objects (e.g. electrons,

nuclei, atoms, molecules) that confirm that any object can poten-

tially exist in several different places at the same time. In fact these

experiments are standard fare for undergraduate quantum courses

all over the world. Further to this, we think that the evidence is

conclusive enough to suggest that any object in this Universe can be

in manydifferent locations at the same time.
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At this point, the theatre crew seemed to have had enough, .Hold

on, vlatko, this is all well and good, but how come we never see the
same person in two places at the same time?, of course they were
correct in asking this; everything is composed of atoms and mole-
cules so surelywe should see everything in manyplaces at the same
time?

The answer why we don't see this phenomenon lies in another
aspect of quantum theory namely that of measurement. Measure-
ments affect and change the state of the system being measured and
through measurements we force the system to adopt one ofits many
possible states that existed prior to measurement. For example, even
if the hero of the play was able to exist in several countries at the
same time, as soon as someone asks him 'which country are you
in?', the hero would have to give a single definitive answer. similarly,
while I could exist in several places at the same time, as I am here
talking to the actors, the fact that they were ristening was a kind of
mqNurement they were performing on me - an interaction that
meant that I could not be in any other place at the time.

So our hero leading an instantaneous parallel life in a different
countrywith a different familyas a storylineis allwell andgood, but
this is not what quantum theory tells us. euantum theory tells us
that as soon as our hero was to interact with anybodyor anything,
he would be forced to adopt a unique position. All objects in the
universe are capable of being in all possible states, unless they are
forced bymeasurement to reduce to a subset of those states.

so how can it be that a photon interacting with a beam-splitter or
the half-wave plate does not constitute a measurement? This brings
us to the heart of the measurement problem in quantum mechanics.
Some kinds of interaction seem to destroy the quantumness and
give us a definitive answet whilst others preserve the abilityofphys-
ical objects to be in many different places at the same time. The rule
is that if we need to know the exact valui of some property of an
object (e.g. spatial location, momentum, energy), then we have to
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destroy the quantumness to obtain it - otherwise we can leave the

quantumness intact.

What is more common than us forcing the quantum object to
lose its quantugrness, is that it can also lose its quantumness

naturally through its interaction with the environment. In fact every

object is constantly fighting a battle with the environment. The

environment always wants to knowmore about the quantum object

and this is much like a measurement. This is one of the challenges

physicists spend a lot of time thinking about and working on.

Currentlywe cannot prevent an atom from strongly interacting with
the environment for more than a few seconds (this is currently the

most optimistic estimate and only applies to some properties of an

atom). The point is that even within this time-frame, we are able to
use the quantum indeterminism to do some prettyfunkystuff, zuch

as quantum computation and quantum cryptography.

This quantum indeterminism, being in many different states at

the same time, is not just confined to the microscopic domain. It is

also responsible for all kinds of amazing macroscopic effects that

we see around us. It can be used to understand how electrical current

can flow without any resistance whatsoever in a superconductor,

how neutron stars manage to overcome gravity, how big spiders

manage to climb vertical walls, and why you don't fall through your

floor given that there is so much empty space between the atoms in
your floor. The answers to all of these puzzling questions lie in an

understanding of quantum theory.

As I continued my discussion with the theatre crew, I said:'This

indeterminism stuff is not so hard to grasp, yet it's so important. I

don't understand why kids are not taught this in school'. In fact, here

in theUK, even ifyou dophysics at high school, quantum mechanics

is not taught in any meaningful way. I personally think this is a

shame, as the earlier you are exposed to this kind of thinking, the

easier it becomes later on in life to accept that this is actually how

reality is. Grown-ups are just too sceptical and inflexible and
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sometimes we find our limited imagination working against us.

since our discussions, I believe )on is in agreement as he has taken
the affirmative action to design another play to communicate
quantum theory to junior high school kids. I look forward to these
kids eventually turning up in research journals, telling us old timers
howwe have just missed the point, and that quantum theoryis even
far more powerful than we thought possible.

At this stage I felt that I was doing all the talking and that they
were doing all the listening, so I asked them what their play was
about. The beginning of the story introduces one of the main char-
acters telling a story about a spy in the usA. Upon hearing the word
'spy', I interjected, and thought why not tell them about one of the
most striking applications of quantum theo ry, thatof crypto gr aphy.
They might just be able ro weave it into their play.

The science ofcryptography, which studies how to make commu-
nications more secure and how to break communications, i.e. the
art of code-making and code-breaking, has developed markedly
with the use ofquantum theoretic principles. It is one ofthe simplest
and most effective applications of quantum theoryto date.

The need to communicate secretlygoes backto the dawn of civi-
lization. The spartans, who were regarded as the best Ancient Greek
warriors, developed avery elaborate cryptographic method, using
the scytale, some 4ooyears before the birth of Christ.

when the whole outcome of the battle could depend on some
crucial information communicated between Spartan commanders it
was important that the enemy could not get hold of it and use it to
their advantage. The scytale was a long stick (the word itself means a
baton) around which a srrip of cloth was wrapped, following which a

message was written on the cloth. The point was that when the cloth
was unravelled, the letters of the message appeared to be completely
scrambled. One needed the stick itself (or a stick of similar circumfer-
ence), to decipher the original message; otherwise you could not be
sure how the letters line up and what the original message was.
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The Spartan method of encryption of messages is generally

known as perrnutation. Permutation is a formal mathematical name

for an orderly scrambling of the letters in a sentence to make it
incomprehensible. Any type of scrambling will do, as long as it is
structured and the receiving partyknows howto unscramble it.

Another method of secret communication knourn to the Ancients

is that of substitution. It was first used by Caesar, some 5o years

before the birth of Christ. How did Caesar communicate secretly

with his army leaders? The idea was very simple. He would write
down the alphabet: ABCDEFGHIIK.. ., and then use the shifted

sequence: DEFGHIlKLMN...instead. So whenever A appears in his

sentence, he would replace it by D. Every B would be substituted by E,

and so on. The last three letters of the alphabet would then be repre-

sented by ABC. The order ATTACK TOMORROW'would then be

encoded as'DWWDFNWRPRUURZ'. Andit is clearthat just looking

at the raw encrypted message doesn't make a lot of sense to anyone.

So in each case unless we knew exactly how the alphabet was

shifted or knew the circumference of the stick used to encode the

message we wouldn't be able to decode the communication. Since

ancient times substitution and permutation ciphers have evolved

considerably from parchments and cloth and there are now some

very complex computational encryption models based on these

tricks which are practically unbreakable (that is, unless you have

rooo-odd parallel computers or about r5o years handy). What is
surprising is that though substitution and permutation are still two
of the most popular tricks to encode secretly, they are inherently

breakable. It is comforting to know that to break current models

would take around rooo parallel computers or r5o years of
processing time. However, given that computational power is

growing all the time, how long can these approaches really remain

secure?

In fact, of the tens of thousands of cryptographic protocols

known to us, the only unbreakable one, as proven by Shannon, is
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the'one-time pad'. The one-time pad is a cryptographic algorithm

that cannot be broken simply through extending our computational

power ad infinitum. It has a much stronger basis and, if done

correctly, no amount of computing powercurrentlyorin the future

is going to help. In theory it is very simple and only requires four
rules to be obeyed to obtain perfect security:

r The two parties thatwish to communicate securelymust already

share a secret key. This key is used to convert your message into

an 'encoded' form and then de-convert it back to the original

form. It can only be known to both parties in communication
(but cannot be known to anyone else). Once the secret key is

established then the two parties can choose to communicate

securelyusing that key atany time in the future.

2 The key you use to encode your message must be completely

random. If there is a way of predicting if the next digit is zero or
one, the code can no longer be used as this leaves the protocol

open to a structured attack.

, The key must be as long as the message itselfl, i.e. the number of
bits that make up the key is the same as the number of bits that

make up the message.lf it is shorter then the protocol will be left

susceptible to attack.

+ The key must be used only once (again, repetitions leave the code

open to attack).

This is all very well, and if we could do all of these we would have

perfectly secure communication and many of the cryptographers

around the world would be out of a job. But in reality the art and

development of cryptography is alive and well because the one-time

pad is so darned difficult to use. Running through the requirements,

requirement 3 and 4 seem simple enough, requirement 2 raises some

eyebrows - I mean what is a completely random key?, and require-

ment r just seems plain ridiculous. What's the point of two parties

already needing to share a secret key in order to communicate a
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secret message? Surelywhatever method was used to securely share

the secret key can also be used to share the secret message. This just

turns out to be a bit of a 'Catch 22' - you need the secret key to
communicate secretly, but you also need to communicate secretly

to establish the secret keyin the first place! The problem of perfectly

secure communication (assuming we can satisfy requirement z)

then reduces to the problem ofbeing able to share a secret key in the

first place. This problem is known as the key distribution problem

and is one ofthe main challenges in cryptography, to which standard

computer science and engineering have no final answer.

This is where quantum theory comes in - not only does it help us

with requirement r, and hence the key distribution problem, it also

helps us with requirement z - that the key should be completely

randomly generated. The latter we will elaborate on in Chapter ro.

Quantum theorygives us a novel solution to the key distribution
problem. By making use of the fact that any measurement to deter-

mine a state irrevocably changes the state we can tell when the state

has been tampered with. This is what we discussed earlier, where

eachbit ofakeycould existin several different states at anyone time.

Then, if an eavesdropper covertly tries to capture any information
from the key, this interference acts like a measurement and hence

forces the bit to adopt one state or the other. The sender and receiver

can then analyse a subset of the key in order to determine whether

there is any eavesdropping present. If not, then they use the key;

otherwise they discard everything and start the process again. Of
course, the eavesdropping detected may not have been due to the

presence of a human agent, but may have been due to some kind of
noise on the line. However, to be safe, we must assume the worst

case.

This approach was discovered in the early r98os by an American,

CharlesBennett, anda Canadian, Giles Brassard, andhasbeen imple-

mented successfully on a wide variety of fronts. An alternative method

proposed independentlybyArturEkert, an Oxford physicist, is also
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very popular. Currently the bit rate is not very high, but if you want

to send a single message super-securely, then this could work for

you. For example, in October 2oo7,a quantum cryptographysystem

was tested by Nicolas Gisin during the Swiss National Elections in

Geneva. The Geneva canton (jurisdiction) used a dedicated line for

counting the ballots and communicating this information securely

between the counting office and the central polling station. The

message was short, so it required very few bits, but it was of the utmost

importance, and the Swiss did not want to risk any tampering. This

was a genuine application of quantum theory to facilitate a problem

forwhich we have no solution classically.

This is all well and good, but now where does this leave us? The

keyquestion is whetherand how, with the introduction of quantum

theory, the concept of information is affected. Now, instead of
having a defi nite outcome as we saw in the earlier chapters, quantum

mechanics tells us that we can have several possible outcomes. In

the previous chapter, when we talked about social ordering, infor-

mation was seen as a binding force between different social units.

Similarly, information here is also a binding force between different

aspects of a quantum system.

One would think we were fairly safe in assuming that mutual

information cannot ever exceed tooorf (i.e. it cannot be better than

perfect). If all children who go to good schools perform magnifi-

cently in life, we would say that there is roo% mutual information

between good schools and successful life (whatever your definition

of a successful life might be). You surely cannot share more than

too96 of information. However, odd as it may sound, quantum

systems can actually share more mutual information than roo016.

Any theory of information needs to be able to handle this in order to

fully describe reality; otherwise there will be parts of reality inac-

cessible to our understanding.

To explain how information can exceed roog6, imagine a simple

two-state quantum system, such as the 'spin' of an electron. Using
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the metaphor of spinning tops, we can consider that electrons are

like small spinning tops, each'spinning'in its own way, depending

on the external circumstances. An electron, just like the spinning
top, can be considered to spin clockwise or counterclockwise in any

given direction: horizontally, vertically, at 4j degrees, and so on.

Astonishingly, if we measrtre the electron spin at two different

times, then the mutual information between these measurements

can actually exceed anyvalue that we could had previouslythought
possible. In classical physics, spins at different times can be corre-

lated in the horizontal orvertical direction, so that, ifthe first meas-

urement of spin yields 'horizontal clockwise', so does the second

measurement, in which case, the mutual information between

them is roo%. Real electrons, on the other hand, behave quantum

mechanically and their spin measurements could be correlated in
the vertical direction at the same time as the horizontal direction
(and all other directions!). This is because electrons can spin simul-
taneously in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions, some-

thing that no spinning top can do. In this case we can say that they
may share up to zoog6information. This super-correlation is known
as quantum entanglement, or'spookyaction at a distance'as Einstein

referred to it.

There is a particularly fruitful way of viewing mutual informa-
tion between objects that is responsible for the common sense

phrase'The whole is at least as large as any of its parts'. Suppose you

have two friends, Steve and Bryan, and each of them has a choice of
what to do next. Steve could either continue with his current
employment or quit and find another job. Bryan faces the same

choices. If they are completely uncertain about their future, we

would attribute one bit of information to each of them, since they

each have a choice of two possibilities. Now it is clear that the infor-
mation residing in the joint future of Steve and Bryan is at least as

big as each of the individual pieces ofinformation. This is easyto see

byimagining thatwe found out that Steve left his job. So there is no
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more uncertainty about his future. However, we still don,t know
what Bryanwill do. The uncertainty is now as large as one bit, and it
all lies in Bryan's choice. This is precisely the same as the ,I'll have a
drink, if you have a drink'example we gave earlier. It is interesting
that though the causal link in the two scenarios is different, it still
leads to the same mutual information. Moreover, mutual informa-
tion does not depend on causality at all; it is quite reasonable that
two parties that have no causal link whatsoever can still share rco96
correlation.

we can nour phrase this all in terms of entropy, the measure we
saw earlier to reflect the degree of uncertainty in a system. The
entropy of the whole system must (classically speaking) be at least as
Iarge as the entropy of any of its parts. In this sense it is useful to
think of entropy in terms of an area. The area of the usA is at least
as big as any of its states. Even if some states overlap and contain
common regions this surely must always be the case. So if you are
looking for someone in the USA, your uncertainty concerning their
whereabouts must be at least as big as youruncertainty if youknow
theyare somewhere in california. The uncetaintyof theirposition
in california cannot be larger than the uncertainty of their position
in the whole of the usA, given that there are manyadditional places
in the rest of the USA to hide.

Astonishingly, in quantum mechanics this sentence no longer
holds. In the quantum version of this task it may be more difficult to
find the person if you focus specifically on california than if you
search the whole of the usA. Somehow, in the quantum version, the
area of california turns out to be larger than the overall area of the
USA!

so what is our evidence that quantum systems behave in such a
manner? well, now I guess you are asking if this is for real. It seems
Y,ery counterintuitive. This is true and moreover we can do an
experiment with, say, two spinning electrons, to test it. They are
created in such away that there is absolutely no uncertainty about
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their overall state, but, if we look at each of them individually, it
looks like a complete mess. In otherwords, they need each other to

fully describe their state. This does not happen classically; if one

of the systems is in a mess then adding another system cannot

decrease the amount of mess. Ultimately this goes back to the fact

that the two electrons are really super-correlated in quantum

physics, some might say like 'identical twins'- i.e. there is some

additional mutual information'beyond the norm'.

So if this is how reality really works, can we still describe it in
terms of information? The answer is affirmative, but clearly the

Shannon entropyis not enough. The problem with Shannon's infor-
mation is that it always tells us that there is at least as much informa-

tion in a whole as there is in any of its parts. But, as we discussed, this

is not true for quantum systems. Information therefore requires a

more generalized treatment than that proposed by Shannon.

The key change is to upgrade the (classical) notion of a bit to
something called a quantum bit or 'qubit'. A qubit is a quantum

system that, unlike a bit, can exist in any combination of the two
states, zero and one. All other ingredients of Shannon's theory
remain intact. To quantifyinformation, instead ofusing the entropy

ofa bit, we take the entropy of aqubit. This was first donebyanother

student offohn Wheeler, Ben Schumacher, who also coined the term

qubit. The change from bit to qubit, although it may appear trivial,
actually has profound implications. Going back to the example of
the whole being less than some of its parts, the quantum entropy of
two correlated quantum systems can now indeed be smaller than

the entropyof each of them individually.

The theory of quantum information is a superset of Shannon

information in that it reduces to Shannon information in certain

cases. The keything that quantum information tells us about rcality,

beyond what we have already learnt through Shannon, is that there

is a great deal of untapped potential in terms of what we can achieve

in information processing. Quantum information theory is already

131
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being exploited to design a new order of super-fast computers, highly
secure cryptographic systems and, believe it or not, to telepoft
objects across vast distances.

The reader may be worried that the upgrade to quantum infor-
mation now suddenly invalidates all the conclusions from part One
of the book. Quite the opposite in fact is the case. we could haye
approached DNA from the perspective of quantum information
but, as it is a macroscopic phenomenon, the results of using the
classical theory of information appear to capture fully the most
important function of DNA. The same can be said for any of the
information processing sysrems in the first part of the book. All
such systems could be re-derived from the perspective of quantum
information theory but as they are macroscopic systems, the
approximation given by classical information theory is sufficient.
This is not to say that quantum physics does not apply to macro-
scopic objects - on the contrary, it applies to all matter in the
Universe. It's just that its predictions are much less distinct from
conventionalphysics at this level-so naturallywe tend not to bother
with the additional complexity of using quantum physics when we
feel we don't need to.

From the point of view of information we can summarize two of
the most important features of quantum theory; first, that qubits
can exist in a variety of different states at the same time; and,
secondly, when we measure a qubit we reduce it to a classical result,
i.e. weget a definitive outcome.

Both of the above features could be either positive or negative
characteristics, depending on the application. Regarding the norion
that qubits can exist in a variety of different states at the same time,
a positive is that the qubit has a far more intricate structure than a
classical bit. This gives more power and flexibility to quantum infor-
mation processing than was possible with our classical theory of
information. Conversely, in some cases, as in cryptogr aphy, if the
receiver doesn't have precise details then he is unable to decipher the
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message without damaging the state. Likewise with the measure-

ment. On the positive side, we have explained that in quantum cryp-
tography, it allows us to detect eavesdroppers; however, on the

negative side, it reduces a qubit to a bit, and therefore reduces our

information processing ability.

The pros and cons of quantum information are best seen in the

next chapter as we discuss quantum computing.

Key points

Quantum physics started a hundred years ago, describing

how small objects behave.

Two mind-boggling features of quantum physics rnark it, 
_

apartfrom anything we have seeo so far. One is the possi-

biliry of objects being in two or mor€ differett states at the

same time. An atom can be here and there at the same time;

for example. The other one is the intrinsic randomness in the

behaviour of quantum systems. We simply cannot in most

c:rses tell rryhat a quantum system will do even when we know
everything there is toknow about it.

Understanding that quantum Srpicsis all about information
helps us to develop real world applications to achieve a new

order of communications.

Quantum cryptography is one of the areas where quantum

physics has dernonstrated a new order of information
processing, where we can now communicate more securely

than we everthought possible.

Quantum cryptogrephy is not iust a theoretical construct; it
has been successfully implemented overvast distances.
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Surfing the Waves: Hyper-Fast
Gomputers

\ I / ho hasn't heard ofa compurer? In a sociery entirely dominated
Y V by these transistor infested boxes there are probably only a

fewremaining isolated tribes in the Amazon or around the Kalahari
that have not been affected. From organizing our finances, flying a

plane, warming up food, controlling our heartbeat (for some), these
devices are prevalent in each and every aspect ofour society. whether
we are talking about personal computers, mainframe computers, or
the embedded computers that we find in ourmobile phones ormicro-
wave ovens, it is very hard to even imagine a world without them.

The term computer, howevei means more than justyouraverage

Apple Mac or PC. A computer, at its most basic level, is any object
that can take instructions, and perform computations based on
those instructions. In this sense computation is not limited to a

machine or mechanical apparatus; atomic physical phenomena or
lMng organisms are also perfectlyvalid forms of computers (and in
many cases far more powerful than what we can achieve through
current models). we'll discuss alternative models of computation
later in this chapter.

Computers come in a variety of shapes and sizes and some are not
always identifiable as computers at all (would you consider your
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fridge a computer?). Some are capable of doing millions of calcula-

tions in a single second, while others may take long periods of time to

do even the most simple calculations. But theoretically, anything one

computer is capable of doing, another computer is also capable of
doing. Given the right instructions, and sufficient memory the

computer found in your fridge could, for example, simulate Microsoft

Windorvs. The fact that it might be ridiculous to waste time using the

embedded computer in your fridge to do anything other than what it
was designed for is irrelevant - the point is that it obeys the same

model of computation as every other computer and can therefore -
by hook or by crook - eventually achieve the same result.

This notion is based on what is now called the Church{uring
thesis (dating back to 9361, a hypothesis about the nature of
mechanical calculation devices, such as electronic computers. Alan

Turing and Alonzo Church introduced the formalization of an algo-

rithm and a 'purely mechanical' model for computing, that all

modern computers today obey. The thesis claims that any calcula-

tion that is at all possible to perform can in fact be performed by an

algorithm running on their computational model (which assumes

that sufficient time and storage space are available). This leads us to

the notion of a universal computer, on which all modern computers

are based.

The drive for miniaturization of computing technology cannot

have gone unnoticed. In particular, computers have been getting

smaller (and hence faster, as closer circuitry means less distance to
travel) ever since the first computer was built by von Neumann in
the r94os. In the late r95os the then chairman and co-founder of
Intel, Gordon Moore, noticed a very interesting and remarkable

trend: every two years or so computers tend to double in their speed

and memory. Moore noted this trend in one of his reports and this

has since become known as Moore's law.

But why has Moore's law been upheld in the last so years? It
certainlyis not a natural lawas it depends on the existence ofhumans
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and is largely related to factors within ourcontrol. Perhaps instead it
should therefore be known as 'Moore's trend'or'Moore's observa-
tion'. some people more cynical of the computing industry may
even say that Moore's law has been correct because of Moore (CEo
of Intel, remember).Bynoting the law, he effectivelyset the standard
for other companies. Given that Intel have such a dominant position
within the microchip industry, Moore's law is thus a bit of a self-
fulfilling prophecy.

If technology continues to abide by Moore's law, then the contin-
ually shrinking size of circuitry packed onto silicon chips would
eventually reach a point where individual elements would be no
larger than a few atoms. Then what? where do we go from there?
How small and fast can computers be?

surely, however, there is a natural limitation to this exponential
growth. At the moment we are using about roo electrons to encode
one bit of information. But in about ro years time, we may be using
one electron to encode one bit of information. can we go beyond
this and what is the ultimate limit? If physics tells us anything, it,s

that we should never be too dogmatic about our conclusions. History
is littered with'no-go'statements which are later proven to go' (e.g.

remember Lord Kelvin's statement that machines heavier than air
cannot fly, said only 30 years before the wright brothers proved him
wrong). So even as we find the ultimate limit to computation, there
is already inherent uncertainty as to how long this limit will hold.

To understand the ultimate limits we first need to understand
what computers are all about. well, it is simple: computers are all
about processing bits. The computers we have at present use the
laws of Boolean logic to shift, change, and reshuffle bits (i.e. zeros
and ones). George Boole published his Boolean algebra in rg54 with
a complete system that allowed computational processes to be
mathematically modelled. Remember that shannon used this in the
construction of his communication process. The implementation of
Boolean logic currently is in terms of transistors, however there are
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a variety of plausible alternatives. As we know, classical bits, by

definition, exist in one of two different states at any given time - a

zero or a one. With quantum mechanics, however, we are permitted

to have a zero and a one at the same time present in one physical

system. In fact, we are permitted to have an infinite range of states

between zero and one - which we called a qubit. The number of
states a qubit could occupy is infinite because in principle we can

tweak the ratio of probabilities in which the states o and r occur to

any desired accuracy. When with certaintywe have either o or 1 then

this reduces to the classical case.

Also, in line with Moore's trend, at the atomic scale the physical

laws that govern the behaviour and properties of the transistor

circuitry (which is based on semiconductor technology) are inher-

ently quantum mechanical in nature, not classical. Thus the ques-

tion of whether a new kind of computer could be devised based on

the principles ofquantum physics is therefore not a forced endeavour

but a necessary and natural next step.

It is also interesting to note how transistors, which are the

'neurons' of all computers, work by exploiting properties of semi-

conductors. The explanation of how semiconductors function is

entirely quantum mechanical in nature; it simply cannot be under-

stood classically. Are we thus to conclude that classical physics

cannot explain howclassical computers work? Orarewe to saythat

classical computers are, in fact, quantum computers?

The fact is that classical information processing can be a good

approximation to reality at the macroscopic scale, and that some-

times the high level of detail that it offers is sufficient for everyday

purposes. In fact it's not unlikely; had we not have been near the

quantum limit now, where we are forced to start looking at

computing with individual atoms, perhaps there would not have

been even the same degree of motivation behind researching into

quantum computers and the underlying quantum information
theory.
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Quantum computation, as it is, is an extremely exciting and

rapidly growing field of investigation. An increasing number of
researchers, with a whole spectrum of different backgrounds,

ranging from physics, via computing sciences and information
theory to mathematics and philosophy, are involved in researching

properties of quantum-based computation.

That the laws of classical physics lead us to completely different
constraints on information processing than computation based on

quantum mechanics, was first realizedby an American physicist,

Richard Feynman. Later and somewhat independently, this idea

was extended significantlyby his British colleague, David Deursch.

Both being students of the remarkable fohn Wheeler, whom we met
in Chapter r, it is perhaps not surprising that they were driven by
the same question of the fundamental link between physics and

comPutation.

TWo of the most successful applications of quantum computing
are in the factorizationof large numbers and searching a large data-

base. The first problem is important, as much of modern day cryp-
tography is based on the difficulty of factoring large prime numbers

(we will discuss this later), and the second problem is important
because any problem in Nature can be reduced to a search for the

correct answer amongst several (or a few million) incorrect answers.

Searches are so ubiquitous that they range from you searching for a

file on your computer to a plant searching for a molecule in order to
convert the Sun's energyto useful work (we'll discuss this later, too).

So why does quantum mechanics help here? Why can't we do

these with our normal everyday computers? Well the point is that,

yes we can, and we do use our computers for these purposes, but as

the size of the prime factor or list to be searched grows, it takes

longer and longer to get an answer. Quantum physics helps with
these kinds of problems, because unlike a conventional computer
which checks each possibility one at a time, quantum physics allows

us to check multiple possibilities simultaneously.
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Enter another couple of illustrious employees of Bell Laborato-

ries, Peter Shor and Lov Grover (to add to Claude Shannon, whom

we met earlier). Whilst Shannon was looking at the optimization of
messages sent over a telephone wire, Shor, in 1992, was looking in

more detail at the security of these messages.

Security is important in many aspects of life. ]ust as you want

your credit card details to be secure when you are payingfor some-

thing, governments and various companies want their documents

to be securely stored and unavailable to the public or other govern-

ments or companies. As we discussed in Chapter 8, secrecy in the

modern world is based on the notion that something is'computa-

tionally secure', i.e. it is secure in the sense that to break the code

would require an inordinate amount of computing time and power.

For, example, it is :very easy for computers to multiply two numbers.

You can check it yourself. Take two one-hundred digit long numbers

(they are huge, like for example the number roooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo) and ask a

computer to multiply them together. This, the computer will be able

to execute in a split second, and you'll hardly notice that it's taken

anytime at all.

On the otherhand, finding factors of a large number is very diffi-
cult. This is because there are simply many possibilities to explore.

Imagine the roo. What are its factors? Two times 5o is equal to roo.

But so is 4 times 25. Or 5 times 2c,, ot ro times ro. The number of
factors grows quickly and finding all of them presents a great diffi-
culty for any current (classical) computer (it's exponentially slower

than multiplying numbers in the first place).

How is it that a quantum computer can factorize efficiently? The

explanation, first presented by Shor and now known as Shor's algo-

rithm, is that a quantum computer, by exploiting the quantum prin-

ciple of superpositions, can exist in manydifferent states at the same

time. Imagine a single computer in a superposition ofbeing in many
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different spatial locations at the same time. In each of those loca-

tions you can configure the machine to divide your number by a
different number to search for factors. And this is a massive, stupen-

dous speed-up, since one quantum computer is now simultaneously

performing all these divisions, one in each different spatial location.

And, if one of them is successful -we have our factors!

Have you ever wondered why your PIN (personal identification

number) is secure when you withdraw money from an ATM machine

(automatic teller)? How come that neither the bank staff nor the

bank managed knowyour PIN? Why do they not obtain it when you

type it into the ATM and steal your money?

The reason is that the ATM machine performs the following
operation. When you type in your PIN with the intention of with-
drawing the money, this (usually a four to six digit number) gets

multiplie dby a huge (say a 5oo digit) number. The resulting number
(a number so4digits long) is than checked by the bank. And if it is in
the database, you will be allowed to proceed with your transaction.

But, and this is the crucial but, the bank cannot figure out your
PIN from the to+-digit long number that they have in their database.

It would simply take them a very long time - longer than the age of
the Universe with current computers!

The punchJine of all this is that, using a quantum computer, we

can factorize numbers very quickly. Ifwe have a quantum computer

with lo,ooo quantum bits, we could factor a 5oo-digit number in a

few seconds. And that would be the end of most current security!

Lov Grover, on the other hand, inrgg6,was interested in an alto-

gether different problem. Grover wanted to know how to design an

efficient search algorithm using the mass parallelism offered by a

quantum computer. His idea can be explained through the following
example: suppose that someone gives you access to a library
containing a lot of unsorted books. If you want to find a particular

book, then you simply have to search through all the books until
you find the one you are looking for. If there are a million books to
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go through and, if it takes a second to check each book, that could

take a long time indeed (one million seconds is equal to about two

weeks)! A quantum computer could speed things up greatly and

would only take a thousand seconds (instead of a million) - which is

about a couple of hours - and this is what Grover managed to

ProYe.

In a list with four entries (two bits of information labelled oo, ol,

ro, rr) we would normally require a maximum of three searches to

find the right one. This is because you would have to look at each of
the elements and, if you are unlucky, the first three elements will
not be the ones you are looking for. Quantum search can, on the

other hand, search a four-element quantum database in only one

step. As the size of the database increases so does the quantum

advantage.

Searching a database of four elements and finding the one thatwe
want is similarto tossing two coins and observing the result ofboth.
The first coin toss would correspond to asking which half of the

database the desired element is in (i.e. is it in the top half or the

bottom half), and the second coin toss would then give you the exact

desired element (i.e. of the two elements left, is it one element orthe
other).It is an inescapable conclusion that in classical physics (hence

classical computing) you would need a minimum of two coin tosses

or two steps to uniquely distinguish between four outcomes.

Using quantum computers, however, we can do this with half the

effort, in only one step. This quantum computation is analogous to

the example of a single photon going through two beam-splitters.

Therewe also had fourdifferent possibilities (RR, PR, RP, PP),but we

only needed a single photon to generate a definite single outcome.

The quantum property of superposition allows one photon to

explore four different possibilities at the same time, and ultimately,

through interference ofthe different paths, will compress them into
a definite single outcome (i.e. the element we are searching for). This

logic can be generalized so that a quantum computer could be
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designed to scan any number of database elements much faster than
a classical computer.

The fact that the search problem is one of the problems in which
quantum computers offer a speed-up is particularly interesting

given that nearly any problem can be phrased in terms of a search

algorithm. For example, even if we consider factorization, this can

be rephrased in terms of a search algorithm in the sense that we are

searching through all possible factors that would give us the desired

answer. In this case there maybe more than one answer, but concep-

tually the problem is the same. Also, the factorization example is a

good one, as in this case the search algorithm is proven to be not as

efficient as Shor's algorithm. This is as expected. The search algo-

rithm is ageneral algorithm and is applicable foranysearch problem,

whereas Shor's factorization algorithm is specifically geared for the

problem offactorization and does so using hidden properties related

to the structure oftheproblem. Therefore, to putthings into context,

whilst quantum computation does offer a significantly more

powerful computational model than classical computation, it is not
implausible that there are classical problems that can still be more

efficiently solved with a classical algorithm than with the general

quantum search algorithm.

The main limitation of quantum computation geared towards

solving classical problems is that we ultimately have to make a
measurement in orderto extract the answer, given that the question

ure are asking requires a definite answer. Whilst this measurement

is necessary, it is an intrinsically probabilistic process and there is

always a finite probability that our answer may be wrong. In some

cases, such as Shor's algorithm, it is straightforward to classically

verify whether the answer is correct, and if it's not we run the

quantum computer again until we have success. In others we need

to find more creative solutions. The reader need not get too distracted

with this limitation as it's not a major obstacle to quantum
computing in practice. A far more serious inefficiency is the effect
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of environmental noise which is, in practice, very difficult to control.
Any quantum computation that wants to be more efficient than its

classical counterpart has to be able to deal with both of these

issues.

In addition to the factorizing and searching quantum algorithms
there are a host of other more specialized problems that quantum
computers could do significantlybetter than their classical counter-

parts. However, probably the most fascinating application of a

quantum computer lies in simulating complex physical systems.

Some systems are so complex, our atmosphere for example, that

they are extremelydifficult to simulate using present computers and

take an enormous amount of time. In fact, even far simpler systems,

such as simulating a physical system with 20 atoms, are already

extremely difficult for a normal computer. At the same time these

problems are very important to us and we would like answers within
our lifetime. Of course, we simulate these problems today on normal
computers, but we are unable to simulate them in their entirety and

compromise by simulating only a few key features in order to get an

answer within a reasonable period of time. Wed all like better
predictions of climate, not just day by day,but also in the long run.
Being able to predict the climate more accurately is not only impor-
tant to make our lives more pleasant; it could be crucial for our
survival on Earth. And for this, we definitely need better under-

standing of the evolution of various weather patterns.

Simulating other systems with quantum computers is a subject in
its infancy. It lies in such uncharted territory that we don't even

know any of its borders or limitations. I personally think that this
area will explode in the future, but its real power is difficult to fully
grasp at this stage.

Interestingly for engineers and computer scientists, all this
quantum weirdness, far from being a hindrance, can be utilized for
technological purposes to construct quantum computers that
fundamentally use this weirdness to run much faster than any
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current computer can. Thinki.g of computation as a process that
maximizes mutual information between the output and the input -
i.e. the question being asked, we can think of the speed of computa-
tion as the rate of establishing mutual information, i.e. the rate of
build up of correlations between the output and the input. Further-
more the fact that qubits offer a higher degree of mutual information
than is possible with bits, directly translates into the quantum
speed-up that we see in Shor's and Grover,s algorithms.

The good news is that small-scale quantum computers have even
abeady been experimentally realized. These quantum computers,
although operating on a verylimited basis, have still been successful
in demonstrating a degree of speed-up beyond anything possible
with classical computers.

In terms of the make up of quantum computers, qubits could be
encoded in atoms, subatomic particles, many-atom clusters, in
light, or indeed in some combination of these. However, none of
these at present offer a medium to store, say, rooo qubits in a
superposition state, for long enough to assist with more complex
calculations.

How far away are we from fully fledged quantum computers? By
this, I mean how far are we from an implementation that can hold
thousands or millions of qubits in a superposition? In short, the
answer is quite far; the current record (depending on howyou view
it) is somewhere between ro and r5 qubits. However, there are many
ways of encoding information quantum mechanically simply
because there are many different systems that could be used to
encode quantum information, e.g. ions in an ion trap, photons in a
cavity, free photons, nuclear spins in nuclear magnetic resonance,
electron spins in electroparamagnetic resonance, and a whole host
of solid state devices (such as superconductors). we are not short of
candidates for implementation !

Experimental physicists these days have an armost perfect control
of atoms. They can engineer all sort of things, such as isolating a
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single atom inside avery small trap (on the order of a million times

smaller than a metre). How do they know that a single atom is sitting
there? They know, because they can shine some laser light into this

small area and if the laser light is reflected inside, this then allows

them to see this atom.

So what can we perform with ro-15 qubits?. Not much that our
existing computers cannot do. We can, andwe have, multiplied two
numbers, 3 and 5 to obtain r5. So that's a start! Anyone can of course

do that, but the significance of these kinds of experiments is to show

that this can be done at the quantum level, which is a whole new

game. Conventional computers currently need some lo,ooo atoms

to achieve multiplication of 3 and 5.So, quantum computers are in
this sense more efficient. What is a shame is that no current quantum

technology knows how to compute with anything more than r5
qubits.

The question is : why is it difficult to scale up quantum computers ?

The answer to this question is the same as to the question we asked

in Chapter 8, i.e. why don't we see quantum effects at the macro-
scopic level? The difficulty, simply stated, is that we need large

systems to be in many different states at the same time in order that
they demonstrate quantum behaviour. But, the larger the system,

the more ways there are for the particular information about the

state to leak out into the environment. And as soon as any informa-
tion leaks out, superpositions, and with them quantum computers,

are destroyed. The process of information leaking out can also be

considered as the environment (i.e. what is outside of the system)

performing a measurement to gather information about the state of
the system. As we know from our discussion on cryptography this
inevitably damages the quantum state in question. This process is

known in technical parlanceas decoherence.So basicalln it is difficult
to make large-scale quantum computers for the same reason that we

don't see people in multiple places at the same time (unless after a

few drinks).
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An intriguing analogy here is with crime. Statistics indicate that

most successful robbers are those who operate by themselves

(women apparentlydo this more frequentlythan men and are there-

fore much more successful robbers). The point to this is that the

more people you have in your gang, the bigger the chances that one

of them will betrayyou forwhatever reason. It makes intuitive sense

somehow that the more people that possess the same information,

the higher the probability that this informarion will get out. Well,

youcan thinkthat itis exactlythe same principle as with atoms-the
more atoms there are in a superposition, the harder it is to stop one

of them decohering to the environment.

This all sounds like bad news for quantum computers. Is it going

to be impossible to make reliable large-scale quantum computers?

The answerfortunatelyis'no'. Unlikethe perfect crime,wecan in fact

have perfect quantum computers. How is this? The trick to achieve

this is the same that makes DNA replication faithful, or at least

faithful enough forlife to propagate. The solution is redundancyl
If you want to have roo useful quantum bits in your computer,

then you have to build a looo-qubit large quantum computer. This
means that for every one qubit, you have an additional nine copies of
that qubit, so, if the occasional one decoheres, you can still make a

majority decision over the remaining nine. Quantum superposi-

tions can thus be protected, and whilst there are more optimal ways

of adding redundancy, this in essence is the key concept.

As I write these lines (summer zoo8) we are already moving

towards producing quantum computational microchips. Further-
more, this is happening right now and right here in Singapore (l say

this as I am sitting down and sipping a double espresso in Spinelli's

on the National University campus). On these microchips, experi-

mental physicists are trying to integrate components involving
super-cold atoms and coherent photons in small numbers. Micro-
engineering has progressed so much in the last zo years that it is
amazingto see how much stuff can be packed onto a very small area
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of a two-dimensional chip. Making a fully quantum computational
unit can easily take some 5-lo years to complete, but so much
ingenuity has gone into the research here that the possibility of large

quantum computers is a very real prospect!

As with living systems, the battle to build a quantum computer is

ultimately a battle against entropy. The lower the overall entropy of
an arbitrary physical system the higher the chances that its constit-
uent atoms may be entangled. Typical atoms useful for quantum
computation usually need to be at a temperature close to absolute

zero (around r billionth of a kelvin). Furthermore, given that the

temperature in the rest of the laboratory is 3oo billion times higher

than that, it's a constant battle. This is a kind of Maxwell's demon

scenario, where a process needs to reduce the entropy of the system

in orderto get some useful information processing done.

A striking piece of evidence to show how quantum effects can be

seen in some macroscopic objects was demonstrated by Syantani

Ghosh and her colleagues in zoo3. Ghosh showed that quantum
superpositionsbetween manyatoms exist in a piece ofsalt involving
billions of atoms and at temperatures of a few millikelvin. This was

a huge shock because it showed that quantum phenomena, whose

powerwas thought tobe confined to the infinitesimalworld ofsuba-

tomic particles, can produce effects that remain measurable on

macroscopic scales.

This discovery was so momentous, it was difficult for anyone to
believe. In a paper I submitted in 2ooo toNoture,the premier scien-

tific journal,l made similarpredictions andwas dulylaughed off the

court. The fact that the prediction has now been borne out by
Ghosh's experiment catapults the mystery of quantum information
into the wider arena. Nature kindly sent me Ghosh's paper as they
thought I would be pleased to know that one of my predictions
turned out to be correct (it doesn't happen too often). Even better

still, since Ghosh's results, a number of other results have demon-

strated similar effects in other materials, some of them being at
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much higher temperatures than this (even, startlingly, at room
temperature!).

We are now realizing that advanced quantum effects are much

more ubiquitous in macroscopic systems and this gives us hope that
one day we may find that Nature has already provided us with a

quantum computer and all that is left for us to do is to program it.
After all, Nature has already invented many tricks before us humans.

Radar and error correction by redundancy are just two out of many
such tricks used by living systems. Might it therefore be that some-

where there is a living system which harnesses the speed-up advan-

tages of quantum computation? Even better, perhaps quantum
computation is so ubiquitous that it takes place in everyliving cell.

There is continuing evidence that more and more natural proc-
esses must be based on quantum principles in order to function as

they do. For example, we consider the process of photosynthesis,

which is one of the key natural processes for maintaining life on
Earth.

The readerwill recall from Chapter I that all living beings are like
thermodynamical engines similar to Maxwell's demons, whose

crucial task is to battle the natural tendency to increase disorder. Life

does that by absorbing highly disordered energy coming from the

Sun and converting it to a more ordered and useful form. Photosyn-

thesis is the name of the mechanism by which plants absorb, store,

and use this light energy from the Sun. This energy is converted to
an ordered form and used for the functioning of the cells. Recent

fascinating experiments by Graham Fleming and his group ar rhe

University of Berkeley, California, suggest that quantum effects do

matter in photosynthesis. Furthermore, they point out a close

connection between the photosynthetic energy transfer and Grover's

optimal quantum search algorithm. In other words, plants are so

much more efficient than what we expected that maybe there is
some underlying quantum information processing contributing.
Biological plant efficiency is super-high, around g8% of radiation
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that hits the leaf does get stored efficiently. The best man-made

photocells, on the other hand, can barely achieve a zoYo efficiency.

So there is an enormous difference; how do plants do it?

The complete answeris not entirelyclearbut the overall picture is

this. When sunlight hits a surface that is not designed to carefully
absorb and store it, the energy is usually dissipated to heat within
the surface, or reflected. Either way,itis lost as far as any subsequent

useful work is concerned. The dissipation within the surface happens

because each atom in the surface acts independently of other atoms.

When radiation is absorbed in this incoherentway,then all its useful

properties vanish. What is needed is for the atoms and molecules iri
the surface to act in unison. And this is a feat that all green plants

manage to achieve.

In order to understand how this happens, it is helpful to think of
each molecule in a plant as a database element in Grover's search

algorithm. All molecules vibrate as they interact with one another.

When they are hit by light, they change their vibration and dynamics

and what ensues implements Grover's dynamics with the energy

ending up in the most stable configuration at the end (and this
configuration is the database element that Grover's algorithm is

meant to identify).

Admittedly, Fleming's experiments have been performed at lou,

temperature(77 kelvin, while plants normallyoperate at 3oo kelvin).
Therefore, it is not entirely clear if any quantum effects can survive

at the higher temperature. However, even the fact that there exists a

real possibility that quantum computation has been implemented

byliving systems is a very exciting and growing area of research.

But things could be even grander. The most fascinating sugges-

tion of all is that quantum theorymaybe necessaryin the verybasis

of life itself. You will remember that in Chapter + I said that the infor-
mation to replicate life is encoded into fourdifferent elements, which

are just molecules labelled by A, C, T, and G. If we think of this as a

very simple database, with four records, the task of a DNA replicator
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computer is to scan an arbitrary DNA strand and match the correct

record from the database to each of the molecules. The database

logic is that A is always paired with T, and C is always paired with G.

This simulates the replication process in our cells, as each molecule

on one DNA strand finds its companion on the new strand. In this
way we can consider DNA replication analogous to a four-element

database search problem.

An Indian physicist called Arvind asked the question in the late

r99os as to why Nature uses two bits (four molecules) to encode life.

Wouldn't it be simpler just to use one bit (i.e. just two molecules)?

This, as you may recall, was one of our big questions in Chapter 4.lt
seems odd touse two bits given thatwe knowthat everything canbe

done in terms of single bits and it seems intuitively simpler to use

single bits, so why has Nature made the extra effort? Shouldn't

Nature, starting from nothing, find it easierto stumble upon a singl-

bit encoding, than a two-bit encoding? Arvind's answer is simple: It
may be easier to come up with single bits, but there is a bigger

quantum advantage in search when we have two quantum bits.

With two quantum bits Grover's quantum search algorithm finds

the solution in just one step. Therefore, if we oprimize for the speed

of replication, then two quantum bits allow for more efficient infor-
mation processing than one classical bit in the same number of

-steps. So maybe this is what Nature was thinking.

Arvind's suggestion is very smart, but there is a crucial issue here:

can DNA actually be a quantum computer? DNA is a macromole-

cule so it's not clear how this could be the case and how molecules

could exist in many different states at the same time. Whether DNA
is based on classical orquantum computing is, remarkably, notactu-
ally known. I say'remarkably'because DNA has been studied exten-

sively for the last 6o years. we therefore have to be patient and leave

this question open for the time being.

The picture that seems to be emerging is that larger and larger

systems may be capable of exhibiting quanrum effects under
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certain conditions. We are not sure, for example, if and how we can

generalize this. Perhaps everything would exhibit quantum effects

if we know how to look at them in the right way. So is it the case

that any complex piece o[ matter or energy can potentially, under

the right external conditions, be used as a quantum computer? If
we take a step further and couple this to the Church{uring thesis

of the universal computing machine, what this could imply is that

any piece of the Universe can simulate, in a more or less efficient

manner, any other piece of the Universe. Perhaps even reality itself

can be seen as the product of a complex multilayered quantum

computation. This is, of course, a huge leap of faith but it will be

the essence of our discussion in Chapter rz.

Key points

Quantum computers force a higher order of information
processing than we can currently achieve. They are the

smallest and fastest gadgets that the laws of physics currently

allow us to construct.

Theycan solve some important problems forus that conven-

tional computers cannot. Two instances:rre the factorization

problem and the search problem. The former is used in
various security protocols, the latter in many optimization
techniques.

Quantum computers are not a distant dream. They are being

built at present in many laboratories in the world.

Quantum effects are experimentallybeing seen in macro-

scopic objects such as pieces of solids and organic molecules

in living systems.
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Children of the Aimless Chance:
Randomness uersus Determinism

Jn our search for the ultimate law, P, that allows us to encode the
lwhole of realitywe have come across averyfundamental obstacle.

As Deutsch argued, P cannot be all-encompassing, simply because

it cannot explain its own origins. we need a law more fundamental
than P, from which P can be derived. But then this more funda-
mental law also needs to come from somewhere. This is like the
metaphorofthe painterin the lunatic asylum, who is trying to paint
a picture of the garden he is sitting in. He can never find away to
completelyinclude himself in the picture andgets caught in an infi-
nite regression.

Does this mean we can never understand the whole of reality?
M.yb. so, given that any postulate that we start from needs its own
explanation. Any law that underlies reality ultimately needs an a
priori law. This puts us in a bit of a'Catch zz'situation. So, are we
resigned to failure or is there away out? Is there some fundamental
level at which events have no a priori causes and we can break the
infinite regression?

what does it mean for an event to have no a priori cause? This
means that, even with all prior knowledge, we cannot infer that
this event will take place. Furthermore, if there were genuinely
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acausal events in this Universe, this would imply a fundamentally

random element of reality that cannot be reduced to anything-

deterministic.

This is a hugely controversial area, with various proponents of
religion, science, and philosophyall having a quite contrasting set of
views on this. Often people get very emotional over this question, as

it has profound implications for us as human beings. Could it be that

some events just don't have first causes? The British philosopher

Bertrand Russell thought so. In Russell's famous debate with
Reverend Copleston on the origin of the world, Copleston thought

everything must have a cause, and therefore the world has a cause-

and this cause is ultimately God himself. Copleston asks:'But your
general point then, Lord Russell, is that it's illegitimate even to ask

the question of the cause of the world?', to which Russell replies:

'Yes, that's my position', and the whole debate reaches a dead-end as

the two diametrically opposing views refused to compromise.

Interestingly, the quantum theory of information adds a novel

twist to this millennia-old question of determinism versus random-

ness. This question is not iust important for our understanding of
reality, it is also important to us on a very personal level. The answer

to this impacts on whether there is any room for genuinely free

action in an ordered and structured Universe like ours.lf the laws of
reality govern everything, then even our actions would be subju-

gated and determined bythem. This of course leaves us no room for
the human element we call 'free will'- a property that we strongly

feel distinguishes us from nonJiving matter (and other animals). It
is also seen as the basis of our consciousness.

Most of us in the West feel that determinism cannot completely

govern realitybecause we are certain that we have free will, though

what exactly this amounts to is far from uncontroversial. For the

sake of discussion, let us define free will as the capacity for persons

to control their actions in a manner not imposed by previous events,

i.e. as containing some element of randomness as well as some
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element of determinism. So, if we accept the notion that we do
indeed have free will, then we are already, in some sense, enter-
taining the idea that there maybe a random element to reality (obvi-
ously not all elements of reality can be random, because this too
would exclude any role for free will).

This still raises an intriguing question, simply because either of
the two possible answers -'yes we do have free will', or'no we don'tL
seem to lead to a contradiction. For example, suppose you answer
with'yes, we have free will'. Howwould you demonstrate the validity
of this statement? You would need to act in a way that would not be
predetermined by anything. But how can this ever be, when what-
ever you do, can, in fact, be predetermined by something? To further
qualify this argument, say you decide to act out of character, e.g.

having an introverted personalityyou decide to start a conversation
with a complete stranger on the street. But, the very fact that you
decided to act contrary to your usual predisposition, seems itself to
be fully predetermined. It is simply so by the fact that you deter-
mined that you would act out of character to prove free will. In this
case perhaps in trying to prove free will, you are more likely to
demonstrate that actuallyyou have none. Your emotions could have
been controlled by some outside factors which lead you to the
conclusion that you must act out of character. If they were, all you
are really trying to do is deterministically fight determinism, which
is by definition a deterministic process!

The considerable difficulty in demonsrrating free will conclu-
sively lead us to postulate that perhaps we cannot have it. But this
answer feels completely cont rary tothe whole of human psychology.
Can nothing good that I do be amributed ro me? Is it all predeter-
mined by 

^y 
genes or my history or my parents or social order or

the rest of the universe? Even worse, we tend to reward people for
doinggood deeds and punish them forbad ones. This would seem to
be completely misconceived if humans did indeed not have any free
will. How can you punish someone for doing something when they
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are not free to do otherwise? Is ourwhole moral andludicial system

based on the illusion of free will? This fust feels wrong, although

there is no logical reason why free will is necessary.

Thatwe seem to have no way of proving that there is freewillwas
poetically stated by the famous biologist Thomas Henry Huxley:

'What proof is there that brutes are other than a superior race of
marionettes, which eat without pleasure, cry without pain, desire

nothing, know nothing, and only simulate intelligence?'

Free will lies somewhere between randomness and determinism

which seem to be at the opposite extremes in reality. It's clear that

neither pure randomness or pure determinism would leave any

room for free will. If the world is completely random, then by defini
tion we have no control over what will happen, and if the world is

completely deterministic we also similarly have no control over

what will happen as it would all be pre-scripted. So you are stuck

between a rock and a hard place.

But are randomness and determinism actuallyopposite extremes

when it comes to defining rcality? Are they mutually exclusive,

meaning that they cannot both exist within the same framework?

Ourlatest model of physics, quantum theory suggests that there is a

way of combining the two. Every quantum event is fundamentally

random, yet we fi nd that large objects behave deterministically. How

can this be?

The answer is that sometimes when we combine many random

things, a more predictable outcome can emerge. This may seem

paradoxical at first (shouldn't lots of random things give you some-

thing even more random?) but this is not necessarily the case.

Imagine you toss a coin roo times. Each of the outcomes is very

uncertain and you d have difficulty predicting it. Your success would

not be better tha n 5ooA,which amounts to just random guessing. But

imagine that instead of betting on individual outcomes, you in fact

bet on the number of heads and tails when roo tosses have finished.

This is much easier, since 5o heads and 5o tails is what you would
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expect if the coin was fair. So, each toss is random, but overall a
predictable pattern emerges.

In physics we encounterthis all the time. Everyatom in a magnet

can be thought of as a mini-magnet but its behaviour is very
erratic. A single atom's magnetic axis is impossible to predict,
unless we apply a strong external influence to align it. However,

even without this external influence, all these randomly aligned

atoms can together still produce a magnet with a clearly defined

north and south. Therefore, a deterministic event can emerge out
ofa random one.

Randomness at the microscopic level therefore does not always

propagate to the macroscopic level. It is perfectly plausible that in
spite of quantum mechanics being our most accurate description of
Nature, the world oflarge objects -the one that matters to us humans

most in our everyday lives - is fully deterministic. This would imply
that even though the world is random at the microscopic level, there

is still no free will at the macroscopic level.

But what exactly does it mean to be random? We think of tossing

a coin and observing the outcome (heads or tails) as a random
process. It is random because before we observe the outcome it has

an equal chance of being heads or tails. And it is very difficult to
predict the outcome. But what if we knew all about the coin? These

would include its weight, exactly how it was tossed, and any relevant

properties of the air around it. Then Newton's laws tell us that we

should be able to predict the outcome of each toss. Therefore, based

on classical physics, randomness is superficial. There is no funda-
mental randomness once we have all the information.

Quantum physics, with its peculiar blend of randomness and

determinism, obyiously makes our debate about these topics far
richer. Uncertainty in classical physics, unlike in quantum physics,

is not fundamental but simply arises out of our ignorance of certain
facts. George Boole expresses this idea clearly: 'Probability is expec-

tation founded upon partial knowledge. A perfect acquaintance
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with all the circumstances affecting the occurrence of an event

would change expectation into certainty, and leave neither room
nor demand for a theory of probabilities.' In quantum physics

however this statement does not hold. One of the most fundamental

and defining features of quantum theoryis that even when we have

all information about a system, the outcome is still probabilistic.

According to quantum theory reality can be fundamentallyrandom

and not just apparently random (i.e. where we may be missing some

information).

Here is a very simple experiment that is a quantum mechanical

equivalent of tossing a coin. Imagine a photon, which as we said is a

particle of light, encountering a beam-splitter. Recall that a beam-

splitter is just a mirror that has a certain silver coating on it, so that

we can tune the probability with which the photon is reflected or

transmitted. Let us say that these probabilities are made equal, so

that we have the exact equivalent of a fair coin.

)ust as a,coin, when tossed, can land heads or tails, so the photon

impinging on a beam-splitter can go through, or be reflected. And,

as far as all experimenti indicate, the beam-splitter experiment is

completely random. Each time a photon is sent to a beam-splitter,

we can in no way predict its path subsequently. Reflection or trans-

mission are equally likely and occur randomly.

But now I would like to make a distinction between a coin and a

photon. The behaviour of a coin is random, not fundamentally, but

because it is unpredictable. The behaviour of a photon is not just

unpredictable, it is genuinely random. What can this possibly

mean?

The coin is governed by the laws of classical physics. If we knew

the exact initial conditions of the coin toss, namely the speed and

angle, then we would in principle be able to fully predict the outcome.

But it may take us a very long time to be able to compute the outcome.

Perhaps it takes years or longer to do this. Nevertheless, the equations

that govern the coin dynamics are fully deterministic and in principle
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can be solved to tell us the outcome. Therefore, the coin toss only

appears random. It is really deterministic, but difficult to predict.

Now let's consider the situation with the photon and the beam-

splitter. Here the equations are quantum, and they are also deter-

ministic. The indeterminism of quantum mechanics manifests itself
only through deliberate or non-deliberate (environmental) meas-

urements. When the system is undisturbed by eithea we have a clear

and well-defined deterministic view of it as described by the

Schrodinger equation. And what this equation tells us is that after

the beam-splitter, the photon has both gone through and has been

reflected. Yes. Both possibilities occur in reality. The photon is now

in two places at once. It is behind the beam-splitter, having gone

through, and in front of it, having been reflected. Unlike the coin

toss, it is very simple to solve quantum equations to reach this

conclusion. But the conclusion seems paradoxical!

And what happened to randomness? It comes in through the

backdoor. Imagine that we now want to check where the photon is,

i.e. we want to make a deliberate measurement. If we put detectors

behind and in front of the beam-splitter they will then record the

presence or absence of the photon. Let us say that the detection,

when it happens, is amplified to a loud click. What happens in the

actual experiments? The detectors click randomly.

. There is absolutely no way to tell which detector will click in each

particular run. This randomness is genuine; it is not just unpredict-

able as acoin toss is. Why? Howdowe knowthat the equation telling

us that the photon is on both sides before it is measured cannot be

supplemented by another deterministic law to tell us what happens

when the photon is detected?

The reason whywe know that the'coin toss type'randomness is

not involved is as follows. Suppose that instead of measuring the

photon after the first beam-splitter we put another beam-splitter

after the first one instead. What happens then? If the behaviour of
the photon was classical, then it would be deterministic at both
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beam-splitters, but the outcome would be even more difficult to
predict. We would therefore expect the photon to have random
outcomes at the second beam-splittertoo. Half of the time it should

be detected in front of it and half of the rime behind it.
But this is not what happens in the lab. In an actual experiment,

the photon nowdeterministicallyalways ends up behind the second

beam-splitter. So, two quantum random processes have, in a way,

cancelled out to give something deterministic. And this is some-

thing that cannot happen classically. Imagine that you toss a fair
coin twice and you find out that it always comes out heads both

times. But when you toss it once sometimes it is heads and some-

times it is tails. This could, of course, never happen. But in the case

of a photon it does. This is why we believe that there is something

very different in the behaviour of the photon to what any classical

system would do.

So what have we learnt? We've learnt that all elementary quantum
events are in fact fundamentally random. But this of course doesn't

mean that a realitybuilt on these random events must necessarilybe

random. We have seen how randomness and determinism can

co-exist and moreover determinism can emerge from random
origins. This gives us some insight into the origins and nature of
reality.

There is a beautiful quantum protocol that illustrates how
randomness and determinism can work hand in hand to produce a

stunning outcome. Think StarTiek and the teleportation chamber.

Does anyone actually believe that teleporration is possible? No?

Well youd better believe it! Teleportation 'dematerializes'an object

positionedatalocation A onlyto make it reappear atadistant loca-

tion B at some later time. OK, so quantum teleportation differs

slightly, because we are not teleporting the whole object but just its
quantum information from particle A to particle B, but the principle
is the same (after all, the whole thesis of this book is that we are all
just bits of informarion).
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As all quantum particles are indistinguishable anyway, this

amounts to'real'teleportation. What I mean by this is that all elec-

trons, for example, have identical properties (mass, charge) and the

only distinguishing feature is how they spin. Given that all other

properties oftwo electrons are the same, ifwe also manageto encode

one electron spin into anothel thenwe can considerthis a successful

transfer of quantum information between the two. In other words,

the second electron becomes an identical copy of the first, and the

two are now indistinguishable. This is true for all particles such as

protons, atoms, and so on.

One way of performing teleportation (and certainly the way

portrayed in various science fiction movies, e.g. The FIy) is first to

learn all the properties ofthat object (i.e. get all the information about

what makes that object)and then send this information as a classical

string of datato location B where the object is then re-created.

One problem with thi,s proposal is that, if we have a single elec-

tron and we don't know its spin, we cannot determine it because this

would require us to make a measurement thereby invariably

damaging the original quantum information in the spin. So itwould
seem that the laws of quantum mechanics prohibit teleportation of
a single quantum system (unless we know its state in advance).

However, it will turn out that there is no need to learn the state of

_the system in order to teleport it. All we need to do is use mutual

quantum information, of the same sort that exists in a quantum

computer. This provides super-correlation between locations A and

B (technically known as quantum entanglement), so that quantum

information canbe transferred. Even though the quantum measure-

ment driving the teleportation is still random, this can be overcome

by sending some auxiliary classical information from A to B. The

actual measurement outcome at A would be communicated to B
and this could even be done over a standard telephone line. After the

teleportation is completed, the original state of the particle at A is

destroyed. This then illustrates how teleportation at the quantum
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level can actually be performed - and this in spite of the intrinsic
randomness.

Currently we can teleport only individual atoms and photons

over only a couple of metres. The basic principle has therefore been

experimentally verified, first by Anton Zeilinger's research group
at the University of Vienna, and independently by Francesco de

Martini's group at the University of Rome, but the question still
remains if we can ever use this to teleport larger objects and ulti-
mately humans. With humans things could get even more compli-
cated. If we faithfully teleported every atom in your body, would
that necessarily be the same as teleporting you? In other words, is

your body all there is to you? The answer to this is that we really

have no idea!

Now, in a more general sense, in order to distinguish superficial
(classical)from real (quantum) randomness we reallyneed a clearer

measure in order to quantify the difference. Interestingly enough,

one such measure does exist, and although it is closely related to the

Shannon entropy, it has quite a different motivation. To understand

why the Shannon entropy may itself not be so useful as a measure of
randomness, consider the following example.

A typical random process as indicated is a coin toss. It generates a

sequence of heads (H) and tails (T). Typically,after ro tosses, say, we

expect to have something looking like HHTHTTTHTH. We much
less expect to see something like HHHHHHHHHH. The first
sequence just looks like one that should come out of a random
source, like a coin. The second looks too ordered to be genuinely

random. We might also think of the second one as being less likely.

But this is a mistake.

Here we therefore have a problem. Since heads and tails have an

equal probability of one-half, any sequence of heads and tails is as

likely to come up as any other sequence (people playing the lottery
rarely appreciate this fact: r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 is as likely as z, 7, 17, :5o, 4r, 4sl .

It is true that a sequence with half heads and half tails is more likely

161
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than the one with all heads. But this is because there are more such

sequences: there is only one sequence involving all heads, while
there are about a thousand sequences with 5o-5o heads/tails

(HHHHHTTTTT, or HTHTHTHTHT, or TTTHHTTHHH, and

so on).

Any particular random sequence is as likely as any other. But,

still, we have a strong feeling that while the sequence HHTHTT-
THTH looks random, the sequence HHHHHHHHHH, appears to be

:r:ery orderly. Their probability seems not to be able to capture this
basic difference since both are equally likely (or unlikely; the prob-
ability is about one in a thousand for either). And this is why Shan-

non's entropy fails to quantify randomness, as it is based only on
probabilities.

The measure used to solve the problem of quantifying random-
ness was ultimately introduced by a Russian mathematician, Andrey
Kolmogorov, in the late r95os. His solution is in some sense yery

operational - or, better still, physical. His solution to randomness

was as follows. How random a sequence is depends on how difficult
it is to produce this sequence. Produce it with what? Answer: a

comPuter.

Imagine writing a program for your computer to generate a

sequence of heads and tails. The sequence of all heads (HHHHHH-

HHHH) only needs one instruction: 'print ro heads'. But a sequence

HTHHHTTHTH cannot be generated as easily. In fact the program

probably just needs to say 'print the sequence HTHHHTTHTH'.

Therefore, when we have a random looking sequence, the program

to generate it is at least as long as the sequence itself (in our case it is

longer since it requires additional instructions, e.g. 'initialize

computer, print the sequence, end program', etc. but this will be a

marginal difference when the string is verylong anyway). However,

when something is orderly, the program can be much shorter. The

quantity that tells us by how much orderly things can be compressed

to shorter programs is known as Kolmogorov's complexity.
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Are there anyproblems with this definition? Ifwe are not careful

it seems that different computers could give us different estimates of
how random something is. Fortunately we remind ourselves of
Turing's notion ofthe universal computer, a computerthat can simu-

lateany other. So, to avoid such issues, Kolmogorovsuggested calcu-

lating the Kolmogorov complexityusing this universal computer.

Using Kolmogorov's ideas, we can re-examine the difference

between classical superficial randomness and quantum funda-

mental randomness. We said that the sequence of tosses of a coin of
the type HHHTTTHTTHH is random because it cannot be given a

shorter program to generate it. Imagine having all the informatioir
that fully captures this coin toss (e.g. the relative werght difference

between the head and tail face of the coin, speed of rotation, height

thrown to, etc.). With all this information fixed, to the correct level

of precision, we could write a program that could generate the

sequence for any number of coin tosses. This is because classical

physics is fullydeterministic. The length ofthis program in classical

physics would necessarily be shorter than doing the coin tosses

themselves (for a large number of coin tosses). In the quantum case,

this would not be so. Given the problem of predicting the sequence

of photon clicks in a detector (our quantum coin toss) the program

used to describe the sequence could only describe it by actually

running each experiment individually. Therefore, the program

would have to be at least the same length as the sequence of detector

clicks it is trying to describe. There is no short-cut!
An intriguing possibility nour emerges. Can we apply

Kolmogorov's logic to understand the origins of reality? Canwe say

that our laws that describe reality are exactly this - an attempt to

understand the dynamics of the Universe and reduce its complexity?

In this way, the laws themselves (in physics, biology, economics,

sociology) could all be seen as short programs describing the

makeup of reality. For example, in physics, rather than running
each and every experiment (i.e. writing the whole program) we can
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write a shortened program which only uses the current laws of
physics to predict the outcome of each experiment. This latter

program would hence be significantly more efficient than the

program that actually runs all the experiments individually. In this

way we can consider our duty as scientists to find the shortest

program that represents reality. So let us look into how this reduc-

tion in complexityis achieved in science.

To understand what exactly is at stake, we first need to under-

stand the logic of science, physics in particular. This was something

that the philosopher Karl Popper devoted his life to. His way of
understanding science will be the key to understanding reality in
my final chapter. So let us summarizeit here.

When Popper was growing up in the l92os, physics was reaching

its peak, but some other disciplines started to emerge, which are

now known as social sciences. Sigmund Freud was pioneering

psychology (through psychoanalysis) and sociology and political
sciences were also emerging. While some people would be happy to

call social sciences by the name of 'soft' sciences (as opposed to

hard, fact-based science, such as physics), Popper was altogether
yery concerned with attaching the name science to anything like

psychoanalysis.

His principal aim was to devise a criterion for calling something

-a science in the first place. The crucial idea that occurred to him is

the following. While it is easy to falsify a physical theory (just do an

experiment whose results clearly contradict the theory, and quantum

experimentswere ashining example offalsifying classical physics in

Popper's time), it is not so easy to falsify a psychological theory.

How many times have you heard the remark that someone is not

confident because their mother did not love them? Then again, you

also hear that others are confident precisely because their mothers

did not love them and they had to rely on themselves more. And so

here is the problem. The theory'his mother did not love him'seems

to be able to explain too much. So much so that it can be used to
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justify two diametrically opposing facts, someone being confident

and another person not being confident. This means that such a

theory can never be falsified, or shown to be wrong, in practice.

The famous eighteenth-century Scottish philosopher David

Hume was particularly bothered by non-falsifiability of some claims

(psychoanalysis didn't exist in his time, he was much more both-
ered by philosophy and religion). He phrased it as follows. Any
number of white swans we see in the world cannot prove to us the

conjecture that 'all swans are white'. However, a sight of one single

blackswan is enough to destroyit. Andso itiswith science. Newton's

physics had been tested for zoo years and always found to be correct.

But one test in the late nineteenth century - in the shape of black-

body radiation - was enough to destroy it. The black body was the

black swan of physics, destroying the hypothesis that all physics

obeys classical physics. Of course this does not mean that classical

physics is of no use to us whatsoever, it just means that there must

now be a new theory (i.e. quantum mechanics) that takes into
account classical physics plus its black swan. In contrast to a concrete

statement that can be falsified, e.g.'all swans in this river are white',

stands a statement like'God works in mysterious ways'- I mean,

how the bleep are you going to disprove that?

How can we therefore be sure about anything that comes from
science? We cannot. But, rather than this being a problem, Popper

thought that this was the whole point of science! Namely, a theory is

only genuine if there is a way of falsifying it! If under no circum-
stances can you disprove your theory (i.e. create an experiment to
rule it out), then this theory is worthless as far as knowledge is

concerned because you can never test it. Popper therefore turned a

seemingly negative feature of science (the fact that any theory could

be proven wrong) into its most fundamental and necessary feature.

It is through centuries of refutations, falsifying (i.e. refuting), and

improving on theories (i.e. conjecturing), that science has progressed

to where it is today.
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Let us see if we can interpret Popper's logic within the context of
information theory. Once a theory is established by a few experi-

ments, we then start to gain more confidence in its validity (though

we may be, and usually are, ultimately proven wrong). As a result we

attribute a higher chance to the theory passing the next test. If the

theory passes it, the principles of information would say that this is

a low-information event. The reason is that the higher the proba-

bility of an event, the smaller the surprise when the event happens.

As our confidence grows, the probability we attribute to the

theory being falsified becomes smaller and smaller. In the current

experiments testing quantum mechanics, not many in the physics

community expect quantum mechanics to fail. But this is precisely

why it would be a great shock if it did. So, falsifying something

usually carries far more information -both emotional and physical -
than confirming it.

Any information in physics comes from the scientific method

Popper called 'conjectures and refutations'. But even this method

can be seen as a form of information processing. This will result in a

rigorous andwell-defined statement of Occam's razor. We can think
of scientific theories as programs run on a universal computer, with
the output being the result of whatever experiment we are trying to
model. We say that our theory is powerful, if we can compress all

sorts of observations into very few equations. The more we are able

to compress, the better we believe we can understand something.

Because then from :rzery few laws we can generate the whole of
reality.

Occam's razor just says that ifthere are many theories that explain

something, then we should choose the shortest one as the correct

one. The shortest description of Nature that generates all possible

observations is to be preferred over a very long description. To quote

Leibniz, whom we met in relation to one of the proofs of the exist-

ence of God, 'God has chosen that which is the most simple in
hypotheses and the most rich in phenomena'. This statement would
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imply that the information in the Universe is highly compressible

into a few simple laws.

But nowwe face an interesting question. Anytheorywe come up

with will be finite, namely it will contain a fixed (hopefully small) set

of rules. And this means - as was first fully realized within informa-

tion theoryby Gregory Chaitin, an American mathematician - that

it can only produce a finite set of results. In other words, there will
be many experimental outcomes that could not be compressed

within the theory. And this effectively implies that they are random.

This was also realizedby Leibniz who stated: 'But when a rule is

extremely complex, that which conforms to it passes as randomi

This perfectly encapsulates the Kolmogorov view of randomness:

when the rul.e is as complicated as the outcome it needs to produce,

then the outcome must be seen as complex or, in other words,

random.

Following this logic quantum randomness can be encapsulated

in two principles, as fi rst argued by the Italian physicist Carlo Rovelli.

One of them is borrowed from classical information and simply

states that the most elementary quantum system cannot hold more

than one bit of information. This is almost self-evident as bydefini-
tion a bit is the smallest unit of information. The second principle is

that we can always obtain new information. This principle, when

combined with the first, captures the fundamental randomness we

see in quantum events. The only way we can obtain new informa-

tion when we seemingly have all information, is if this new informa-

tion is random. Can it be that this is just a restatement of the fact that

a finite number of axioms can only lead to a finite number of
outcomes? If this was so, the implications would be amazing.

There is still a school of thought that views randomness in
quantum theory as due to its incompleteness, i.e. due to our lack of
knowledge of a more detailed deterministic underlying theory.

However, ifwe view the growth of our knowledge in physics through

compression, it maysuggest to us that randomness is inherent in the
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Universe, and therefore it must be part of any physical description of
reality. Randomness could simply be there because our description

of reality is always (by construction) finite and anything requiring
more information than that would appear to be random (since our
description.could not predict it).

This would mean that randomness in quantum physics is far

from unexpected - in fact according to this logic it is actually essen-

tial. Furthermore, it would mean that whatever theory - if any -
superseded quantum physics, it would still have to contain some

random features. This is a lvery profound conclusion. Given that
physics is always evolving, having fundamental randomness sets a

serious constraint on any new theory.

Having the potential to be wrong is what Popper identified as the

key aspect of scientific knowledge. However, this should also be true
of any other form of knowledge (philosophical, psychological, reli-
gious, historical, artistic, you name it). In this respect useful scien-

tific knowledge is the same as the financial gain in betting or stock

markets. If there is no risk then there is nothing to gain - i.e. no free

lunch! It's not just scientific knowledge or economic profit that

grows in this way, any useful information within whatever context

you can describe, always grows in this way. '
Science is therefore just a form of betting on future outcomes.

-The idea of representing our uncertainty about the Universe

through gambling was, in fact, already suggested by the famous

German philosopher Immanuel Kant in his Critique of PureReoson, as

long ago as r78r. Kant equated betting with the pragmatic belief in
the validity of our theories. The logarithmic scoring rule (so central

to Shannon)is, in a sense, a practical implementation of this philo-
sophical suggestion.

The interplay between randomness and determinism in fact

propagates throughout the book. For Popper, randomness lies in
making conjectures in science, and determinism in refuting these

conjectures by deliberate experimentation. This was, according to
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him, the only way to secure information about the world, i.e. knowl-
edge. But in other elements of reality, useful information also

emerges in exactlythe same way.

For example, consider the process of evolution of biological infor-
mation. Biologists mainly think of information processing in living

systems as created through evolution. Evolution has two compo-

nents, one is the random mutation in the genetic code and the second

is deterministic natural selection by the environment of this new

feature. In this way, evolution of biological information is seen to

emerge analogously to creating any useful scientific knowledge.

The same is true in economics, where the central goal is to

understand and predict market behaviour. Whether it is economic

policy, or a simple financial investment decision, any conjectured

strategy will be played out in the market, and therefore falsified or
confirmed.

We have also argued that social dynamics is another form of
information processing. And furthermore the level of development

of a society may be viewed as synonymous with its capacity to

process information. Randomness appears between elements of a
society, whereas through interaction with one another, at the collec-

tive level we see deterministic characteristics through all sorts of
phase transitions that societies undergo. It is probably not an acci-

dent that societies that have applied the method of conjectures and

refutations more vigorously have had the opportunity to develop

faster.

In physics, randomness was seen to be crucial in the concept of
heat, and in fact the whole Universe was seen as evolving towards

the state of maximal entropy (maximal randomness or disorder).

The deterministic part of this process was to use available informa-

tion to design schemes to extract useful work efficiently. The whole

of thermodynamics can be seen as a battle between deliberate

Maxwell's demons, trying to extract order from disordet and natural

randomizing processes.
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Everywhere we look we see underlying bits of information.
Furthermore this information always obeys the same evolution
through randomness and determinism, independently of context.
So can a combination of randomness and determinism produce all
information and everything else we see around us?

Key points
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t-l-th. first part of the book was all about how information under-

I pins a number of everyday processes. Information is as critical

to the biological propagation of life as it is to structuring a stock

portfolio or getting useful work out of random energy.

The second part ofthe book showed us that there is more to infor-
mation than meets the eye. When our underlying model of physics

is adjusted from a classical view to a quantum one, we find that our

theory of information is also adjusted and becomes even more

insightful than before. The key advantage of quantum information
is that a quantum bit can exist in several states at the same time, the

flip-side of this being its inherent degree of randomness. This can

sometimes deter us when we want to use quantum information to
perform useful work, but it also presents some opportunities that

we can exploit to our advantage (recall that in quantum cryptog-

raphy,randomness was used to eliminate eavesdropping).

More importantly, for any information to become more complex

or higher quality (e.g. when we gain more knowledge about the

Universe) the genuinely random element is key. We need to keep

coming up with new information through this random element and

then have a process that deterministically eliminates that which is

incorrect or not required. It is this deterministic element that allows

us to form useful knowledge.

The first two parts of the book unify a number of seemingly

unrelated ideas through the common language of information
processing, but the question still remains: where does even this

information come from? This takes us right back to what we asked
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rght at the beginning of this book, namely the quesrion of creation ex

nihilo.

All the theories and experiments presented in the first two parts

are beyond reasonable doubt; these are all peer reviewed and well
accepted facts. In Part Three of the bookwe move into more specu-

lative and uncharted territory.
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Sand Reckoning: Whose
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fn Chapter 9 we discussed the idea of a universal Turing machine.

Ifnir machine is capable of simulating any other machine given

sufficient time and energy. For example, we discussed how your

fridge microprocessor could be programmed to run Microsoft

Windows, then we described Moore's logic, that computers are

becoming faster and smaller. Therefore, one day, a single atom may

be able to simulate fullywhat a present dayPC can do.

This leads us to the fascinating possibilitythateverylittle constit-

uent of our Universe may be able to simulate any other, given enough

time and energy. The Universe therefore consists of a great number

of little universal quantum computers. But this surely makes the

Universe itself the largest quantum computer. So how powerful is

our largest quantum computer? How many bits, how many compu-

tational steps? What is the total amount of information that the

computer can hold?

Since our view is that everything in reality is composed of infor-

mation, it would be useful to know how much information there is

in total and whether this total amount is growing or shrinking. The

Second Law already tells us that the physical entropy in the Universe

is always increasing. Since physical entropy has the same form as
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shannon's information, the Second Law also tells us that the infor-
mation content of the Universe can only ever increase too. But what
does this mean for us? Ifwe consider our objective to be a full under-
standing of the universe then we have to accept that the finish line is
always moving further and further away from us.

We define our reality through the laws and principles that we
establish from the information that we gather. Quantum mechanics,

for example, gives us a very different reality to what classical

mechanics told us. In the Stone Age, the caveman's perception of
reality and what was possible was also markedly different from what
Newton would have understood. In this way we process informa-
tion from the Universe to create our reality. we can think of the
universe as a large balloon, within which there is a smallerballoon,
our reality. Our reality is based on our knowledge of the Universe
(via the laws through which we define it) and as we improve our
understanding of the universe, through conjectures and refutations

and evolutions of our laws and principles, the smaller balloon
expands to fill the larger balloon. so is the rate at which the universe
keeps surprising us greater than the rate at which we can evolve our
rcality? In other words, will we ever understand our whole
Universe?

Here Popperian logic comes to our aid. The yery logic of conjec-
tures and refutations, which is at the root of howwe construct our
understanding of reality, tells us that we cannot answer this ques-

tion. only if we know that the universe can no longer surprise us,

that there is no new physical theory superseding that which we

currently have, can u/e be sure that one day we might be able to
understand our whole Universe. But how do we know that no new
event in the Universe will ever surprise us and cause us to change

our view of reality? The answer is that we don't. We just don't know
whetherone daywewillbe surprised. This is the ultimateunknown
unknown. Even though we can never know whether we will know
everything, this does not prevent us from knowing how much
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there is to know with the current understanding. So how much
information is there in the Universe? Where do we even start with
such an absurd calculation? Interestingly we are not the first ones

to tackle this issue and fargreater minds before mine have grappled

with this question.

One of the greatest human minds in history is Archimedes of
Syracuse (circa. 287-zrz sc). Archimedes made enormous contribu-
tions to astronomy,mathematics, engineering, and philosophy, and

had a reputation at the time as being not only theoretically very
astute but also very practical. In fact, he was regularly employed by

the state for his ingenious ideas especiallywhen theywere in a pickle -

and didn't know who else to turn to. In one story which saw Syra-

cuse under attack from warring ships, his idea was to focus the Sun's

energy using large curved mirrors, to burn enemy sails before the

ships docked. This according to folklorewas one of several times he

had saved the city.

Uncompromising in his pursuit of science, Archimedes died as

he lived. The lastwords attributed to Archimedes are'do not disturb
my circles'and it is said he made this remark to a soldier just before

he was slain. Whilst the soldier originally came to summon him,
Archimedes' complete apathy to the soldier's concerns, and total
focus on his work, resulted in a tragic end to an otherwise spec-

tacular life.

One piece of his research was commissioned by the Syracusian

monarch, King Gelos II, and resulted in what is considered the first
research paper ever. The task was to calculate the number of grains

of sand that could fill the Universe. Nor the kind of task you would
set to any ordinary man. It is certainly not clear what use King Gelos

II ever made of this, or whether he ever used it for anything other
than fanciful conversation.

Sand was the smallest thing known at that time so it was natural
to phrase questions in terms of volumes of sand. With reference to
the heliocentric model of Aristarchus of Samos (circa. 3ro-z3o nc),
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Archimedes reasoned that the Universe was spherical and that the
ratio of the diameter of the Universe to the diameter of the orbit of
the Earth around the sun equalled the ratio of the diameter of the
orbit of the Earth around the sun to the diameter of the Earth. you

could see how this calculation was not everybody's cup of tea. In
order to obtain an upper bound, Archimedes used overestimates of
his data.

Firstly, to even begin to describe numbers of such epic propor-
tions he needed to extend the current Greek numbering system. In
practice, up until then they never had a language for such large
numbers, but he needed it now. For example, Archimedes intro-
duced the word 'myriad' to represent the numberwe would now call
ro,ooo. Following from that a myriad myriads would be roo million
(i.e. ro,ooo times ro,ooo), and so on. However, the real difficulty
came as he had to make assumptions about the size of the Universe,
using a very limited knowledge of astronomy (by our standards).
Here is what he reasoned:

r That the perimeter of the Earth was no bigger than 3oo myriad
stadia (roughly 5o,ooo kilometres - this is very close to the actual
perimeter).

2 That the Moon was no larger than the Earth (it's actually much
smaller) and that the sun was no more than about 3o times larger
than the Moon (this is a huge underestimate).

, That the angular diameter of the Sun, as seen from the Earth, was
greater than approxim ately half a degree (this is correct and not a
bad estimate either).

with these assumptions, Archimedes then calculated that the
diameter of the universe was no more than ro to the power of 4
stadia (i.e. in modern terms two light-years), and that it would require
no more than ro6r (one followed by 6l zeros) grains ofsand to fill it. In
Archimedes' estimate, if you think of every point in space as a bit, in
the sense thatiteithercontains agrain ofsand ornot, then the number
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of bits according to him is z to the power of ro to the power of 63,

i.e. z to the power of ro6r. This is a phenomenally large number, and

later we'll compare it with the equivalent number generated more

recently, some two millennia afterArchimedes tookthe first stab.

Archimedes, of course, never had the level of understanding of
the world that we do now. So the question is how much more accu-

rate can we be with a two thousand year head-start.

Over the last two thousand years we have seen Popper's method

working tirelessly to produce ever better approximations of reality.

Scientists would come up with conjectures on how to describe

elements of reality in the shortest and simplest way and then they'
would perform observations and experiments to test their models

(conjectures and refutations). As the models are refuted, as new

information or understanding comes to light, they are discarded

and new models arise from their ashes to take their place. So far we

have been looking at biological, computational, social, and economic

aspects of reality. What we have seen is that information is a natural
way in which to unify these seemingly different disciplines. As

discussed throughout this book, at its heart, the nature of informa-
tion processing depends entirely on the laws of physics. So to calcu-

late the amount of information in the Universe it is natural that we

resort to our best understanding of reality to date.

The two theories which encapsulate our current best under-

standing of reality are quantum physics and gravity. There are, of
course, other theories (biological, social, economic, and so on) that
have a legitimate claim to this and we have given them an equal seat

at Calvino's table. However, it is generally regarded that quantum

theoryand gravity arcthe most fundamental descriptions available

to us. In the same way that Kolmogorov viewed the information
content or complexityof a message in terms of the shortest program
used to describe it, we currently view the information content of
reality in terms of quantum physics and gravity - which are our
shortest programs used to describe reality.
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We have already seen in Chapter ro how quantum theory can be

understood in terms of information, so now can we also do the same

for gravity?

Gravity is quite distinct from quantum theory. whilst the effects

of quantum theory can be felt at the microscopic and macroscopic

level, with effects becoming less influential for large bodies, gravity
works the other way around: gravity dominates large bodies (e.g.

planets) and becomes less influential for microscopic bodies. No

current experiment can detect gravity between two atoms, no
matter how close they are.

These two theories may seem to have their place at opposite ends

of the spectrum, but they are, in fact, intricately related. Finding a
single unified theory connecting quantum physics and gravity has

been seen as the holy grail of physics for some time now and is one

of the'bleeding edge'areas of physics. With tongue in cheek I will
argue how gravity can be described as a consequence of quantum
information (expounding on a view that is extremely controversial).

This will, I believe, be the strongest indictment to date that quantum
information does indeed provide the underlying description of
reality.

The modern view of gravity, through Einstein's general relativity,
is to see it as a curvature of space and time. In everyd aylanguage you
may be more aware of it as a universal force of attraction, like when

you throw a ball into the air and it comes back down. Einstein's view
is, however, the most general and accurate description of gravity. In
this view, time and space are inseparable and both curved interde-

pendently. To visualize this, imagine a simple example where your
bed represents space-time. As things are placed on the bed they

create impressions by indenting the surface. If you put a football
onto your bed it might make a slight impression; if you put yourself
on to the bed this would make a much bigger impression. If you are

sitting on the bed and you put the ball sufficiently near to you, ir will
be pulled in by your impression. In exactly the same way, allbodies
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attract one another in space-time because they create indentations

in the space-time fabric which then propagate and affect each other.

Understanding the curvature of space-time (or your bed as you sit

on it) is therefore the key to describing the effects of gravity.

Any curvature in space-time necessarily means that distances

and time intervals both become dependent on the mass of the object

curving the space-time. For example, the time for a person closer to

Earth runs faster than for someone further from Earth (assuming

this person is not close to some other massive object) simplybecause

the person closer to the Earth is more affected by the Earth's gravita-

tional pull; in other words, the curvature of space-time is greater

closer to the Earth. Given that we want to explain gtavity in terms of
quantum information, the question then is what is the connection
between the geometry of the curvature and the concept of informa-
tion (or entropy)? Amazingly enough, the answer lies in that quirky
propertywe met in the last chapter, quantum mutual information.

We have met the concept of entropy in several chapters already.

This concept is synonymous with the information content of a
message or system. The higher the entropy of a system the more

information it carries. In the first part of the book we used entropy
for many different purposes; it quantified the capacity of a channel,

the disorderin anyphysical system, the profit from abet in terms of
the risk taken, and social interconnectedness. For the purposes of
the following discussion we should think of entropy as physical

entropy, quantifying disorder in physical systems.

There is a very interesting relationship between the uncertainty
within a certain system - as measured by its entropy - and its size.

Suppose thatwe lookatan object enclosedwithin a certain boundary.

How complex would we expect it to be? A natural answer would be

that the entropy of the object depends on its size, in particular its

volume. Saythat a molecule contains one million atoms arranged in
a ball. If each atom has a certain entropy associated with it then it
seems natural to expect that the total entropy is just the number of
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atoms, times the entropy of each atom. Therefore, the total entropy
would scale as molecular volume.

Interestingly, it turns out that at low temperatures (such as the
current state of the Universe), the entropy usually scales with the
area and not the volume of an object (and as we know from elemen-
tary maths, the area of any object is necessarily always smaller than
its volume). If you think of a ball-shaped molecule, the volume is
made up of all the atoms on its surface plus the atoms inside. There-
fore, if we are now asking what the maximum entropy ofthe ball-
shaped molecule is, we might say it is proportional to the total
number atoms in the ball (i.e. the volume), given that each atom
should independently be able to contribute to the overall uncer-
tainty. However, and rather surprisingly, what quantum theory is

telling us is that, no - entropy is actually proportional to the total
number of atoms on the surface (i.e. a significantly smaller ratio).

So why is there this difference between what seems logical and
what quantum theory tells us? To understand this we have to look
into quantum theory again, and specifically towards the nature of
quantum mutual information. Recall that quantum mutual infor-
mation is a form of super-correlation between different objects and
that this super-correlation is fundamental to the difference between
quantum and classical information processing (e.g. as we see in
quantum computation).

Suppose that we divide the total Universe into two, the system,
such as the molecule above, and the rest - which is everything
outside of the molecule. Now, the quantum mutual information
between the molecule and the rest is simply equal to the entropy of
the molecule. But, quantum mutual information is not at all a pro-
perty of the molecule, it can only be referenced as a joint property,
i.e. a quantum correlation between objects. In this case it is a joint
propertybetween the molecule and the rest of the universe. There-
fore, it logicallyfollows that the degree of quantum mutual informa-
tion between these two must be proportional to something that is
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common to both, in this case the boundary- i.e. the surface area of
the molecule!

This is a very profound conclusion. We think of entropy as the

information content of an object. The fact that this information
content is not within the object, but lies on its surface area, seems

surprising to say the least! What this means is that the information
content of anything does not reside in the object itself, but is a rela-

tional property of the object in connection with the rest of the

Universe.

This also implies another important result. It is in fact a possi-

bilitywhich will be explored later. Within this formalism it is entirely
possible for the Universe to have zero information content, whereas

subsets ofthe Universe mayhave some information. The Universe is

not correlated to anything outside of the Universe (by definition).
However there are parts of the Universe that are correlated to each

other. As soon as we partition the Universe into two or more distinct
regions we begin to generate information, and this information is
equal to the area of the partition, not to the size of the regions. The
:very act of partitioning, dividing, and pigeonholing necessarily

increases information, as you cut through any parts that may be

correlated.

We can present this conclusion pictorially as follows. Imagine

that atoms inside the molecule are connected to atoms in the

Universe via a series of ribbons. A limit on the number of ribbons

that we can connect to the Universe is constrained by the surface

area of the molecule (i.e. how many ribbons can we get through the

surface of the molecule - as it is only of finite size). The information
shared between the molecule and the Universe can be seen as

proportional to the numberofribbons connecting the two. And this
is logically why information scales as the area of the surface of the

molecule.

The physicist Leonard Susskind proposed to call the relationship

between entropy and area, the holographic principle. Holography

181
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has traditionally been part of oprics and is the study of how to
faithfully encode three-dimensional images onto photographic two-
dimensional films. This is typically done by illuminating the object
with laser light, which gets reflected off the object and the reflection
is then recorded onto photographic film. when the plate is subse-

quently illuminated, a three-dimensional image ofthe obiect appears
where once the real object stood. This phenomenon is probably
familiarto the readerfrom its countless usage inmagazines, stickers,
toys, and science fiction films.

optical holography was invented by Denis Gabor in the r96os
working in the labs at Imperial College in London (one of which
became my office some 40 years later). He received the Nobel prize

for his ideas in ry7r (interestingly, the year I was born). He used
holography to construct an optical version of Maxwell's demon (an

idea which I also researched during my PhD). The whole surprise
about his discovery is that he showed that two dimensions were
sufficient to store all information about three dimensions, forwhich
he duly received the Nobel Prize (sorry- though I thought hard but
there's unfortunately no connection between us on this one!).

It's easy to see how two dimensions are recorded but where does

the third dimension come from? It is this third dimension that
allows us to see a hologram in three dimensions. The answer to this
ljes in the relational properties oflight, known as interference. Going
back to the experimental setup, light carries an internal clock, and

when the light reflected from the object inrerferes with the light
directly hitting the two-dimensional photographic film then an

interference pattern is produced where the timing from the clock
acts as the third dimension. This means that when you look at a
hologram,you seethe standard two-dimensional image, butyou are

also seeing light reflected back to you at slightly different times and
this is what gives you the perception of a three-dimensional image.

Susskind suggested that we should not be surprised that informa-
tion (entropy) scales with surface area,but rather we should elevate
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this to a point of principle. By this he means that this principle should

be correct foranything in the Universe (anything that carries energy-
e.g. matter, lighQ. Furthermore, the key property behind this was

quantum mutual information which we now see as being between

anything on one side of the object and whatever is on the other side.

Nowwe have all the pieces to derive gravity from this logic.

Einstein's equation in general relativity describes the effect of
energy-mass on the geometrical structure of four-dimensional

space-time. His equation says, to paraphrase )ohn Wheeler, that

matter tells space-time how to curve, while space-time (when

curved) instructs matter how to move (e.g. the Earth moves around

the Sun because the Sun curves space-time significantly). Can the

energy-curyature relationship that encapsulates gravity be derived

from quantum information theory?

An ingenious argument was given in the mid-rggos by Ted

)acobson to support the answer 'yes' and we now have all the

ingredients to recreate it. So far we have aLready discussed how

the thermodynamical entropy is proportional to the geometry of
the system. It is well known in thermodynamics that the entropy

of a system multiplied by its temperature is the same as the energy of
that system. Therefore a larger mass, which represents larger energy

(based on the mass-energy equivalence), will imply alarger curva-

ture in space-time.

A simple energy conservation statement between entropy and

energy becomes Einstein's gravitational equation, relating mass to

curvature. In this case entropy encapsulates geometry. A more

massive object therefore, according to thermodynamics, produces

larger entropy. However, we saw that the entropy is also related to

the surface area surrounding the mass, according to the holographic

principle that we have just discussed. Therefore, the more massive

the object, the larger the indentation of the surrounding area.

It is veryhelpful to illustrate this with an example. Take space-time

without any mass or energy (i.e. an empty Universe). Now divide it
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into two by taking a sheet of light, shining it directly through the
middle (whatever that means in an empty universe). This light is

unaffectedby anything else since the universeis empty. Nowimagine
introducing a massive object on one side (massive here simply
meaning an object with a large mass). From thermodynamics, this
changes the entropy, which from holographic principles affects the
areathatthe light travels, which will have to be bent now to take into
account the change in geometry. This, in fact, was how general rela-
tivitywas first tested byArthur Eddington in r9r9. He confirmed that
the apparent change in the position of a star followed exactly the
prediction by Einstein in his work on general relativity. Here the light
from the star was being curved enroutr,to us via the gravitational pull
of the Sun - hence the star appears as if it had changed position.

Interestingly the same idea can be applied to the detection of
massive dark objects such as black holes. How can you see a black
hole whenby definition it is black and it does nor emit any light?
what the black hole does have, however, is a huge gravitational
force, and we can use this fact to'see'it. whilst we cannot observe
the black hole directlywe can observe the impact of its gravitational
force on matter and especially light around it. In particular the light
of any star directlybehind a black hole, instead of being dispersed in
the usual manner, is instead highly focused as it gets caught up in the
gravitational pull of the black hole. From Earth we observe the light
from a starbecoming significantlymore intense than normal, before
it settles back down to its normal level of light intensity. This change

of intensity can be explained by a black hole passing in front of the
star.ln technical terms the effect is known as gravitational lensing.

Information, as measured by entropy, is now seen to underpin
both quantum mechanics and gravity. In quantum mechanics,

the entropy of a system is finite but we can always generate more
entropy (which implies randomness). The fact that this quantum
entropy is proportional to the area can then be coupled to the First
Law of thermodynamics, which states that energy is conserved, to
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infer the equations of gravity.It is very interesting to note that quan-

tum physics and gravity are frequently viewed as incompatible.

However, this argument would suggest that, far from it, they are

actually intimately related (which is whyJacobson's paper caused a

lot of excitement).

We have alreadysaid that some aspects ofthis argument are spec-

ulative. However, what we can conclude from the whole discussion

is that gravity does not add anything novel to the nature of informa-

tion processing. All the theory required already exists through

application of quantum principles. Even if the details of the argu-

ment are not correct, still the properties of quantum informatiott

are the same with or without gravity.

So with this in mind let's return to the question of how much

information can maximally be squeezed into the total Universe as

we know it. We have already said that information is proportional to

area, and how exactly it is proportional has been estimated by the

Israeli physicist facob Bekenstein. His relationship, known as the

Bekenstein. bound, is simply stated as follows: the number of bits

that canbe packed into anysystem is at most rosbits ofinformation
times the system's mass in kilograms and its maximum length in

metres (the square of this length is the system's area) . As an aside we

note that Bekenstein's work on black hole entropy prompted the

British physicist Stephen Hawking to conclude that (after all)black
hole are not as black as they seem. They emit the so-called Hawking

radiation, whose ultimate origin is quantum.

It is amazing that to calculate something as profound as the infor-

mation carrying capacity of any object, out of its infinitely many

possible properties, we only need two: area and mass. As a practical

application, this easily allows us to calculate the information
carrying capacity of our heads. Say that atypicalhead is zo centime-

tres in diameter and weighs 5 kilograms. That means that a typical

human head can store 10 to the power of 44 bits of information.

Compare this to the best current computers which are still only of
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the order of ro to the power of 4bits of information. We therefore

need 1o,o to get the equivalent information carrying ability of a

human head!

For us, the task now is to apply the Bekenstein bound to calculate

the total number of bits in the Universe, which, if you recall, was our

original motivation. Astronomers have alreadygivenus a rough esti-

mate of the Universe's size and weight, say ti billion light-years in
diameter and a mass of about ro to the power of 4zkilograms (ironi-

cally, this coincides with the 'forty two' from Hitchhiker's Guide to the

Galoxyl.V,/hen you plug this information into the Bekenstein formula,

the capacity of the Universe ends up being on the order of lo'oo bits of
information. This is a stupendouslylarge number, but ultimatelyit is
not infinite. (In fact mathematicians will argue that it is still closer to

o than it is to infinity!) Also it's worth noting that Archimedes esti-

mated 10 to the power 63 grains of sand in the Universe. I[, as before,

we take a grain of sand as analogous to a bit of information, then this

is aprettygoodguess ofthe Universe's information carrying capacity

from someone who lived more than two millennia ago.

Since we have been equating the Universe to a quantum computer,

it would also be applicable to talk about the processing speed of our
Universe. This can be estimated immediately from Bekenstein's

bound. If you take the age of the Universe as ro to the power of y
seconds and the fact that the Universe has generated ro'oo bits (these

are our current estimates), then we can say that the total capacity

for information processing is about roeo per second. Comparing this

to a modern computer (your everydayPentium 4 -whose processing

capacity is not more than ro'o bits per second) we can see that we

would need ro8" such computers to simulate the Universe. This is ro

followed by 8o zeros. Therefore, if we had to rely only on our
computers to understand the Universe we would not get very farl
This is anamazing indication of the power of the human mind!

For comparison, at the other end of the spectrum, lie small objects

such as atoms and atomic nuclei. A hydrogen atom, according to
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Bekenstein, can encode about four million bits, while, a proton can

encode onlyabout 4o bits (simplybecause it is so much smallerthan

the atom itself). If we were skilful enough (and we are currently far

away from this)we could run a quantum computation with just one

hydrogen atom that would factorize a rooo-digit number, some-

thing we said was extremely difficult for any current computer.

How confident are we that this number of bits that we have calcu-

lated is the total number of bits of information in the Universe?

Popper has already told us that you can view science as a machine

that compresses bits in the Universe into laws, and these laws in turn

are then used to generate reality. So how do we know whettrer

tomorrow we will observe an experiment that will change the

compression and give us a new law? The answer is that we don't! For

a theory to have stood for zoo years and to then be refuted by a single

experiment is standard fare for scientific progress. In the same way

that quantum information has superseded classical information, it
is likely that in the future we may progress to a new order of infor-
mation processing, based on additional elements ofrealityunknown
or not fullyunderstood byus at this time.

So can we push this method of conjectures and refutations to the

extreme? Can we present a consistent view of reality without even

worrying about what the final theorywould be?

Key points

The entropy of anysystem is proportional to the surface area

of that system. This is known as the holographic principle

and it is a consequence of quantum mutual information.

Using the holographic principle, we can estimate the number

of bits in the Universe as well as the number of elementary

units of information processing that it can hold.
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Nothing from Something

-l-h. main view promoted by this book is that underlying many

I different aspects of reality is some form of information
processing. The theory of information started rather innocently, as

the result of a :very speciflc question that Shannon considered,

which was how to maximize the capacity of communication

between two users. Shannon showed that all we need is to asso-

ciate a probability to an event, and defined a metric that allowed

you to quantify the information content of that event. Interest-

ingly, because of its simplicity and intuitiveness, Shannon's views

have been successfully applied to many other problems, We can

view biological information through Shannon's theory as a
communication in time (where the objective of natural selection is

to propagate the gene pool into the future). But it is not only that

communications and biology are trying to optimize information.
In physics, systems arrange themselves so that entropy is maxi-
mized,and this entropy is quantified in the same way as Shannon's

information. We encounter the same form of information in other

phenomena. Financial speculation is also governed by the same

concept of entropy,andoptimizing your profit is the same problem

as optimizing your channel capacity.In social theory, society is
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governed by its interconnectedness or correlation and this correla-

tion itself is quantified by Shannon's entropy.

Underlying all these phenomena was the classical Boolean logic
where events had clear outcomes, either yes or no, on or off, and so

on. In our most accurate description of reality, given by quantum
theory, we know that bits of information are an approximation to a
much more precise concept of qubits. Qubits, unlike bits, can exist
in a multitude of states, anycombination ofyes and no, on and off.

shannon's information theory has been extended to account for
quantum theory and the resulting framework, quantum informa-
tion theory, has already shown a number of advantages. The greater

power of quantum information theory is manifested in more secure

cryptographic protocols, a completely new order of computing,
quantum teleportation, and a number of other applications that
were simply not possible according to Shannon's view. However, as

quantum information theory is ultimately an extension of shan-
non's information theory, under the right conditions the quantum
information theory reduces to Shannon's. we also saw some tanta-
lizing indications that biological systems may utilize quanrum

information to make some processes, such as photosynthesis, more

efficient than anything possible according ro our classical under-

standing of information.

-The main aim of this book is how to understand reality in terms

of information. In this respect it is appropriate ro view the whole

Universe as a quantum computer, given that this is our most accu-

rate description. Then we estimated the total power of the Universe,

a memory of ro to the power of roo bits and approximately ro to the

power of 9o bits processed per second. This estimate was possible

by dividing the Universe into smaller and smaller units and then

making use of the fact that the information content of each of these

units is then proportional to its surface area.

So where does the information actually come from? When two
people communicate one of them generates the information for the
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other. Any information in economic or social contexts comes

likewise from human interactions. The information in human inter-

action, i.e. biological systems, comes from the molecular properties

of DNA. The behaviour of molecules is ultim ately governed by the

laws of quantum physics. In this waywe can reduc e any information
that comprises reality down to quantum information. However, we

are then still left with the question of where the quantum informa-

tion comes from.

We now come back to the idea that the whole Universe is digital

and we need to decode it in order that we can compress all the infor-
mation into our laws; laws from which our reality then emerges.-

The fact that reality is somehow encoded into these laws is by no

means novel. The Ancient Greeks, as we saw with Archimedes,

understood the Universe that way, as did one of the first 'proper'

scientists, Galileo Galilei.

Here is a quote from Galileo clearly expressing the view that the

truths in the Universe are encoded into mathematics:'Philosophyis
written in this grand book - I mean the Universe - which stands

continually open to our gaze, but it cannot be understood unless

one first learns to comprehend the language in which it is written.
It is written in the language of mathematics, and its characters are

triangles, circles, and other geometric figures, without which it is
humanly impossible to understand a single word of it; without these,

one is wandering about in a dark labyrinth.'
But we want to go beyond Galileo's sentiment in two key respects.

First, we want to use information instead of geometric characters.

Second, we want to explain how the information in the Universe

arises. Once the information is decoded and compressed into appro-

priately defined laws, we can then understand our rcality according

to the information encoded in these laws. The laws themselves must

be an integral part of this evolving picture. Otherwise we are stuck in
an infinite regression. The Universe can therefore be seen as an infor-
mation processor, in otherwords agigantic quantum computer.
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This view that the Universe is a computer is also not novel. Konrad
zvse, a famous Polish mathematician who pioneered many crypto,
graphic techniques used during world war II, was the first to view
the universe as a computer. He was followed by a number of other
researchers, most notably by the Americans Ed Fredkin and Tom
Toffoli, who in the r97os wrote a number of papers on this very topic.
Fredkin is still seen as the leading champion of the digital model of
the universe and its internal workings. The problem, however, is
that all these models assume that the Universe is a classical computer.
By now, however, we know that the universe should be understood
as a quantum computer.

our reality evolves because every once in a while we find that we
need to edit part of the program that describes reality. we may find
that this piece of the program, based on a certain model, is refuted
(the underlying model is found to be inaccurate), and hence the
program needs to be updated. Refuting a model and changing a part
ofthe program is, as we saw, crucial to changing realityitselfbecause
refutations carrymuch more information than simplyconfirming a

model.

These refutations are manifested as'no-go'principles. physics is

littered with them. The Second Law of thermodynamics, which we
saw was one of the most general laws of physics, is phrased to
prohibit any transfer of heat from a cold to a hot body without any
other effect. so, the second Law would say that while we do not stip-
ulate what physical processes can do, we certainly do know what
they cannot do. whilst we know the 'known knowns' and 'known
unknowns'we do not know the'unknown unknowns'. And this is
very powerful, because it is extremely general. The same is true for
the theory of relativity, as relativity tells us that you cannot travel
faster than the speed of light.

When it comes to quantum mechanics, this 'no-go, way of
speaking stretches our imagination to its limits. when we said that
quantum mechanically anobject can exist in two different places at
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once, this state is very difficult to understand using our everyday

intuition.ln fact, ifwe use the ne gativeway,we are forced to acknowl-
edge that (in some sense) it is not true that'the object is in two places

at once'and it is also not true that the object is'not in two places at

once'. So the statements that'an object is in two places at once'as

well as its opposite'an object is not in two places at once'are both

untrue. How can that be? It seems logically impossible that a state-

ment and its negation are both incorrect. While to some this maybe

a contradiction, to Bohr this pointed to a deeper wisdom. He is

reported to have said: A shallow truth is a statement whose opposite

is false; a deep truth is a statement whose opposite is also a deep

truth'.

However, we do not really need to change the laws of ordinary

logic to resolve the quantum conundrum. There is no contradiction
here as the two statements refer to two different experimental proce-

dures. When we say that it is not true that the particle is in two places

at the same time, this reallyrefers to our detection procedure. When

we measure the position of the particle, the particle is always really

recorded in one, or the other place, but never in both. This confirms
that we indeed have a particle. However, when we do not measure at

a[, but instead interact with the object in a waythatdoes not record

its location, then the object behaves as if it was in both places at the

same time. So, two different handlings of the object will reveal two
different scenarios for its behaviour. And there is nothing really

contradictory about this fact.

However, the emerging reality does depend on what question we

ask. We can force objects to adopt different characteristics depending

on which particular characteristic we measure. All quantum infor-
mation is ultimately context dependent. Einstein really did not like

this view of reality, which somehow tells you that reality is created

through your observations and is therefore not independent of us.

Interestingly enough, there is a very close theological position to
the general Popperian philosophy of science and this position is
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known as the Yio Negotiva (or the negative way). It was apparently

held originally by the Cappadocian Fathers of the fourth century
who based their whole world-view on questions which cannot be

answered. For example, they proclaimed that, while they believed in
God, they did not believe that God exists. This may appear to be a

great contradiction, but it really is not.

As a matter of fact, the negative way was also well known in the

East. In Hinduism, the idea of approaching god in terms of Neti,

Sanskrit for'not this', is verywell established and documented from
several ancient traditions, including Advaita Vedanta (which also

specifies the Universe as single and inseparable, Brahman, whose

features can only be grasped in the negative way).

The Cappadocian Fathers believed that one should describe the

nature of God by focusing on what God is not rather than on what

God is. The basic premise of this'negative' (also called apophatic, for

Greek'what is not') theology is that God is so far beyond human

understanding and experience that the only hope we have ofgetting
close to the nature of God is to list all his negative features. And
therefore we cannot say that God exists, because existence is a

human notion and as such it maynot applyto God.

This list ofwhat God is not, compiled bythe Cappadocian Fathers,

is certainly rather reminiscent of the laws of physics and the general

spirit of science. Physicists cannot really tell you what the Universe

is or how exactly it behaves (or to be sure, we cannot tell what the

ultimate description will be). But we can certainly tell you what it is

not. We know that the Earth was not created 4ooo years ago. It was

much earlier, but we don't quite know exactly when. We don't exactly

know how the Earth was created, but we do know that it did not

arise by a giant turtle lifting its back above the surface of a cosmic

ocean (or that the Earth was not formed before the Sun).

We also believe that the laws of physics are not different on Earth

to anywhere else in the Universe, though we don't quite knowwhat
the ultimate laws of physics are (-ryb. quantum, maybe beyond
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quantum). Science, likewise, cannot really tell us fully about the

ultimate origin of everything. Science is constructed more in a way

that it tells us what the Universe is 'not like'rather than what it is like.
For example, science tells us that we should not think of the Earth as

in the centre of the Universe. Or we should not think of humans as

the central point or purpose of evolution. It does not tell us exactly

how we should think of humans, but we definitely should not think
of them as fundamentally any different to apes, for example.

The Cappadocian Fathers reach the ultimate knowledge of God

in the same way that we reach the ultimate understanding of reality.

They do it via saying what God is not, whereas we rely on the scien:

tific method of conjectures and refutations which tells us what
reality is not. Although the negative way of speaking is in religion
frequently (and I think mistakenly) viewed as irrational mysticism,

we see that, in fact, it has a very rational basis paralleled in the scien-

tific method.

Through this negative way of describing reality, separating that
which is not true from everything else, we compress reality into a

set of laws. These laws are then used as correct until proven other-
wise. The laws ofphysics are the compression ofrealitywhich, when

run on a universal quantum computer, produce reality. But the

compressed laws of physics still need this universal quantum
computer to produce reality. Since we are trying to explain the

origin of everything, where does that computer come from?

But it's even more dramatic than that. We have the laws of Nature,

which when run on a computer produce reality. So the laws of
Nature need a pre-existing computer to be effective. On the other
hand, the functioning of the computer itself needs to be described

by some kind of laws. So what came first, the quantum computer or
the physical laws? We seem to have a kind of 'chicken and egg'

problem.

However, can the laws and the computer be created at the same

time out of nothing? This possibility seems to be :very difficult to
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imagine, but there have been manyattempts at it throughout history.
one way of doing so, that at least to me does not seem to be very
elegant, or even scientifically valid, invokes what is known as the
anthropic principle.

The anthropic principle states that the laws of the universe are
the way they are, because if they were different, we would not be
here to talk about them. This argument mryht sound circular to you,
but it is not. Any circular argument is, by default, logically correct
(although trivially so, because they postulate what they later try to
prove; think about the statement'l like Jennifer Lopez, because she

is my favourite person.') but the anthropic principle may just happen
to be plain wrong. we simply do not know if some other laws would
also not lead to beings, like us, who can do science and discover laws
of Nature. A more modern improvement on the anthropic principle
has been promoted by sir Martin Rees, the British Astronomer Royal
and the current president of the Royal Society. In Rees' version, on
which he once jokingly bet his dog's life, all possible Universes exist
and we only exist in the subset of those that have the right condi-
tions. Let's hope for his dog's sake that he is correct.

Another possible answer, as we have seen, is that someone created
the laws and the computer to start with. Traditionally, God has been
assumed to be the original information creator. Alas, then we have

to explain the origin of God, which is equally difficult.
But just take computers, for instance. In our computers we can

design different worlds. Every computer game is, in fact, a simula-
tion of a world with possibly very different rules to our own. This is
what makes games very exciting and possiblyalso very difficult. As
games and computers become more and more sophisticated the
graphics get better and it becomes more difficult to tell a simulation
from the real thing (enter Keanu Reeves, TheMatrix).

Howeverwe still can't getaway from the reliance on God. God in
this case is the computer programmer who programmed the soft-
ware that gives us our Universe. The reason why this answer sits so
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uneasily with scientists is - as explained - that, although we have

an arguably prettier picture, it really only just displaces the ques-

tion of the origin of information. So, if you tell me that we are

someone's simulation, then who created that someone and told
them to simulate us?

All answers of this type quickly lead to what is called an infinite
regression, which we encountered earlier. For every creator, we seem

to need to invent another creator that created it. God created our
Universe, and another god created the first god and so on ad

infinitum. . . This is no real solution, and cannot form the basis for
answers to questions such as 'How come reality exists?'.

A similar problem of infinite regression led to von Neumman's

theory of replication. There he faced the problem rhat one being has

to contain acopy of the next generation which has to contain acopy
of the next generation, and so on. It is clear that this kind of logic
cannot be sustained in Nature because it requires you to store every

future copy in the current version (i.e. an infinite amount of infor-
mation in a limited amount of space). We simply have to look for
some other possible explanation.

Throughout the ages it is interesting to note how the image of a
god has changed in line with human knowledge. Prehistoric humans

saw a different god in every element of life, and each god had to
create that element and thereafter be responsible for it. With the

Ancient Greeks, the notion of god was still polytheistic but their
gods were smallerin numberand correlated to more abstract notions
such as love, war, peace, and happiness. There were also several reli-
gions that were pursuing a monotheistic view of god, for example

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. In the East we likewise encounter

various versions ofthe principle ofcosmic unity (though, in contrast,

popular religion was presented in polytheistic terms).

The monotheistic view has survived for over two millennia but
God's profession has changed somewhat. Tolohannes Kepler, in the

sixteenth century, God was a geometer, while for Newton, a century
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later, God was a physicist who, after creating the laws of physics

together with the Universe, sat back and watched reality evolve. In

Newton's world, the laws of physics are entirely deterministic and

everything happens in an ordered fashion. In the latest incarnation

ofthis story, we are talking about God as a computer scientist, sitting

down and programming the Universe.

Although none of these roles that God has played can answer the

question of the origin of information, there seems to be a distinct

trend to God's role - namely, God seems to be less and less involved.

Back in Ancient times, God had to create every little thing in the

Universe and was responsible for its subsequent functioning - so

you could say he had his work cut out for him. Then with Newton,

on the other hand, God only had to create the laws of physics - once

God had done this, he could just sit back and relax. It is therefore

natural to ask if it's possible to reach a point where creation is so

effortless that perhaps we don't even need a Creator.

There is a nice parallel in mathematics to what we are trying to
argue for here, which is simply a version of the 'creation out of
nothing'. A fascinating method of creating natural numbers out of
empty sets was detised byvon Neumann in the r92os. Here is what

he imagined. A set is a collection of things (just like the Universe).

An empty set is a collection that contains nothing at a[[ - you can

think of this as zero information. Von Neumann proposed that all

numbers could be bootstrapped out of the empty set by the opera-

tions of the mind.

Whilethis mayseems alittle odd initially, thereis abeautiful logic

to it. The mind observes the empty set. It is not difficult to imagine

this empty set also containing an empty set within itself. But hold

on, now we have an empty set containing an empty set, so does this

means that the original set has an element (albeit the element is an

empty set)? Yes, the mind has thus generated the number one by

producing the set containing the empty set. If we then consider that

the empty set contained within the empty set yet contains its own
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empty set, then the mind has thus generated the number two out of
emptiness. It is a set containing the set with nothing in it, and the set

with the set with nothing in it (I hope your head is not spinning by
now!). And so it continues adinfinitum.ln thisway, the mindcreates

all natural numbers, but literally out of nothing - starting from only
an emPtyset. Startingwith no information can, usingvon Neumann's

logic, surprisingly lead to a great deal of information. All natural
numbers (and there are infinitely many of them) can therefore be

created out of an entirelyempty set.In otherwords, we seem to have

created an infinite amount of information from zero information.
Note that in von Neumann's beautiful vision, every subsequent

creation depends on the previous one. There is a long chain of inter-

dependent (correlated) creations. Each time the mind makes a deci-

sion to view the empty set in a differentway,a new number appears.

Correlations are thus very fundamental to our description and

understanding of von Neumann's logic. However outside von
Neumann's logic they are also crucial in the real world and manifest

themselves through mutual information. It is, in fact, tempting to
say that things and events have no meaning in themselves, but that

only the shared (mutual) information between them is 'real'. All
properties of physical objects, including their :very existence, are

only encoded in the relationships between them and hence in the

information they share with other physical objects. This is not a

particularly new view; this philosophy is already well developed

and goes under the general name of 'relationalism'.

Eastern religion and philosophy have a strong core of relational
thinking. In Buddhism, in particular, there is the notion of 'empti-

ness' that is akin to von Neumann's empty set. What emptiness

means in Buddhism is that'things'do not exist in themselves, but are

only possible in relation to other 'things'. For example, think of a
chair. What is it really? There is a whole branch ofphilosophy, known
as ontology, devoted to the questions such as'What does it mean to
be?', or 'What exists and in what sense is it real?'. I apologize in
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advance to any ontologists out there and request their forgiveness as

I continue to use the minimal amount oftechnical precision to make
what I feel are the salient points needed for subsequent discussion.

Let us all imagine rhat a chair is just a collection of individual
parts, such as armrests, the seat, and so on. well, it could be, but all
of these are just labels. Armrests and seats do not really exist inde-
pendently of the context, e.g. you cannot have an armrest without
the concept of a 'chair' (let's assume only chairs have armrests) or
the concept of an'arm'.

In search for the essence of 'chairness', that which defines a chair
independently of anything else, can we not just say that a chair is a
collection of atoms in the shape of a chair? But ultimately an atom is
also a label for a system containing some positively and some nega-
tively charged particles as well as some neutral particles. And these
have all been labelled by us (an electron, a proton, and a neutron). If
you ask what an electron is, the answer would be a small negatively
charged particle, but all this is just a big label that tells us how this
particle behaves in various experiments (such as, it repels some
particles and attracts others). It is ultimately a'label'to describe the
various sorts of behaviour that electrons exhibit when we try to
interact with them and manipulate them. without this label we
would have to call an electron something like 'you know that particle
that does Xwhen we test Yand it does Pwhen we look at it in e, and
so on'. In this way we can see that labels are awfully convenient and
efficient. But Buddhism tells us that we should nor confuse rhe label
with the object. More importantly, just because we have a label for
something, it does not mean that this something is real.

Quantum physics is indeed very much in agreement with
Buddistic emptiness. The famous British astronomer Arthur
Eddington put it this way: 'The term "particle" survives in modern
physics but very little of its classical meaning remains. A particle
can now best be defined as the conceptuol canier of a set of voriates...lt
is also conceived as the occupant of a stote defined by the same set of
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variates...lt might seem desirable to distinguish the 'mathematical

fictions" from "actual particles"; but it is difficult to find any logical

basis for such a distinction. Discweing a particle means observing

certain effects which are accepted as proof of its existence.'

Eddington claims here that a particle is just a set of labels that we

use to describe outcomes of our measurements. And that's it. It all

boils down to a relation between our measurements and our labels!

The complexity that we see around us in this world (and this

complexity we believe to be growing with time, as far as life is

concerned at least) is just due to the growing interconnectedness.

In this way, can we now analyse how we encode reality? By doing '

so, we will never arrive at'the thing in itself by any kind of means.

Everything that exists, exists by convention and labelling and is

therefore dependent on other things. So, Buddhists would say that

their highest goal - realizing emptiness - simply means that we

realizehow inter-related things fundamentally are. Exactly the same

is true in other Eastern religions. Less well known in the West is

Advaita Vedanta - a Hindu philosophy that emphasizes the total

oneness of the Universe. In this view our perceptions of separate enti-

ties is just an illusion-Moya.Even the Universe as awhole onlyexists

by labelling and not by itself. Our reality is 'that which is the sum

total of all the observations and facts humanity has gathered so far'!

We have reached a point where any particle of matter (such as an

atom) and energy (such as a photon) in the Universe is defined with
respect to an intricate procedure that is used to detect it. If the

detector makes a click (like a Geiger counter) the particle is detected.

The click itself creates one extra bit of information comprising

reality. The crucial point is that the particle does not exist independ-

ently of the detector.

But what exactly constitutes a click for any detector such as a

Geiger counter? A click is the positive result of any experimental

procedure capable of detecting the presence of a particle. This is

done bygenerating a specific interaction between the experimental
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apparatus and the spatial region in which we are searching for the
particle. The interaction needs to be carefully engineered - some
interactions simply will not be able to serve this purpose, i.e. they
will not give us the relevant bit of information. Going back to the
photon example, a beam-splitter will not give us any information as

to the existence of the photon. Nothing in the beam-splitter retains
any record of the presence or absence of the photon that might have
gone through. In otherwords, beam-splitters cannot produce clicks.
If we want a click we have to use something instead of or in addition
to beam-splitters, such as photomultipliers. photomultipliers are
designed so that the presence of a photon knocks out one electron,
whose motion triggers an electrical current whose presence is
amplified to the macroscopic level. This results in a click that we can
hear, or any other effect that we can register with our senses.

we can push this a bit further, however. we can ask if the particle
is the cause for the detector to click. The answer is no. The reason is
that in quantum physics, as we have argued, particles exist and don,t
exist at the same time. Here I don't just mean that they exist in
different places,l mean that even in one place a particle can exist and
not exist simultaneously. This too is a direct consequence of
quantum indeterm inacy.What would this mean in the beam-splitter
example discussed earlier? It means that a photon simultaneously
enters and does not enter it and this implies that the only time it will
be detected at the output is when it does exist. whether the detector
clicks or not is a genuinely random event that cannot be predicted
by any means, in the same way thatwe cannot predict the photon,s
reflection at the beam-splitter. This implies that we should not say

that an existing particle causes the click just like we cannot say that
photon's reflection caused a click (since we know that it also passes

through). The click has no cause at all and therefore we have no
underlying particles.

And since there are no underlying particles in reality, there are
no things in the Universe that are made up of particles existing
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without the intricate procedures to detect them. Detection events

are genuinelyrandom and the emerging realityis seen in the corre-

lations, expressed as laws of physics, between the events, which are

bits of information. If the link between the information comPres-

sion and randomness is as Kolmogorov and Chaitin thought, then

this conclusion is likelyto hold no matterwhat underlying theoryof
Nature we discover in the future.

Realityis made up of quantum bits, each arising from a causeless

click. A click entirelywithout a cause has the novel proPerty that it
introduces a discontinuity in time. Once an event is recorded, it is

solidified forever in the Universe. It becomes an element of what we

call the past. However, before the event occurs, we have an uncer-

tainty as to when and if it will happen. All possibilities are then

present at the same time and the game is completely open. The

occurrence ofthe event then belongs to something we call the future.

Fundamental randomness at the core of reality therefore allows us

to have a distinction between the solidified, unchanging, past and a

fluid, dynamic, future.

The distinction between the past and future separated by a

discontinuitydueto ameasurement is always relative to the observer

who recorded the measurement click. Someone who is able to

control the observer and his interactions with the environment,

would, according to our current understanding of quantum

mechanics, be able to reverse the detection and thereby erase the

observer's past. There is no contradiction here, it is purely an inter-

play between local information (that of the observer) and global

information (that of the person who reverses the observation by

manipulating the observer and environment).

An amazing issue to note is this. The above meditation in realizing

emptiness is a :very similar exercise to von Neumann's number crea-

tion out of empty sets; it just goes in the exact opposite direction. Von

Neumannwent from an emptyset into an infinite set ofreal numbers

and here we started with macroscopic objects and deconstructed
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them to find rhat actually there is nothing behind them, they are

based on randomness, on no priorinformation.
This is the darkness of reality! Anything rhar exists in this

Universe, anything to which you can attribute any kind of reality,
only exists by virtue of the mutual information it shares with other
objects in the Universe. underneath this, nothing else exists, nothing
else has any underlying reality and hence there is no infinite regres-
sion. It just has to be this way, as otherwise we are asking a finite
Universe to contain an infinite amount of information - and this is
clearly not possible!

Following this logic, it's more accurate to think of the evolution
of the universe as starting with all potential realities from which
one reality simply emerges. From this initial state, which contains
all possible subsequent futures, the first event occurs without any
cause (i.e. a random event) and this gives us our first bit of informa-
tion. so from all possible futures, now we have a smaller number of
futures simplybecause the first event has occurred in a specific way
and all subsequent events will have this event as their past. In this
way mutual information is established between bits.

Here we can draw an analogy with sculpting. A sculptor starts
with a block of stone out of which he intends to make a sculpture. In
some sense, we can say that the initial untouched block contains all
the possible sculptures to be made. This is a bit like our initial
0niverse where all possible realities exist at the same time, but are
not actualized.The sculptor then makes the first move, and chisels a
piece away from the block. This first cur by the artist breaks the
symmetry and reduces the information contained in the initial
block. we now no longer have all possible sculptures available to us
as some of them, which required the piece that was chiselled away,
can now no longer be realized.

For example, think of Michelangelo standing in front of a six
metre block of stone, just about to begin work on his sculpture of
David. David now stands proudly at five metres tall in the Galleria
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dellhccademia in Florence, the masterpiece of a Renaissance genius.

Imagine ifthe first move ofthis genius was a slip,where he cuts hori-

zontally,so that he nowhas two smallerblocks each of height three

metres. So hecan still makea statuebutwouldno longerbethe same

David. Imagine now that he makes another mistake, this would

clearlyimpactwhat could orcouldn'tbe created from the remaining

block of stone. His possibilities are therefore reduced.

And so it continues, with every next move that the sculptor makes

the number of possible futures decrease. Once the sculpture is

finished, one possibility is crystallized. Even then, there are more

things that could be done to change the sculpture, so we never really'

arrive at something final. Whenever we think we have something

final, the sculptor can always make another cut. Of course, what

happens when there are no cuts left to be made? Is this a realistic

scenario? From what we have argued, this will never happen in the

Universe, as a change of perspective generates new ideas and new

information as to what the shape ofreality could be. Through succes-

sively smaller and smaller alterations the sculptor will always be able

to make another cut to whatever is left.

This very way of thinking about the Universe completely and

faithfully embodies the spirit of hou, science operates. We gather

information about the Universe by observing different things and

these observations then go on to shape our reality. In this way reality

emerges around us in a definite and concrete manner. However,

since the information we gain from the Universe is defined through

an observer, the question is how do we define this observer - do we

have a universal observer whose observations we can trust beyond

any doubt? Well, apart from bringing in the concept of a supernat-

ural being (which is always a bit of a cop-out), every other observer

seems as good as any other to define his or her reality.

In Chapter z we found ourselves defining reality through Calvino's

card game. In this card game each player represents an observer,

and in turn each observer represents a different asPect of reality
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(economics, physics, biology, social science, computer science, and
philosophy). Each observer communicates what he has experienced
through a sequence of playing cards. physics would be telling us
about physical laws, such as, if we drop an apple it will fall to the
ground, or if we heat water beyond a certain temperature it will
become steam. In the same way economics, biology, and all the
other observers will also have their own story to tell.

Each observer at the table, as well as telling their own story, will
listen to every other player's story. In this way reality emerges
through the sharing of information between the players. For
example, to date, the cards that have been revealed by physics indi-
cate thar the fastest speed of travel is rhe speed of light. This is not to
say that in the future physics may not show us another card which
then tells us that under certain conditions we could travel faster than
the speed of light. Whilst the players are consisrent in their srories,
our interpretation of what we are observing evolves to a better and
better approximation the longer we are given to observe. Just as in
an everyday conversation, only hearing half the story inevitably
only gives you a fraction of the information - and you may even get
the wrong message entirely. unfortun ately,to wait for this game to
be finished before making sense of its information content would
require us to wait for the age of the universe - so instead we are
continually guessing at defining reality as best we can.

Each of the players communicates their story through the cards.
These cards are assumed to be predefined (like a language) and
enable the players to communicate their story. From our previous
discussions can we say anything about where these cards come
from? Actuallywe can. we have seen previouslyin this chapterthat
although information does come in discrete units (such as cards or
bits of information), actually these discrete units are based on a
fundamental level of randomness. So if the cards themselves have
some element of randomness (i.e. sometimes a card could represent
'force'and sometimes it could represent'peace') then how is it that
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anyone is able to tell a consistent story with these cards? Surely it
would be impossible to tell a story with cards which are not well
defined - it just doesn't seem logical! It is counterintuitive that
although we seem to perceive a well-defined reality around us,

quantum physics suggests that there is no underlying single rcality
in the Universe independent of us - and that our reality is actually
only defined if and when we observe it.

For example, when a particle of light, a photon, encounters a piece

of glass like your bedroom window, two outcomes can occur. One

outcome is that the photon can be reflected, and the other one is that

it can pass through the window. Quantum physics tells us that ifwe
observe the photon we will never be able to predict the outcome in
advance, this process is completelyrandom. Butwhat happens ifwe
do not observe the photon? Then quantum physics suggests that the

photon takes both alternatives: it both goes through the glass and is

also reflected - it exists in two places simultaneously, i.e. there are

two distinct realities !

But we only seem to see one reality around us, you never see the

same person existing in two different places at the same time. So

how does the act of observation allow one reality to emerge out of
two or more realities? Quantum physics seems to implythat reality
somehow emerges through interactions between observers and the

observed. This is reminiscent of a magician's trick, where the main
point is to make a card appear from a pack of cards within which it
didn't exist. To make this point clearer, let me convey the same

message through a simple game.

Suppose you have four players, each of whom is given four cards

at the beginning of the game. The goal of the game is for a player to
obtain four ofthe same cards (four aces, four tens, etc.) by exchanging

cards with other players. The first person to do this is the winner.
There are, however, a couple of rules. The first rule is that you can

only ask for a card if you already have at least one of those cards. So

you can only ask someone for an ace, if you are holding at least one
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ace. Now if the person says no, that means they do not have an ace

and the game passes to the next player. If they do have the card, they
must give it to you and then you have the option of asking the same

player again or another player. When you ask for an ace, all other
players immediately know that you have at least one ace. The

next player in turn then knows what to get from you. of course this
is a very simple game and really doesn't need more than a couple of
rounds to find awinner.

The amazing thing is that we don't really need cards to play the

game. This is where it gets interesting. The whole game can be played

just inside the players' heads where each player imagines four
completely arbitrary cards, which is non-standard, in that there is

no limit on what image can be on any card or how many of these

images exist. For example, one person could imagine three elephant

cards and a crocodile card, whilst someone else could imagine two
aces and two apple cards. As long as we add the requirement that
you can't start with four of the same cards then we know that you
must be forced to ask atleast one question. Surprisingly whilst there

seems to be an infinite number of combinations, this is actually not
a problem and we can always find a winner. The saving grace is that
the players cannot change any choices that would affect the consist-

ency of the game so fat although they can change their cards

throughout the game. For example, if you've asked someone else for
a card, then you must at least possess a card of that type. And if
someone has asked for a particular card then they must give up that
card if it has been asked for by someone else. This requirement of
consistency andthe ability to change your cards to win the game is

what quickly narrows down the multitude of different possibilities

as the game proceeds. Both answering and asking a question affects

both the cards that you hold and the cards the other players hold. In
this way this imagined version without physical cards or limits
reduces to the fixed game and we ultimately end up with a definite

winner.
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This constant questioning is analogous to experimentation in
physics, where we start by observing an infinite number of possi-
bilities; however through interacion with the system andby modi-
fying our experiments in line with the information available, this
reduces to a smaller set ofpossible outcomes and then to an eventual
winner, a single reality. Experiments too have to be consistent with
the rules of the game, the laws of physics. Realityis therefore created

by experiments in the same way that cards become created in this
imaginary cardgame. Through this analogy, I hope the readergets a

feel for thebizarreness of quantum mechanics.

I said that information in the universe is indeed very much like
Calvino had imagined. It is discrete (and we saw why this is advanra-

geous when we talked about DNA and life), it is context dependent
and it is finite. The crucial aspect missing in Calvino's card game is

that in reality, there are no cards. Nature does not give us cards to
start with; this is a special no-go theorem of quantum physics

excluding the so-called hidden variables. we have to create the cards

ourselves through observations.

The proper analogy between cards and information in the
universe is a combination of Calvino's card game with the one we
described earlier. Imagine that each playerhas a different set ofcards,
and each card has no predefined meaning. This means that just like
the sculptor, who when he starts with the block of stone can carve

anyshape, we have the initial conditions to defineanyrealitythatwe
care to, because at the beginning of the game all possible realities
can potentially exist.

As you question other people to gather your cards, your life
story unfolds in an unpredictable way, away that depends on what
cards other people tell you they possess. This process is not fixed
by anything other than the consistency of the stories they have

alreadytold. For example, if physics told us thar it dropped an apple

which fell to the ground, then it cannot later change its story that
the apple did not fall to the ground - the event has been defined and
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communicated and now it exists on record and cannot be changed.

If we later discover that under some circumstances the apple does

not fall to theground, this does not contradict the player's story itiust
adds a new insight - in that under certain conditions it may not fall.

The main feature of the 'card game without cards' is precisely the

fact that cards emerge out of nowhere. We startwith no information
at all (or with infinite information, as is more appropriate, since all
possibilities are open). Anything is possible as far as card arrange-

ments and signs are concerned. Then we start questioning and out
emerges a definite order. Questions, because they are subject to a
(very small) set of rules, reveal a certain type of reality that was not
there before (orwithout) the questions. In a typical card game all the

cards are fixed when dealt, but this is clearly not so in our game.

Touching upon that sensitive issue of having cards without any

cards existing in the first place, the British chemist Peter Atkins
offers an explanation: 'In the beginning there was nothing. Absolute

void, not merely empty space. There was no space; nor was there

time, for this was before time. The Universe was without form and

void. By chance there was a fluctuation and a set of points, emerging

from nothing and taking their existence from the pattern they
formed, defined a time.'Then the space (and therefore cards) gets

created in a similarway and the rest is history. This version of events

looks appealing, but the trouble is that the initial fluctuation that

leads to everything is difficult to quantify without any prior theory,

i.e. without the rules of the card game. In order to define the size and

probability of afluctuation, we usually need more information, like,

for example, knowledge of quantum theory, one of the key rules of
the game.

)ust as we need the laws of physics to describe events, events

themselves need the laws of physics to happen. So, which of the two
came first? If we imagine that the laws of physics came first and they
then dictate how events unfold, are we really being consistent? Laws

of physics become laws because there are events which consistently
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produce outcomes in accordance with those laws. Events are there-
fore the material onto which the laws are written. In order for the
laws of physics to come first, this would mean that there were no
prior events in accordance with this law and therefore the question
remains whether this is a law at all, though as we have seen, mutual
information can arise out of no overall information and events

themselves can happen without anypriorrule.
Leibniz's logic was that the simplest possible state of the Universe

is the one that contains nothing, so the fact that we see something is

for him the best proof for the existence of God. However, in our
picture, having nothing at the beginning corresponds to no infor-
mation. In Shannon's theory this would mean zero entropy of the
whole Universe. Any subsequent information gain is not necessarily
proof for the existence of God because, as we have seen, mutual
information can be ultimately generated locally even though the
information overall remains zero.

we can construct ourwhole realityin this wayby looking at it in
terms of two distinct but inter-related arrows of knowledge. we
have the spontaneous creation ofmutual information in the Universe
as events unfold, without any prior cause. This kicks off the inter-
playbetween the two arrows. on the one hand, through our obser-

vations and a series of conjectures and refutations, we compress the

information in the Universe into a set of natural laws. These laws are

the shortest programs to represent all our observations. on the
other hand, we run these programs to generate our picture of reality.
It is this picture that then tells us what is, and isn't, possible to accom-
plish, in otherwords, what our limitations are.

The universe starts emptybut potentiallywith a huge amount of
information. The key event that gives the Universe some direction is
the first act of 'symmetrybreaking', the first cut of the sculptor. This
act, which we consider as completely random, i.e. without any prior
cause, just decides on why one tiny aspect in the Universe is one way

rather than another. This first event sets in motion a chain reaction
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in which, once one rule has been decided, the rest of the Universe

needs to proceed in a consistent manner. Just like in Calvino's card

game, the next piece of the story must be consistent with the

previous.

This is where the first arrow of knowledge begins. We compress

the spontaneous, yet consistent information in the Universe, into a

set of natural laws that continuously evolve as we test and discard

the erroneous ones. )ust as man evolved through a compression of
biological information (a series of optimizations for the changing

environment), our understanding of the Universe (our reality) has

also evolved as we better synthesize and compress the information
that we are presented with into more and more accurate laws of
Nature. This is how the laws of Nature emerge, and these are the

physical, biological, and social principles that our knowledge is

based on.

The second arrow of knowledge is the flip-side to the first arrow.

Once we have the laws of Nature, we explore their meaning in order

to define our reality, in terms ofwhat is and isn't possible within it. It
is a necessary truth that whatever our reality,it is based exclusively

on our understanding of these laws. For example, if we have no

knowledge of natural selection, all of the species look independently

created and without any obvious connection. Of course this is all

dynamic in that when we find an event that doesn't fit our descrip-

tion of reality, then we go back and change the laws, so that the

subsequentlygenerated reality also explains this event.

The basis for these two arrows is the darkness of reality, a void

from which they were created and within which they operate.

Following the first arrow, we ultimately arrive at nothing (ultimately

there is no reality, no lawwithout law). The second arrow then lifts
us from this nothingness and generates a picture of reality as an

interconnected whole.

So our two arrows seem to point in opposite directions to one

another. The first compresses the information available into succinct
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knowledge and the second decompresses the resulting laws into a

colourful picture ofreality. In this sense ourwhole realityis encoded

into the set of natural laws. We already said that there was an overall

direction for information flow in the Universe, i.e. that entropy
(disorder) in the Universe can only increase. This gives us a well-

defined directionality to the Universe, commonly known as the
'arrow of time'. So how do our two arrows of knowledge stand in

relation to the arrow of time?

The first arrow of knowledge clearly acts like a Maxwell's demon.

It constantly combats the arrow of time and tirelessly compresses

disorder into something more meaningful. It connects seemingly

random and causeless events into a string of mutually inter-related

facts. The second arrow of knowledge, however, acts in the oppo-

site direction of increasing the disorder. By changing our view of
reality it instructs us that there are more actions we can take within
the new reality than we could with the previous, more limited
view.

Within us, within all objects in the Universe, lie these two
opposing tendencies. So, is this a constant struggle between new

information and hence disorder being created in the Universe, and

our efforts to order this into a small set of rules? If so, is this a losing

battle? How can we ever compete with the Universe?

Key points

Scientific knowledge proceeds via a dialogue with Nature. We

ask'yes-no' questions through our observations of various

phenomena.

Information in this way is created sut of no information. By

taking a stab in the dark we set a rnarter which we can then

use to refine our understanding by asking such 'yes-no'

questions.

213
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EPITOGUE

fhis book has argued that everything in our reality is made up of
I information. From the evolution oflife to the dynamics ofsocial

ordering to the functioning of quantum computers, they can all be

understood in terms of bits of information. We saw that in orderto
capture all the latest elements of reality we needed to extend Shan-

non's original notion of information, and upgrade his notion from
bits to quantum bits, or qubits. Qubits incorporate the fact that in
quantum theory outcomes to our measurements are intrinsically
random.

But where do these qubits come from? Quantum theory allovrs

us to answer this question; but the answer is not quite what we

expected. It suggests that these qubits come from nowhere! There is

no prior information required in order for information to exist.

Information canbe created from emptiness.In presenting asolution

to the sticky question of 'lawwithout law'we find that information

breaks the infinite chain of regression in which we always seem to

need a more fundamental law to explain the current one. This

feature of information, ultimately coming from our understanding

of quantum theory, is what distinguishes information from any

other concept that could potentially unify our view of reality, such

as matter or energy. Information is, in fact, unique in this respect.

Viewing reality as information leads us to recognize two
competing trends in its evolution. These trends, or let's call them

arrows, work hand in hand, but point in opposite directions. The

first arrow orders the world against the Second Law of thermody-

namics and compresses all the spontaneouslygenerated information
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in the Universe into a set of well-defined principles. The second

arrow then generates our view of reality from these principles.

It is clear that the more efficient we are in compressing all the

spontaneouslygenerated information, the fasterwe can expand our
reality of what is and isn't possible. But without the second arrow,

without an elementaryview of our reality, we cannot even begin to
describe the universe. we cannot access parts of the Universe that
have no corresponding basis in our reality. After all, whatever is

outside our reality is unknown to us. We don't yet know what we
don't know!

But let's ty to look beyond this, into the unknown. What if the

second arrow, which generates our view of reality, somehow affects

the first arrow - our compression of the information that the
Universe gives us? It is not so surprising that this relationship has

been the keyin the evolution of our reality thus far. Byexploring our
realitywe better understand how to look for and compress the infor-
mation that the universe produces. This in turn then affects our
reality. Everything that we have understood, every piece of knowl-
edge, has been acquired by feeding these two arrows into one

another. Whether it,is biological propagation of life, astrophysics,

economics, or quantum mechanics, these are all a consequence of
our constant re-evaluation of reality. So it's clear that not only does

the second arrow depend on the first, it is natural that the first arrow
also depends on the second.

But if indeed they are mutually dependent, where exactly does

this leave us? Not anywhere clear cut I'm afraid. Neither arrow can

exist on its own and is somehow predetermined by its complement.

Once the initial symmetry is broken and we get information out of
no information, the first and the second arrow play out their roles

within a self-perpetuating cycle. We compress information to
generate our laws of Nature, and then use these laws of Nature to
generate more information, which then gets compressed back into
upgraded laws of Nature.
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The dynamics of the two arrows is driven by our desire to under-

stand the Universe. As we drill deeper and deeper into our realitywe

expect to find a better understanding of the Universe. We believe

that the Universe to some degree behaves independently of us and

the Second Law tells us that the amount of information in the

Universe is increasing. But what if with the second arrow, which

generates ourview of reality, we can affectparts of the Universe and

create new information? In other words, through our existence

could we affect the Universe within which we exist? This would

make the information generated by us apartofthe new information

the Second Lawtalks about.

A scenario like this presents no conceptual problem within our

picture. This new information can also be captured by the first

arrow, as it fights, through conjectures and refutations, to incorPo-

rate any new information into the basic laws of Nature. However,

could it be that there is no other information in the Universe than

that generated by us as we create our own reality?

This leads us to a startling possibility.lf indeed the randomness in

the Universe, as demonstrated by quantum mechanics, is a conse-

quence of our generation of reality then it is as if we create our own

destiny. It is as ifwe exist within a simulation, where there is a program

that is generating us and everything that we see around us. Think

back to the movie TheMatnx, where Keanu Reeves lives in a simula-

tion until he is offered a way o rt, awayback into re ality.If the random-

ness in the Universe is due to our ourn creation ofreality, then there is

no way out for us. This is because, in the end, we are creators of our

own simulation. In such a scenario, Reeves would wake up in his

reality only to find himself sitting at the desk programming his own

simulation. This closed loop was echoed by )ohn Wheeler who said:

'physics gives rise to observer-participancy; observer-participancy

gives rise to information; information gives rise to physics.'

But whether reality is self-simulating (and hence there is no

Universe required outside of it) is, by definition, something that we
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will never know. What we can say, following the logic presented in
this book, is that outside of our reality there is no additional descrip-
tion of the Universe that we can understand, there is just emptiness.

This means that there is no scope for the ultimate law or supernat-
ural being - given that both of these would exist outside of our
reality and in the darkness. within our reality everything exisrs

through an interconnected web of relationships and the building
blocks of this web are bits of information. we process, synthesize,

and observe this information in orderto constructthe realityaround
us. As information spontaneously emerges from the emptiness we
take this into account to update our view of reality. The laws of
Nature are information about information and outside of it there is
just darkness. This is the gateway to understanding reality.

And I finish with a quote from theTooTe Ching,which some 25oo

years earlier, seems to have beaten me to the punch-line:

The Tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao.

The name that can be named is not the eternal name.
The nameless is the beginning of heaven and earth.
The named is the rnother of the ten thousand things.
Ever desireless, one can see the mystery.
Ever desiring, one sees the manifestations.
These two spring from the same source but differ in name; this
appears as darkness.

- Darkness within darkness.

Thegate to all mystery.
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E.). Larson and L. Witham, Scientists are still keeping the faith, Noture,?86,

$5 OggT). This article presents some statistics on religion among scientists.
Though one has to be careful with such statistics, as depending on the ex.act

wording the responses can be quite different. For example, the questions
'Do you believe in God?', or'Do you believe in a supernatural being?' or
simply Are you religious?'could (and do) all lead to different statistics of
answers.

I. Calvino, Castle of Crossed Destinies (Vintage Cla5sics, rggil.A creative
parable on life by one of the foremost Italian writers. Calvino's card game is
used as the main metaphor in my book, in terms of how we gain knowledge
and better understand our reality. Various writers have provided different
metaphors for life, in terms of games that we play; however Calvino's card
game for me is richer and more insightful.

W. Poundstone, Recursive llniverse (William Morrow, rg8+). One of the first
popular books to argue for the digital view of the Universe in a very eloquent
and generalway.As far as I am aware, the first person to think of the Universe
as a gigantic information processor was a Polish computer scientist, Konrad

Zuse, whose mathematics was instrumental for the Allied code-breaking
activities in World War II. Unfortunatelythough, he neverwrote anyaccessible
account of it. Other notable protagonists include Tommaso Toffoli and Edward
Fredkin.

Chapter 3

S. Wrathmell,Leeds(PevsnerArchitectural Guides, Yale University Press zoo8).
An excellent guide to the architectural and cultural heritage of Leeds, UK, my
home town between 2oo4 andzoog.

J.R. Pierce,Information, Signals, Noise (Dover,ry73l. Pierce has written the

best accessible account of information theory I am aware of. This requires

some basic knowledge of mathematics, but only very basic! I strongly
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encourage you to read it ifyou are interested in delving deeper into elements of
the information theory presented in this book.

C.E. Shannon and W. Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of Communication
(university of Illinois Press, 1948).The Bible of information theory. The book
contains both Shannon's original paper as well as a comm entarybyweaver.

E.C. Cherry, A historyof the theoryof information,Proceedingsof thelnstitute
ofElectricolEngineenng,gS,lSt (rqir).Myaccount was reallyjustgeared towards
explaining the established theory of information, beginning with Shannon.
This work however explains in great detail the history of the basic ideas that led
to this established theory. A shorter review, with somewhat different emphasis,
is by).R. Pierce, The early days of information theory, lEEETronsoctions on lnfor-
motionTheory, 19, 3 $g7).

Chapter 4

J. von Neumann, Theory of self-Reproducing Automoto, edited and compiled by
Arthur w. Burks (University of Illinois press, rg@).After writing pioneering
treatises in economics, quantum physics, and mathematics, von Neumann
then turned his attention to biologically inspired questions. This book contains
the original exposition ofvon Neumann's ideas about replication. Like most of
von Neumann's work, a good read for the more mathematically astute
readers.

E. schrridinger,.what is Life? (Cambridge University press, 1946).A beauti-
fully written popularization of physics, with emphasis on implications for
biology. It is still highly recommended, even though many ideas there have
since been surpassed.

/. Monod, chance ond Necessiryr (vintage, ry7r). This book views life as
consisting of reproductions of Maxwell's demons. passionately argued, and
bequtifullyexplained, bya Nobel Laureate in biology.

Chapter 5

B. Russell, Free Man's worship (Routledge , ry76).ln the agnostic tradition of
Thomas Henry Huxley, Russell explains what a free person should and should
not accept in the light of scientific knowledge. This contains the quote of
Russell on the faith scientists and philosophers have in the Second Law of ther-
modynamics.

P. Atkins, Creation (oxford University press, tg7gl. This book beautifully
argues how the tendency to chaos captured by the Second Law is in fact the
main driving force behind evolution. Far from contradicting it, disorder
Senerates life - which could be viewed as an oasis in the sea of chaos. The book
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is also notable for trying to provide a physical creation of the Universe out of
nothing. But, as I argue in my book, this picture lacks the crucial concept of
information that permeates all phenomena. This is the book Richard Dawkins
said was the best popular science book ever written!

T. Norretranders, The Userlllusion: CuttingConsciousnessDownto Size (Penguin

Press Science, 1998). This book contains a detailed description of Maxwell's

demon paradox and its consequences for computation. It is otherwise one of
the best attempts so far to understand consciousness in terms of information
theory. According to Norretranders ourbrain makes representations of reality
as images in our head. One aspect of this reality is ourselves and the evolving

image of ourselves is, briefly speaking, our mind. The'user illusion'in the title
refers to the fact that the computer also creates an illusion of itself in order for
us to find it user-friendly. So we think of computers as desktops with files,

folders, programs, routines, etc. However, all a computer does is simply

crunching of zeros and ones. Nowhere inside any computers do folders exist or
programs or files - this is just an interface for us. Our consciousness likewise

offers us an interface of ourselves. This is all there is to mind, is what the book

Ghapter 6

R.J. Kelly, A newinterpretation of information rate, BellsystemsTechnicalJownol,

75, 916 (rgs6). This is the first application of Shannon's theory and it is to
gambling. One of its striking features is that no'error correction'is necessary

in order to reach the maximum capacity (in this case the maximum financial
gain).

E.O. Thorp,The Mathematics of Gambling. Notes based on Thorp's PrePara-
tion and experience in the Las Vegas casinos. Written in a very simple language

and accessible online to a wide audience.
K. Sigmun d, G ames of Ltfe ( Oxford University Press, rg %l . If you were fasci-

nated by the analogy of betting in a casino, with organisms betting against the

environment to survive, then this is an excellent popular book outlining the

role of game theory in biology in a much more general context.

Ghapter 7

T. Harford ,The Logic of Ltfe (Little Brown, zoo8). Contains a section discussing

Schelling's basic ideas. The whole book is beautifully written and examines

various general issues from the perspective of an economist.

M. Buchanan, Nexus: SmallWorlds andthe Groundbreaking Science o/Networks

(W.W. Norton, zooz). This is a good up-to-date popular account of modern
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mathematical methods in sociology. Buchanan is a journalist and this is avery
accessible introduction. If you want something a little more detailed, then I
would recommend A.-L. Barab6si, Linked:The Nn science ofNefwork (plume,
zoq). Barabisi is a scientific researcher who has contributed a great deal to
studying physical properties of general networks.

I.E. stiglitz , Globalization ond lts Discontents (w.w. Norton, zool). Here is a
book describing the socio-economic implications of globalization. Stiglitz,
an economics Nobel Laureate, is careful to point out the pros and cons as well
as to offer advice on how to direct the globalizing trend towards the greater
good of everyone, rather than increase the gap between the haves and have-
nots. He does not talk about any connections with information theory
though.

T.L. Friedman,TheworldisFlat(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, zoo5). A personal
account of a journalist of what it means to have avery inter-connected world.
'Flatness' in the title refers exactly to the fact that everyone is connected to
everyone else and all changes propagate at a very high speed. A personal
account of interconnectedness in the world, again without anyuse of informa-
tion theory.

Ghapter 8

w. Heisenberg, Physics ond Philosophy (George Allen and Unwin, 1959). An
excellent account ofthe basic tenets ofquantum mechanics and howit changed
the whole classical philosophy. written by one of its pioneers, it is a tour de

force. ;

B. clegg, The GodEffect (St. Martin's press, zoo6). This book contains avery
accessible introduction to the recent work on entanglement, both theoretical
and experimental. Highly recommended to all those interested in an up-to-
d4e understanding of quantum mechanics.

S. Singh, The code Booh (Fourth Estate, zooo). A popular book explaining
cryptography within the historical setting. Many intriguing examples are
presented. The author also reviews the basics of quantum cryptography.

Ghapter g

D. Deutsch,TheFobricof Reality (Allen Lane, The penguin press, rggil.Avery
creative account of our current understanding of reality through four pillars of
knowledge: quantum physics, biology of the selfish gene, popper,s conjectures
and refutations, and Turing's theory of universal computation.

H. Everett, Relative State lnterpretation of Quontum Mechanics (princeton
University Press, rgn). The first application of Shannon's information theory
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to quantum mechanics. For Everett, measurement results are in fact stored in
the correlations between the observers and the observed. The correlations are

measured using Shannon's formula. The overall state of the Universe is

presented as a huge combination of correlated states between different subsys-

tems. What matters is the state of one relative to another, hence the title of
Everett's thesis. This relational view of the Universe forms the basis for the

view I offer in the last chapter of the book.
G.R. Fleming and G.D. Scholes, Physical chemistry: Quantum mechanics

for plants, Nature, 471, zs6 (zoo4). A friendly, semi-popular one-page piece on

the potential importance of quantum effects in biology. This is now a growing
area ofresearch.

Chapter 10

P. Watson, Ideas (Phoenix, zoo5). A recent book arguing that there are three key

ideas in the development of Western civilization. The scientific method, or
method of conjectures and refutations, is one of them.

M. Schroeder,Froctals,Chaos,PowerLaws:MinutesfromanlnfniuPoradise (W.H.

Freeman, ryg2l.Schroeder is brilliant at conveying simple ideas behind

randomness in an exciting way so that even the expert remains entertained.

Highly recommended.

K. Popper, Conjectures ondRefutations (Routledge, zooz). Popper is the most-
liked philosopher by scientists because he clarified and defended the method

by which scientists gain knowledge.

G. Chaitin, Collectionof Essays(World Scientific, zooT).Essays mainlyon the

topic of viewing randomness in an information theoretic way. Closely related

to the work of R. Solomonof(, A formal theory of inductive inference, Informa-

tion and Control, 7, r (1964) .

V. Vedral, 5oth Anniversary Issue of the New Scientist (r8 Nov. zoo6). My

invited essay on determinism versus randomness from the physics PersPec-
tive. Some parts of this chapter are based on this essay.

Chapter 11

Archimedes,The Sand Reckoner (a translation can be found on the web). An
essay with a very visionary calculation undertaken by the Ancient Greek

mathematician (Archimedes usually features with Gauss and Newton in the

top three mathematical geniuses of all time). He offers to the then king of
Syracuse the reasoning behind his estimate of the size of the Universe. He

puts it in terms of the number of grains of sand (probablywhat was thought to
be the smallest object at that time) that can fit within the Universe. It is
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intriguing to read how he enumerates large numbers. Remember that the
Greeks didn't have the concept of zero. So he could not write looo,ooo to
represent a million!

L. smolin, Thru Roods to Qrnntum Graity (Basic Books, zooz). A good
popular account of the Bekenstein bound and the relationship between entropy
and area.

l. Barbour, TheEnd ofTirne (oxford University press, zoor). This book argues
that since all meaning lies in connections between events, time itself does not
exist. That is, it does not exist over and above the correlations. Paraphrasing it
in the spirit ofthe current book, time is just the amount ofcorrelations between
things in the universe. The book is based on a well-known paper by D.N. page

and W. K. Wootters, Physicol Raiew D, 27, 288 s (rq8t).

Chapter 12

D. Turnec The Darkness of God (cambridge university press, 1995). This book
explains the basics of medieval christian mysticism. Contrary to what we
perceive mysticism to be today, the medieval Christian variant was very
rational and against the so-called'mystical experiences'as necessary to reach
God. The keywas a consistent application of the Negative way,amethod they
invented that has similarities with the scientific method.

c.G. )ung, synchronkity - An Acausol connecting pinciple (Routledge and
Kegan Paul, ry721. This essay tries to argue that events that are thought to be
random, yet occur simultaneously, are connected by an additional principle
that goes beyond the Scientific principle of causality. Some of Jung,s patients
were quantum physicists (Wolfgang Pauli, one of the discoverers of quantum
physics, was the most Prominent one)soJung was quite familiarwith the fact
that chance plays a key role in modern physics. It is interesting to see how he
navigates his waybetween blind chance and overpowering determinism.

O. Ulfbeck and A. Bohr, Genuine fortuitousness. Where did that click come
from? ,Foundations ofphysics,lI,757 (zoor). Here the authors argue that random-
ness has tobe acknowledged as fundamental in quantum physics which means
that the link between cause and effect is necessarily severed. As a natural
consequence, clicks in detectors are fortuitous and cannot be attributed to the
underlying existence of particles. This point of view is discussed at length in
the final chapter ofthe book.

v. vedral, Is reality a quantum hocus pocus?, StraitsTimu, z3 Februa ry zoog.
This is the first place where I described the quantum game of cards. The game
itself was introduced to me by my friend )anet Anders, a physicist at University
College, London. Another similar representation of quantum physics in terms
ofgames is to relate it to the game oftwentyquestions', as first done bywheeler.
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The idea here is for one person to imagine an object and for another to guess

the object by asking'yes/no'questions.'Is it small?', or'Is it material?'and so

on...As the questions proceed, the guesser narrows down the range of possi-

bilities and is, after twenty questions, in a good position to give the right
answer. The quantum analogy arises by changing the game so that the first
person does not imagine anything initiallyand then evolves an image through
being consistent with his answers to the twenty questions asked. This, of
course, makes it difficult for the guesser, but, if the questions are skilfully
chosen, could still lead to very little choice in the end.
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